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Termed Either Bleak Or Promising

Opinions Vary On State Finances

PRESENTS AWARDS — Ed Overbey, a member of the Murray Optimist
Club, presented plaques for outstanding achievements in law enforcement
to Police Chief Paul ferry lee(top photo)and Calloway County Sheriff Max
Morris(bottom photo)during Tuesday's regularly scheduled Optimist Club
meeting. The presentations were made upon recommendation by District
Court ludge Sid Easley.
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By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Kentucky's financial future is either bleak
or promising, depending on who is doing the talking and what they're talking
about.
There are "some bright spots on the
horizon" for industrial development in
the state, but the money Kentucky uses
to pay unemployment benefits continues to disappear, according to officials who appeared Tuesday before a
legislative committee.
Human Resources Secretary Grady
Stumbo was the first to appear before
the Interim Joint Committee on Labor
and Industry. And he had news of
broken records, but not the kind that
one refers to with pleasure.
Last month, the state paid almost $40
million in unemployment insurance
benefits, the greatest amount in the
history of the program.
And the department has calculated
that 20 percent of the Kentuckians
covered by unemployment insurance
have filed claims for benefits in the last
12 months. About 97 percent of the
state's labor force is covered by the
program.
The payments are made out of a
benefit trust fund, which gets its money

from payments made by Kentucky
employers.
In January, the fund contained $143
million; in July,the amount had slipped
to $98.6 million, Stumbo said, because
the state paid out more than it received
due to the condition of the economy.
The department estimates such conditions will continue through the end of
the year, further depleting the trust
fund to a level of $10 million to $30
million.
Stumbo said he believes five things
have caused the imbalance, with inflation and the economic climate heading
the list.
But legislative action which increased benefits while not increasing the
wage base used for calculating taxes
also is responsible, he said.
The 1978 General Assembly increased
benefits from 50 percent of the average
weekly wage, which currently is about
$217, to 55 percent,Stumbo said.
But inaation turned that 5 percent increase into an 11 percent jump in 1978 in
terms of the actual amount of money
being spent for the benefits, he said.
The increase amounted to 10 percent
last year and is projected at 9.4 percent
for 1980, he added.
Meanwhile, the taxable wage base —
or the part of a worker's salary that can

be taxed for unemployment insurance
-- has remained at $6,000 since 1978, he
said, and the payments to the trust fund
have not kept pace with the rising
benefits.
In addition,Stumbo said, 10,000 of the
65,000 employers in Kentucky qualify as
"negative balance employers." Those
are employers whose payments into the
trust fund are less the benefits their
former employees are receiving.
Despite the slipping trust fund
balance, Kentucky must continue to
pay unemployment benefits, Stumbo
said. And if a deficit occurs, the state
would have to borrow from the national
trust fund to make up the difference.
Such loans carry no interest
payments, and Spunbo said he is awtire
of no mechanism set up by the national
fund to be sure the money is paid back.
But such borrowing "transfers your
problem of today to next year," he said.
And an increase in the tax rate paid
by employers is virtually guaranteed,
according to Stumbo and Rick
Crawford, director of the Oivision of
Unemployment Insurance in the
department.
The 1980 General Assembly authorized the department to increase the rate
from about 2.7 percent to 3.2 percent on
the first $6,000 an employee earns if the

trust fund balance is below $100 million
at the end of 1980, Stumbo said.
The increase will add about $30
million to the trust fund in 1981, he said.
Later, Deputy Development
Secretary Bruce Lunsford told the committee that "the news in Kentucky is
not all had. We feel we have some
bright spots on the horizon."
Among those "bright spots" is the
state's attraction for synthetic fuel
plants, which will mean billions of
dollars for the Kentucky economy in
coming years, Lunsford said.
Development officials spent about 21,2
months analyzing the state, he said,
and found an abundance of industrial
sites available.'
*Now the focus is changing to another
direction, "such as. promotion programs," Lunsford said.
Lunsford also said the state is receiving a number of applications for the
$100 million worth of industrial revenue
bonds authorized by the 1980
legislature.
The applications to date amount to
about $42 million, he said, and are
primarily for "service-area projects,"
such as restaurants "to supplement the
needs we feel you have to fill" to attract
industry.

Layoffs, Cuts In Spending Said To Continue
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By GLENN RITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The sharp
drop in corporate profits from April
through June means that companies
will continue to cut back their spending
and lay off more workers in coming
months, private economists say.
The squeeze on companies is tightened further by suddenly rising interest
rates that discourage borrowing for
new plants and eqiupment, these
economists explain.
Moreover,a revival of rampant inflation last month will add to the cost of
new business investment and dampen
any prospect of a rapid resurgence in
consumer demand — a force that

Defense Secretary Says Russian
Military Weapons Improving
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Defense
Secretary Harold Brown said today the
Russians either have, or are on the
verge of attaining, the capability to
destroy U.S. land-based missiles in
their underground launch bases. •
Brown said this in warning that
Soviet military advances in weapons
power, numbers and technology could
in the future "threaten the survivability
of each component of our strategic
forces," including 1,000 Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missiles, the
bomber forces and missile-firing submarines.
"For our ICBMs, that potential has
been realized, or close to it," Brown
said in a speech prepared for the Naval
War College at Newport, R.I. "The
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Sunny hot and humid today
with highs in the mid to upper 90s.
Mostly fair and very warm
tonight. Lows in the low to mid
70s. Mostly sunny Thursday with
widely scattered thunderstorms
developing late in the afternoon.
Highs Thursday in the mid to upper 90s.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy, warm and
humid Friday through Sunday
Highs in the 80s and lows in the
60s throughout the period.
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Kentucky Lake
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Soviets are now deploying thousands of
ICBM warheads accurate enough to
threaten our fixed Minuteman silos.
' For our bombers, the threats are
more remote, and for submarinelaunched ballistic missiles, more
hypothetical."
His statement appeared to make the
Soviet threat to the U.S. Minuteman
ICBM force more immediate than his
forecast to Congress less than seven
months ago. At that time. Brown
predicted that "within a year or two we
can expect them (the Soviets to obtain
the necessary combination of ICBM

numbers, reliability, accuracy and
warhead yield" to put most U.S. landbased missiles in jeopardy in the event
of an attack.
At the same time, however, Brown
expressed confidence that the United
States can maintain what he called
"essential equivalence" with the Soviet
Union and effectively deter a Russian
attack by modernizing its strategic
forces with the mobile MX missile,
bombers armed with cruise missiles,
and giant new Trident submarines with
more potent and accurate weapons.

Subdivision Plat Okayed
By Planning Commission
A preliminary plat for the 50-unit
Stadium View Subdivision, to be
located at the corner of North 16th and
Diuguid Streets, was approved Tuesday
night by the Murray Planning Commission.
According to Steve Zea, city planner,
subdivision developer Wayne East,
Hopkinsville, now will have to submit
the plat to the Department of Housing
and Urban Development
Following approval from HUD, East
then will have to submit a final plat to
the commission before the project can
begin.
The plat showed that the proposed
complex would contain 16 one-bedroom,
24 two-bedroom and 10 three-bedroom
units. A building containing office,

(Ho?).

should exist if companies are going to
risk heavy spending.
These trends — which would ensure a
very sluggish recovery from the current recession — were painted in inter-

views Tuesday with economists from
three of the nation's leading private
forecasting firms.
The economists agreed that the
decline in corporate profits — while not

Interest Rates, Home
Mortgages Climb Again
NEW YORK (AP) — Interest rates on
business loans and home mortgages are
climbing again, and analysts say further increases are likely in the next
several weeks.
The upward spiral was underscored
Tuesday when Chase Manhattan Bank
raised its prime rate a quarter of a percent to 11.25 percent and two major
California mortgate lenders boosted
their rates 10 13.5 percent.
Chase,the nation's third-largest commercial bank, said its action was due to
rising costs in lending. Wall Street
analysts predicted other banks would
soon join Chase and raise their rates
from the prevailing 11 percent level.

"I wouldn't be surprised to see the
Prime move up to 11.25 or 11.5 percent
in the next couple of weeks," said
Maria Fiorini-Ramirez, an economist
for Merrill Lynch.
If the rest of the banking industry
follows Chase's lead, it will mark the
first general increase in the prime rate
since April 2, when the rate peaked at 20
percent.
The prime — the rate banks charge
on loans to their bestrisk business
cutomers — parallels changes in openmarket interest rates such as the
federal funds rate. Those rates have
soared in recent days, raising banks'
lending costs.

Fiscal Court To Keep County
Tax Rates Same As 1979-80
• Appointed Joe Bruce Wilson the new
county road supervisor. The appointment was for two years. Wilson
replaces Carroll Guy, who resigned effective Aug. 1.
• Approved the first reading of a citycounty transit system.
• Voted to accept Fairlane Drive in
Fairview Acres for county
maintenance.
• Agreed to sell a Ford dump truck and
a cherry picker to the highest-best bidder.

Tax rates per $100 valuation of property for 1980-81 levied by the Calloway
County Fiscal Court will remain identical to the 1979-80 rates, the court
decided Tuesday.
According to county judge-executive
Robert 0. Miller, the tax rates will be
11.9 on real estate; 11.9, tangibles; 19,
bank shares; 1.5, agricultural products; two cents per acre, timber; 2.96
library; and 2.54, health.
In other action, the court members:

maintenance and laundry facilities also
is included in the complex.
Area for future expansion was
available west of the complex along
16th Street.
The commission members also approved a rezoning request of two 150-by75 lots at the corner of Calloway and
Kentucky Avenues.
The request had been made by Sid
and Melissa Easley. The action
cOnges the lots from R-2,single-family
Aelling,to R-4, multi-family dwelling.
Action on grother rezoning request,
R-2 to R-4 for five lots in the RobertsonLassiter Subdivision, was postponed
until the September commission
meeting.

All ninth. grade schedules will be
available. Students also will be permit
ted to tour the building to locate
- classrooms.
Students in grades 10-12 can pick up
schedules at the high school front office
from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 4 Fri-

day, Aug. 22, through Tuesday, Aug. 26.
All high school students will report
Wednesday, Aug. 27. School will be held
from 8 a.m. to 9:30. Buses also will
begin running.
All Calloway County School System
.teachers will have the opportunity to attend an optional in-service training session Monday, Aug. 25, at'the middle
school. A variety of training sessions
dealing with current problems in
education will be offered.

President Works On
New Economic Plan;
Denies Invasion
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is back from vacation early,
working on a new economic program
and denying that the United States will
invade Iran.
The president cut short a postconvention break at Camp David, Md.,
and returned to the White House on
Tuesday.
Carter, said press secretary Jody
Powell, also planned to work on a
speech scheduled Thursday to the
American Legion convention. Carter
may use the occasion to rebut charges
made by his opponent, Ronald Reagan.
Carter, as he returned to the White
House, was asked about a report by columnist Jack Anderson that the administration planned to invade Iran in
mid-October, shortly before the Nov. 4
presidential election.
Asked if the column were accurate,
the president replied, "No. He very
seldom writes an accurate column."
Anderson, in response, said former
President "Richard Nixon had the
same complaint about a number of my
columns. They turned out to be right.
He turned out to be wrong."

Murray Head Start
Registration Slated
For Friday, Aug. 22

Calloway Freshman To Report
Tuesday; Optional In-service Set
All Calloway County High School
ninth graders are asked to report for an
orientation session at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
Aug. 26, in Jeffrey Gymnasiuni.

unexpected — virtually guarantees that
companies will further cut back activity and lay off more workers.
"This is a trigger for cutting employment," said Sandra Shaber, senior
economist of Chase Econometrics
Associates in Bala Cynwyd, Pa. "This
is inescapable."
Econometrics, Data
Chase
Resources Inc., and Evans Economics
all predicted a sustained stuinkage of
corporate profits through this year as
the recession continues — although at
an easing pace.
On Tuesday, the Commerce Department reported that corporate profits
fell steeply from the first quarter to the
second quarter.

RETIREMENT — G.B._Jones (left), who will retire Friday from the Murray
Post Office after 40 years of service, accepts a retirement certificate from
Murray postmaster Virgil Gilliam. The certificate was issued by the regional
postmaster's office. Jones spent 25 years as a city carrier, a job in which he
waited over 100,000 miles, and 15 years in his present capacity as superintendent of mails and delivery. Members of the local post office held a dinner for Jones Thursday night. A native of Murray, Jones is a member of the
s Club.
n'
First Baptist Church and the Murray

r

The Murray Head Start will hold its
registration for the 1980-81 school year
from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 22, in the Head Start
Center in the Child Studies Building on
the Murray State University campus.
Anyone who submitted an application
in the spring for the program needs to
attend the registration session. Applications for children ages 3-5 will be
accepted.
Those parents who have not provided
Income verification will need to bring
the verification at this time. Financial
guidelines for the 1980-81 school year is
$7,450 for a family of four.
Head Start also has a few openings
for new applicants in the Home Base
•
Program.
Head Start is a federally funded program for low-income families.
Anyone needing more Information
about registration should call 753-7286
from 9 a.m. to 4 pm.
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Miss Becky Jane Thornton Wed
To Mr. Brown At Murray Church

Murray
QLedger & Times
iziali

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Coming Community Happenings Listed

pitsapori tan, and jade.
Miss Jill Prichard, Murray,
served as maid of honor. The
Friday, Aug.22
bridesmaids were Mrs. Sheri
Friday, Aug.22
Thursday, Aug.21
Thursday, Aug.21
Wright, Paducah, and Miss
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Transportation for shopping
Janette Doyle Group of First
Senior Citizens will
Hazel
Murray,
De Ann Thornton,
Club will meet at Gateway for Senior Citizens will be held have activities from 10 a.m. to
Baptist Church will meet at II
both sisters of the bride, Mrs.
Steakhouse at Draffenville at and call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. 2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
a.m. at the church parlor.
Phyliss Tibbs Hutchenson,
7 p.m.
for morning shopping and by !unch served at 11:45 a.m.
Professional
and
Business
Chicago, Ill., and Miss Leann
11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopClub will meet at
Women's
will
meeting
of
Mary
Legion
Boone, Paducah. Miss Audra
Inn be held at, 10:30 a.m, in the ping.
Triangle
the
at
p.m.
6:30
CLEAN COPPER
Lanuney, Memphis, Tenn.,
Douglas Center will be open
with Dr. Tom Muehleman as rectory of St. Leo's Catholic
To clean tarnished copper,
cousin of the bride, was junior
acfor
p.m.
2
to
a.m.
10
from
speaker.
Church.
salt and rub with
bridesmaid.
the Senior Citizens sprinkle with
will tivities by
Knights
Area members of Alpha Phi
a lemon peel.
The attendants werre dressat 12 noon.
served
lunch
with
International Fraternity, col- meet at 7:30 p.m. in the parish
ed identically in floor length
legiate and alumnae, are in- hall of St. Leo's Catholic Churgowns of organza of
vited to attend an informa- ch.
candlelight background with
tional gathering at 7:30 p.m.
plum rose floral print. Beige
Kentucky Human Services
Dr. Tom Muehleman, Clinical Psychologist and Director at
at the home of Mitzi Moyers, Association will meet at 3:30
lace was around the scooped
the Pschological Center at Murray State University, will be
230 Fountain
Avenue, p.m. at Kentucky Dam Village
necklines.
the guest speaker at the meeting of the Business and ProfesPaducah.
Each of the attendants carState Park with Dr. David
_
Women's Club to be held Thursday, Aug. 21, at 6:30
sional
the
ried a crescent fleur d'amour
for
Commissoner
Allen,
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
the Triangle Inn.
at
p.m.
as
of reubuim lilly, roses, and
Services,
for
Health
Bureau
Order of the Eastern Star will
His subject will be "Bio-Feedback and Other Methods of
arimees in a mixture of green
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge speaker. A picnic for KHSA
Handling Stress," according to the club president, Bobbie
foliage.
members and guests at a cost
hall.
Waters, who urges all members to attend.
The Groom
be at 5
Baptist Young Women of of $2 per person will
Wm
The groom was attired in a
p.m.
meet
will
First Baptist Church
candlight tuxedo with a
Bluegrass Chapter and Kenwith Vicki Sorrow at 6:30 p.m.
candelight shirt and vest. His
American
Men's Stag Night will be tucky Association
boutonniere of a butterfly rose
Society of Farm Managers
Murray
the
at
p.m.
6
at
held
was backed with greenery.
will
Country Club with Tom and Rural Appraisers
Tim McNulty of Ina.m, at
11r. and IIrs. Robert F. Brown
Bloom, Phil McNally, and open its meeting at 11
dianapolis, Ind., was the best
of the Holiday Inn, Murray.
man. Groomsmen were Buff Macpherson, Melinda tangs', Skidmore, Wickliffe; Mrs. Larry Robinson in charge
Events are planned today and
arrangements.
Otey
Grey
Hutchenson,
Louisville,
Fritz of
and Janice
Marie Fowler, Terre Haute,
Friday.
Kirt
and
Ellis Center will be open(
of Ohio, and Jeff Parr
Chicago, Ill.; Lewis Carter, Ind.; Carolyn Mae Wathen,
Friday, Aug.22
InHendricks, both of
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Hendricks, Henderson; Mary Holland, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acTwilight Golf will be played
dianapolis. Downs Thornton, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Parr, Tim Leeann Boone, and Sheri and tivities by the Murray Senior
brother of the bride, served as McNulty, Mr. and Mrs. David
Citizens with lunch served at at 5:30 p.m. at the Oaks CounJames Wright, Paducah.
try Club.
Adam
11:30 a.m.
junior groomsman.
Schumacker,
Rehearsal Dinner
Events at Murray Country
Guests were seated by Andy Schumacker, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Joseph Brown,
Douglas Center will be open
Littleton, Murray, and Steve George Lewis and Anne, and
mother of the groom, was from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. far Club will include club
Lochman,Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Marge Brown, In- hostess for the rehearsal din- Senior Citizens activities with membership social and
All of the men attendants, dianapolis, Ind.; Enda ner held at the Colonial House lunch at 12 noon,
twilight golf at 5:30 p.m.
Villanova will
along with bride's father, Barnett, Janet Smith, and Smorgasbord. Floral arMurray Women of the Diane and Raz
wore candlelight tuxedoes Susan Rupp, Evansville, Ind.; rangements were used. Place Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at be in charge of twilight golf.
identical to that of the groom. Missy Tibbs, St. Louis, Mo.; cards, designed by Debi the lodge hall, North 16th
Olga Hampton WMU Group
Boutonnieres for the men Ltc. Johnny and Pansy Henry, marked the places for Street.
of Sinking Spring Baptist
were jade dutchess roses.
Prichard, Madison, Ind.; Mr. members of the wedding party
Hazel Senior Citizens will Church will have a family picFor her daughter's wedding, and Mrs. Brooks Lammey, and their families. .
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at nic at6:30 p.m. at the church.
Mrs. Thornton chose a formal Audra and David, M. E.
The bridal couple chose this the Hazel Center with lunch at
Events at Land Between the
gown of porta mauve crepe Templeton, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Lime to present gifts to their 11:45 a.m.
Lakes will include The Winged
designed with tiers and a mat- Charles Templeton, and Clara attendants.
----ching cape. Mrs. Brown, Templeton, Memphis, Tenn.;
Mothers Day Out will be at 9 Giants at Center Station at
Brunch
Astronomy's
mother of the groom, wore a Cliff Adkins,Steve Laeghman,
Mrs. Sharon Lammey, aunt a.m. at the First Baptist Chur- 1:30 p.m. and
Greatest Hits at Golden Pond
blue giana floor length dress Tim Mercer, Chris Miller, of the bride, and Mrs. Sheri ch.
AIRPLANE (PG)
Visitors Center at 8 p.m.
featuring a cowl neckline.
Mary Jo Kleenholter, Billy Wright, sister of the bride,
Calloway Athletic Boosters
Both mothers wore corsages Grasch, Larry Otto, Shelia were hostesses for the
Not a Double Feature
Memorial Baptist Church
7:30 p.m. at the
of gardenias.
Gann, and Robert Lewis, bridesmaids' brunch held the will meet at
Tkt. Reg'd for Ea. Feat.
Puppeteers will perform at
Calloway Middle School.
Mrs. Clara Templeton, Louisville; Janice Thornton, day of the wedding.
8:30 p.m. at Piney CamMemphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Joe Washington, D. C.; Ken and
The hostesses and their 18
Murray High Athletic pground, Land Between the
Murray,
Thornton,
Camden,
Howell
Cooper,
Trina
ci
guests assembled around
dinner for Lakes.
grandmothers of the bride, Tenn.; John Templeton, Hunt- three tables centered with ar- Boosters will have a
Certhai C • 753-3314
6:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Marie Fowler, Terre sville, Ala.; Susan Cole, Ben- rangements of yellow silk the football team at
School
High
Murray
the
Local Chapter of National
at
of
grandmother
Ind.,
Bo
and
Haute,
ton; Donna Jo Batts
summer flowers.
7'23,9 20
Retired
of
practice field. Tickets at $2.50 Association
the groom, were presented
,UST WHAT
each are on sale by the Federal Employees will not
COME SEE
corsages of reubuirn lilies.
IdWE ALL
cheerleaders.
meet this month.
NEED
The wedding was directed
THE NEW
by Mrs. Tommy Carroll, MurFALL
Cheech and Chong's
ray, who was presented a corNext Moyle
a
^
FASHIONS
sage of jade dutchess roses.
FRIDAY
Reception
12 TO 1
Sue
and
John
City,
York
the
ceremony
New
the
Following
Thru Thurs.
The descendants of Horace
Portraits, Weddings, Frames
HOLIDAY INN
bride's parents were hosts for and Emily Crihfield, of Atlan- Crihfield, Chicago,Illinois.
From Quincy, Illinois;
DINING ROOM
the reception held in the ta-, Illinois, gathered at
Olivia Newton.John
fellowship hall of the church Kenlake State Park, Aurora, Roger and Emily Veach, Dick
with Mrs. Sharon Lammey, for the weekend of Aug. 1, 2, and Pam Holzgraefe and
One Day Processing
children Steve, and Beth, Paul
Memphis, Tenn., and Ms. and 3.
sons,
Janice Thornton, Washington,
753-0035
The planned activities in- and Suzi Miser and
118 So. 12th
D. C., aunts of the bride, Mrs. cluded a dinner at the Lodge Doug and Mark. Horace and
MURRAY KENTUCKY
Lenora Skinner and Mrs. on Friday evening and atten- Eleanor Crihfield, LarchRobin Brittian of Murray, and ding a performance of the mont, New York, Susanne
Miss Mary Holland, Paducah, Lakeside Singers. Saturday Hallberg and children, Tom
Nancy, Powhatan,
serving the guests.
afternoon a picnic was held in and
The bride's table, covered the park pavilion. On Sunday Virginia, and friend, Tirn
with a candlelight satin cloth, the final get-together was held Branin from Overland Park,
was centered with a brass at the lakeside home of Phil Kansas, Judie Svendsen and
wine cooler containing a and Ginny Crihfield. Supper children Steve and Karen,
melody of green foliage. The was served and boat rides Huntington Station, New
York. From High Point, North
three tiered wedding cake was were held.
Thru Thur. 9 / 1 1
J. Glenn
edged and adorned with
7 15 9 15
Those attending were as Carolina, Mrs.
The all new
Crihfield, Steve and Kim
calemila leaves and pit- follows:
NO PASSES
adventure
and
saporiurn.
Phil and Ginny Crihfield, Crihfield and sons, Glenn
New Shipment
Miss Donna Humphries, Murray, Connie Crihfield, Judson.
From Atlanta, Illinois: Ray
Murray, provided piano selec- Richmond Heights, Ohio,
New Shipment
Boys
tions during the reception. Philip Jay and Jackie Thompson Sr., Bob and Kay
Men's
Thompson,
Brian
satin
Candlelight and plum
Chestnut Si.. 753-3314
Crihfield and children Jay and Thompson,
rosebuds filled with rice were Katie, Evanston, Illinois, and Mark and Adriana
arranged in a brass appoint- Brevard and Mary Crihfield, Thompson. Dr. Wm. Sr. and
Slims, Reg
ment to be thrown by the Lexington, Steve Crihfield, Gerry Thompson,Champaign,
By Disco and
and Huskies
Thru Wed.
Illinois. Dr. Wm. Jr. and
guests as the couple left for a
She's 19
Wrangler
By
Maverick
Cheryl Thompson and
wedding trip.
And Ready(R)
Sizes 26-50
Brent,
and
Mrs.
and
Heather
Mr.
new
children,
The
&
Wrangler
— Plus —
Homer, Illinois. Julie Han and
Brown are now residing in
A
Ready Willing
sons, Christopher and
Louisville.
S. Able (II)
Out of town guests included
0.1
Group B of the Women's Gregory, Wausau, Wisconsin,
and up
$S A Carload Tues.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutchen- Tennis of the Murray Country Doug and Laverne Thompson,
Ray
Dr.
Jean
ti way 111 S •153.3314
son, Steve Lockman,
New Shipment of
Club will play on Friday, Aug. Jacksonville, Illinois.
by
22, at 9:30 a.m, at the club. Jr. and Grace Thompson,
Boys' Belts
Girls Jeans
Galesburg, Illinois, Dan
Man's It Sizes
Lineups are as follows:
Sizes 2 through 14
Danbury all
Court No. One — Mug Thompson, Dallas, Texas,
Underwear
Reg. and Slims
Rigsby, Vicki Miller, Annie Ramon and Mary Mason and
Boys'
son Craig, Morton, Illinois,
----Knight, and Marilyn Adkins.
Men's Et
Sizes
Good Selection of Girls Pro.
Hanes All
Court No. Two — Gaye and John and Priscilla Mason
by
Teen Jeans 6p-14p
New Fall
Haverstock, Norma Frank, of Alexandria, Virginia.
Summer shirts --------------------Sandy Brannon, and Ann HanWeis
Merchandise
AN
New Shipment of
18
ney.
2thru
Sizes
Arriving
Jr. Jeans 3 15
Court No. Three — Sheila
All
Daily
Grogan, Barb Malinauskas,
Nancy Fandrich, and Janie
The National Association of
Ryan.
Retired Federal Employees
For a substitute persons
will not meet in August. The
May call Lori Rushing.
next meeting will be Friday,
Come in and make
Shop Settle-Workman Co.
Sept. 26, at 9:30 a.m, at the
your selections
where you will always find
Ellis Community Center.
away
early and lay
at
quality
merchandise
A social hour will be held
Reasonable Prices.
for fall
with a door prize for the
ladies.
In October a luncheon is
planned at Brandon Springs in
the Land Between the Lakes.

The wedding of Miss Becky
Jane Thornton, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Downs
Thornton, Sr., of Murray, and
Robert F. Brown, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Joseph
Brown of Indianapolis, Ind.,
was solemnized in a summer
wedding in the sanctuary of
the First Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
officiated at the candlelight
double ring ceremony read at
6 p.m. A program of nuptial
music was presented by Mrs.
Bowker, Murray,
Joan
organist, and Miss Carylon
Mae Wathon, Henderson.
soloist.
Centering the altar was an
arched candelabrum flanked
by two stairstep candelabra
which were entwined with
bakers fern, calemila leaves,
pitsaporiurn, and jade. The
unity candle stood to one side
of the altar. The family pews
were marked with white
tapers set in green foliage.
As the guests arrived, they
signed the bridal book which
was attended by Miss Donna
Batts, Wickliffe.
The Bride
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents. wore a formal
gown of ivory giana. The empire lined bodice, adorned
with silk venise lace, featured
a mandarine neckline and
long fitted sleeves which ended with etched silk venise
lace. The circular skirt was
enhanced in matching lace
and formed a chapel train.
She wore a mantilla silk illusion veil that was edged in silk
venise lace. She carried a bouquet of white butterfly roses in
a melody of green foliage,
bakers fern, calemila leaves,

or Columbus

IB&PW Club To Meet'

Jan Stenens
For
Vivanti

N
E IMME

Family Holds Reunion

MADEMOISELLE

ETIN
BULL
OOL
SCH
ITEMS POSTED TO SAVE YOU MONEY
Jeans

Group B Of Lathes
Tennis Plans Play

Headquarters
For All
Of Your
MATERNITY FASHIONS

Jeans

14

NARFE Group Will
Not Meet. August

PARKER'S Mayfield

WHAT YOU SEE-- IS NOT WHAT YOU GETThe store
with the highest shelf prices in town often adve?tiw
10 or 12 items at a very low price, but remember, there
are about 10,000 items in the average Big John Store,
and Big John has the lowest shelf prices EVERY DAY!

HUMAN`BODY
The human body is built
around a frame containing 206
bones, -half of which provide
support to the hands and fet.

Settle-Workman .

Downtown Acros the-Street from Bank of Murray. Open
Friday Nites till 6. We Appreciate Your Business.

_
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Flora And Koeniger
Vows Are Solemnized

Emerson-Carter
Wedding Planned

The First Baptist Church
was the scene of the wedding
of Miss Rachel Lynn Flora,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Flora, Murray, and
Dr. Alfred Cash Koeniger, son
of Alfred W. Koeniger of Hattiesburg, Miss., and the late
Mrs. Mary Cash Koeniger.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
officiated at the candlelight
ceremony read at 6:30 p.m. on
Saturday afternoon in July. A
program of nuptial music was
presented by Heather McCormick, vocalist, and Dan
McDaniel,organist.
The Bride
Escorted to the altar by her
father, the bride wore a formal gown of white silk organza and imported Schiffli lace
encrusted with pearls and
crystals. The bodice featured
a sheer yoke enhanced with
Schiffli medallions and a high
band collar. A pinafore
capelet of Schiffli lace formed
sleeves over the shoulders.
The flared skirt was encircled
with a deep border of
scalloped Schiffli lace and extended into a full chapel length
train.
Her veil was a specially
made Spanish mantilla edged
in matching lace and accented
with lace motifs appliqued
with pearls. The bride carried
her mother's wedding Bible,
which was adorned with orchids,stephanotis, and ivy.
Serving the bride as honor
attendant was Jennie B. Gordon of Murray. Bridesmaids
were Gingy Flora Ryan and
Janie Flora, sisters of the
bride,of Murray, Anne Cooper
Yates of Louisville, Mary
McKinney Hardin of
Nashville, Tenn., and Diana
McNulty of Paducah.
The attendants wore identical aqua colored gowns of
qiana and chiffon. The draped
bodice was dramatized with
Venise lace and spaghetti
straps. An overjacket of chiffon tied at the waist in a
blouson effect. Matching lace
edged the batteau neckline
and cocoon styled sleeves
graced the elbows.
The attendants wore halos
of baby's breath and tiny silk
flowers in their hair and carried nosegays of mixed summer flowers.
Alfred W. Koeniger of Hattiesburg, Miss., served as his
son's best man. Groomsmen
were Carter Glass IV of Richmond, Va., K. Kimball McKee

Final arrangements for the
wedding of Miss Debora Jo
Emerson,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Edd Emerson of
Murray,and James F. Carter,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Carter of Whitesville, have
been completed.
The family ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday. Aug.
23, at the West Fork Baptist
Church, Murray, with the
Rev. Wayne Carter officiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs.
Eugene Hunter, organist, and

Murray Couple Named For
Professional Recognition

Miss Lisa Hunter, pianist.
Miss Melissa Emerson,
sister of the bride-elect, will
be the maid of honor, and Miss
Sara Bucy, cousin of the brideelect, will serve as flower girl.
Brian Kunze of Nashville,
Tenn., will be the best-man for
Mr. Carter.
A reception will be held
Saturday from 4 to 6 p.m. at
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank, Murray.

Dr. James McKeever and
Susan McKeever have achieved professional recognition by
the Music Teachers National
MTN A ) as
Association
teachers of piano.
Dr. McKeever and Mrs.
McKeever were recommended by the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association on the
basis of outstanding achievement and high professional
standards in the field of music
pedagogy. This includes
musical competence, teaching
preparation, and successful
teaching experience. The
McKeevers were both awarded the Master Certificate, the
highest possible level of certification.
The MTN A Certification
Plan, adopted in 1967, is a national standard for the evalua-

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the reception.

Prenuptial Events Are
Given For Bride-elect
Several prenuptial events
were held in honor of Miss
Brenda Jane Hough before her
wedding on Aug. 16 to David
Thomas Jones. Parents of the
couple are Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Hough and the Rev. and Mrs.
Jack Jones.

Dr. aml lIrs. Alfred Ca.sh karlager

The first was a dessert party
held in the home of Mrs. S. M.
Matarazzo who was hostess
along with her daughter, Sally.
Corsages of white daisies
were presented to the honoree,
her mother, and her motherin-law to be. The bride-elect
was presented a gift of a
crystal salad bowl and salad
set by the hostesses.
A frozen apricot dessert
with minted iced tea was served to the 17 guests.

•-•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••

The Locust Grove Baptist
Church was the scene of a
household shower held with
Mesdames Harold Houston,
Thomas Houston,. John
Lassiter, and Roy Norsworthy
as hostesses.
The bride-elect opened her
gifts including the hostsses'
gift of an eight piece set of
Silver Stone cookware. She,
along with the mothers, were
also presented corsages of
white carnations.
Refreshments of cake and
punch were served. Approximately 30 guests attended or
sent gifts.

tion and recognition of
qualified independent music
teachers. MTNA, founded in
1876, was the first professional
music association in the
United States, and has a
membership of over 19,000.
Dr. McKeever has been
assistant professor of music at
Murray State University since
1977. He earned the BFA
degree at Indiana University
of Pennsylvania and both the
MM and DMA degrees in
piano at the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory
of Music. He has studied with
Olga Conus,Santos Ojeda,and
Lelia Gousseau of the Paris
Conservatory.
Mrs. McKeever is a private
teacher in the community and
is active in the Murray Music
Teachers Association. She
received her B.A. and BM in

DON'T
SELL YOUR

OLD
GOLD

Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Mrs.
A. G. Wilson, Mrs. Phillip
McKnelly, and Mrs. Kenneth
Winters were hostesses for a
morning coffee held at the
Hopkins' home.
Souvenir handkerchief and
rose corsages were presented
to the honoree, her mother,
and the groom-elect's mother.
Miss Hough was presented a
hostesses' gift of a full place
setting of her chosen pattern
of china.
Bouquets of fresh roses
were used at vantage points
throughout the Hopkins'
home. An assortment of
refreshments was served
from the appointed table
centered with a watermelon
filled with fresh fruits.
Approximately 40 guests
called during the morning
hours.

of Covington, Terry Ellis of topped with a bouquet of fresh
Memphis, Tenn., Kevin flowers, and a cut glass punch
A miscellaneous shower was
Anderson of Monroe, La., and bowl were at either end of the held in the home of Mrs. Dan
Charles F. Rule of Oak Park, table. All other appointments Shipley with Miss Danna
were in crystal.
Shipley, Mrs. Max Brandon,
Mrs. Martha Sue Ryan of and Mrs. Jerry Jones as
The bride's mother chose a
qiana summer print with a Murray directed the recep- hostesses.
matching sheer jacket. Her tion. Mrs. Vel Burkeen, Mrs.
Corsages of silk daisies
accessories were bone, and Sara Hussung, Mrs. Cozy Mc- were presented to the honoree
Lillian
corshe wore a white orchid
Cuiston, and Mrs.
and the mothers. Miss Hough
Robertson, all of Murray, was presented with a
sage.
The guest register was at- assisted in serving.
hostesses' gift of a laundry
Pat McCormick of Murray
tended by Heather McCorbasket filled with household
mick of Murray.
presented selections of piano items.
Beverly Calloway of Murray music.
Homemade strawberry and
Dr. and Mrs. Koeniger are
directed the wedding.
banana ice cream, cookies,
now residing in Starkville, and soft drinks were served by
Reception
Immediately following the Miss., where he is a member the hostesses. Approximately
ceremony a reception was of the history faculty at 25 persons were present or
held in the fellowship hall of Mississippi State University.
sent gifts.
the church.
Rehearsal Dinner
The bride's table, covered
Alfred W. Koeniger hosted
with a white lace cloth caught
the rehearsal dinner at the Commissioner
at the corners with nosegays
Holiday Inn.
of fresh summer flowers, was
Dr. David Allen, Commis- public health from the UniverApproximately 35 persons
centered with a silver
Michigan. After
dinner, where the sioner for the Bureau for sity of
the
attended
candelabrum and an arrangegraduating in 1961 from
the
be
will
Services,
Health
his
to
gifts
presented
groom
ment of summer flowers. The
guest speaker at the meeting DePauw University in Inattendants.
three-tiered wedding cake,
of the Kentucky Human Ser- diana, he studied as a
vices Association to be held Fulbright Scholar in
Breakfast
GerMrs. Wayne Flora and Miss Friday, Aug. 22, at 3:30 p.m. chemistry in Mainz,
Dance
Of
Thurman'; School
Rachel Flora were hostesses at the Kentucky Dam Village many,for one year.
At 5 p.m. on Friday a picnic
now offering
for the bridesmaid's breakfast State Park.
His subject will be "Staying is planned for KHSA members
at their home.
$2 per
Atte nding the breakfast Healthy Is A Personal Respon- and guests. A charge of
sibility" and will also give person will be taken for the
Calloway,
Beverly
were
Ages 4 Through 17
Heather McCormick, Martha some insights, into future meal.
Storting September
Sue Ryan, Gingy Ryan, Janie directions of the Bureau for
Flora, Jennie Gordon, Anne Health Services.
— Classes Will Include —
Dr. Allen assumed his post
Yates, Mary Hardin, and
in mid July. For the past 10
McNulty.
Diana
Dances
6 Basic Ballroom
Disco Dancing
The bride presented gifts to years he has served in the
Tennessee Department of
those present.
(Foxtrot - Cha Cho - Waltz
Public Health, most recently
Dances
Children's
Rumba - Tango - Swing)
as director of the community
A Minimum
health services administration. Before joining the Tenof Every 9 Weeks
t nessee Health Department, he
worked for four years in the
Register Any Time In
Communicable
Teresa Goodson has been National
named to the dean's list at the Disease Center, now the
The Month of August
Salmon P. Chase College of Center for Disease Control.
Phone
Law of Northern Kentucky
The new commissioner
753-9756
University for the spring earned his M. D. from CaseNo Answer
semester of 1980.
Western Reserve University,
Scioot
753-5950
Ms. Goodson resides at 1323 Cleveland, in 1966, and also
1 91 8 Coldwater Rd
Main Street, Murray.
holds a Master's degree in

AND

DIAMONDS

Dr.Jame", McKee% er

until you get our
prices. You can
Ma us to pay
the top CASH
prices.

and S11..111 VICK1'1'‘er

Gymnastic
Classes
Registration
Sat. Aug. 25th
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

To Speak

WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID

HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat.

Murray Gymnastic

Center
Hwy. 641
Murray Ky.
753-0129
Cvm-Kin leotards Dealer

Children's Classes

Teresa Goodson Is
Named, Dean's Lis

MICHELS°N1

schffai

oi Dance

Zip off Sleeves Multi-Color Stripes.. Quilted. Hooded Jackets

Bo s & Girls

Boys & Girls

Introductory
Offer

Jeans,

Calamity
Jane
Sportswearitiqw

fyests
i
sitN

1

By Billy
The Kid #
For Girls

Ski Jacket Sale

28

%/VILE la

Thursday -Friday-Saturday

Coats

Thurmans

piano degrees from the
University of Redlands and
MM in piano from the University of Cincinnati CollegeConservatory of Music, and
also did graduate work at the
of Southern
University
California. She has taught
piano on the college level at
the University of Redlands for
three years, music theory at
the University of Cincinnati
for two years, and private
piano for eleven years. Her
piano teachers have included
Alexandra Pierce, Daniel
Pollack, Raymond Dudley,
Richard Morris, and Olga
Corm.
Mr. and Mrs. McKeever are
active performers as a piano
duet team. They recently
returned from coaching sessions in la Crosse, Wisconsin,
with Weekley & Arganbright
(one of America's foremost
duet teams), in preparation
for a recital they will give Oct.
12 at Murray State University.

20% 20%
OFF

Hundreds of New Styles..,
Machine Washable Nylon and Poplin...
Fall's Hottest Fashion Jacket...
On Sale-$28 Now at Minnens!

Lay-Away And Save

Just Arrived

Layaway Now til Nov. 1st
Lett
Zip-otf sleeve, multi-color
washable nylon Ski Jacket
reg. $39. sizes S-M-t.

Save Up To

sale *28

Madam Alexander Dolls

700/0 On Summer Merchandise

Right

*Charge

sale *28

*Lay-Away

4
Bet Air Center and Otympic Plaza
Shop Daily 109 Sunday 1 5

Ave lotqfria,AtoKs..cakvitlif

•••lo

a"
is

111

Children's Fashions
Hrs:9-6 Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Fro

*Cash

Two-tone, contrast piping
washable nylon Ski Jacket
reg. $39, sizes S-M-l.

•

*Charge
Cards

OFF

p
7he Ste ceader

Bel-Air Shopping Center
75317%

Have
A
Great
School
Year
•

,
.
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THE ACES

118 6 4 2
"Society does not punish •15 7
•Q 105
those who sin, but those who •J 8 3
•
5
•
K 32
sin and conceal not cleverstit'TH
ly."-- Elbert G Hubbard

Declarer sinned in his
play of today's deceptive no
trump game. His error was
there for all to see and his
punishment cost him the
game and rubber.
West's fourth best spade
went to East's queen and
declarer correctly refused
the first trick. The spade 10
came back and declarer was
forced to win his ace
Tackling his best suit
first, declarer led the queen
of clubs and the finesse lost
to East's king Back came a
third round of spades and
declarer's last spade
stopper disappeared.
There were ony eight
tricks without a winning
heart finesse, so after cashing some winners, declarer
finally tried the heart suit.
This finesse lost and West
had two more spades to beat
the game.
What was the sin that
declarer committed? He
was guilty of taking his
finesses in reverse order
Had even one finesse won,
declarer would have been
out of danger, so he had to
_plan on losing both. And if
he did, he had to think about
which defender he could
afford to lose to first.
To make the, game,
declarer should cross to
dummy's diamond king
after winning his spade ace.
The heart finesse • loses to
West's king and a spade
comes back. but West's
spades are no longer a factor -- West has no entry to
use them
NORTH
•K 7 4
1PQ 105
•K 7 6
411 A 8 7 4
WEST
•J 9 8 6 2

8-20-A

EAST • •
•Q 10 5

Vulnerable Both
South The bidding

Deafer

South
NT

East
All pass

Opening

North
3 NT

lead Spade six

When the club finesse loses to East's king. East is out
of spades and, instead of
going down one trick,
declarer enjoys an easy

HEALTH
Exercise aids weight lost

overtrick

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
South holds

8-20-B

•K 7 4
•(4 10 5
•K 10 6
4A 874
North
2 NT

South

ANSWER Six no trump
North has a minimum of 22
points giving the partnership
an aggregate of 34-36 points
Send ',ridge question, in The AC,.
Rex 12:153 Wilds Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
Inr reply
4,

DEAR DR. LAMB
i am
desirous of los,-„ about 10
pounds but am extremely
wary (J inbarking upon such
a 5, siningly poisonous regime
as a 60 gram per day low-carbohydrate diet. It is my understanding that prolonged exposure to such a diet causes
hyperuricemia, hyperlipidemia, hypoglycemia, nausea,
chest pains, arthritis of the
breastbone, gout, swelling of
the ankles, peripheral edema,
diarrhea, a build up of ketone
bodies causing an alcohol-acetone breath, dizziness, inability to concentrate and make
quick decisions and, most
disturbingly, cirrhosis of the
liver due to an invasion of
abnormal deposits of fat and
dietary deficiency. Furthermore, it has been variously
described by most imminent
authorities as bordering on
malpractice, a bizarre regime
that is without scientific merit and unbalanced, unsound
and unsafe.
I would be most grateful if I
could hear from your good
self giving a detailed opinion
of your comments on all the
points that I have raised. It
would appear to me that the
only absolutely healthy solu-

Your Individual
Horoscope

tion to my temporary weight
problem is a two-mile walk
per day At least my liver
wouldn't complain.
DEAR READER
I think
you've touched all the bases.
Space does not permit me to
explain all the terms that you
have used but all of those
comments have been made.
And most of them are correct.
For individuals who need to
lose just a small amount of
weight such as yourself, if you
do not increase your calorie
intake but do increase your
physical exercise, you can

FARM FAMILY members Dale Jones, Mike Melson,
and Lee (PA) Hillman remove a kettle of dye used to
color clothing at The Homeplace-1850. The natural
dye workshop was part of the scheduled activities at
The Homeplace 1850 in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes.
(TVA Photo bv Rick Schweinharil

Ltd,'

00

Bel Air Shopping Center

THAT'S IT
Olympic Plaza, Murray
753-6882

Men's Basic
Jeans

*Straight Leg
*Boot Leg
*Flare
•Big Bell
Mal

75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope. Send
your request to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Exercise is often underrated in its value as a safe and
healthy way of losing weight.
Of course, you can overdo
exercise, or do it in the wrong
manner, but very few people
have ever hurt themselves
with sensible walking unless
they get run over by a truck.
You can use the diet plan
that I'm sending you and you

might want to add a few extra
calories to it if it causes you
to lose weight too fast. As a
general rule, the best and safest way to lose excess fat is to
eliminate about a pound a
week without making a heroic
effort. Learn to readjust your
life style.
If you develop a walking
program on a consistent basis
as part of your life style, that
may be the most important
thing you'll get out of your
program. It could also help
you prevent obesity in the
future.

'If You Match Our Quality...You Can't Beat Our Prices"
Home Owned and Home Operated Joe M. Parker and Sammy Joe Parker

LParker's
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
We Accept U.S Government Food Stamps
Lower Overhead Means Lower Prices
Hours: 7 am.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Downtown Shopping Center

CAA

111

Limit 1

89
Sugar

FOR THURSDAY,
AUGUST 21,1980
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) TPA
Don't let work concerns mar
social activites. Relax and enjoy .a chance to further
closeness with loved ones.
Travel favored.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Avoid needless worry on
joint sissPts. The way is clear
to make progress now. Home
entertainments
favored.
Avoid late p.m. touchiness.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Weekend jaunts bring peace
of mind. You should have a
special time with a loved one.
Avoid too much excitement in
the late p.m.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't give in to negative
thinking for you'll make progress now in domestic interests, work and financial affairs.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) tafg
A lack of money shouldn't
keep you from having a good
time. Spending time with someone close will bring out the
best in you.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Don't get discouraged if
things don't happen as fast as
you'd like. Steady application
will bring positive results.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Avoid an anti-social mood.
You'll gain a mental uplift
from mingling with others
now. Plan for weekend
festivities.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) in.eV
Don't let a friend get you
down. You'll make splendid
progress now in career and
money interests. Initiative
favored.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21) 400'
You can't expect everyone
to like you. but you will have
fun with those who care. Keep
the company of kindred
spirits.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.19)
Don't dwell on limitations.
Catching up on neglected
tasks will bring more satisfaction than a trip at present.
Evening brings the unexpected.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
A party is likely to prove
more fun than you anticipate.
Accept invitations. Marital affairs and romance are
presently favored.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar. 20) X 1U
Don't count on others to help
career progress. By handling
things yourself though, you'll
make imcortant strides
•
toward success.

usually lose the weight you
need. You'll probably use
about 60 calories a mile or
120 calories a day for two
miles. At that rate, in about 10
months you'll have eliminated
the 10 pounds of body fat that
you're talking about. You
might grow some muscles
from the exercise if you're not
already active but that
wouldn't be particularly
harmful.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 16-2, Dangerous Dieting. Other readers
who want this issue can send

111

Frances Drake
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Bid with Cora

•A 3
•A J 9
•A 9 4 2
4QJ109

West
Pass

e")

G CORN, JR
RAG

Pure Cane

5I

5 Lb. Bag

with $10.00 additional

purchase excluding tobacco products and drinks on special

Jami
VAWE•FULL

QUICK '1•1" EASY

FROZEN FOODS
69c
Juice
75c
Sticks
59c
Topping
Frostz Acres Orange

12 Ox.

Frosty Seas Fish

ox.

Frosty Whip Dessert

So'.

Banquet Fried

Chicken
1.
Places

PRODUCE

32 ox.

Grapes

Lb.

PLAN
Fresh Crisp

Celery

Stalk

Fresh 6 Oz. Box

Mushrooms
Pears

29c
89c
49c

Ground Beef

Worthmore

4

ii

Family Pack
3 Lb. Or More

Wieners

ii

89c

Calif. White Seedless

Calif. Bartlet
$229

GI

Field's Pure Pork
Country

Sausage
$1 39

Riverside

Bologna

79!

By The Chunk
89!
Sliced

120z. Pkg.

Sliced
Bacon

YOU BORN TODAY haves
flair for communication which
Is an asset to you in both
business and the arts.

-
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Christopher Robin Now Over Embarrassment
BY GRAHAM HEA711COTE
Associated Press Writer
DARTMOUTH, England
(AP) — The real Christopher
Robin says he was "embarrassed all my life" about being the boy in the poems and
Winnie-the-Pooh stories of his
father, A.A. Milne.
"But that's all finished
now," he says."I had to get into the second half of the 20th
century."
Christopher Robin Milne
soon will be 60. Stick-thin,
gray-haired, bespectacled,
still showing a trace of his
childhood stammer, he is a

bookseller turned writer, very little brain, as his creator
whose innate shyness doesn't said of him, now lives across
start to fade until he has chat- the Atlantic, Pooh, Eeyore,
Piglet and other members of
ted for at least an hour.
The little boy pictured by his the family are in a showcase
father kneeling at the foot of at Dutton's, the New York
the bed to say his prayers in publishers of the Pooh books.
Milne has been invited to
real life spent five years in the
British army in World War II, visit the United States but has
saw half a dozen deserts, built never gone. Would he go to see
bridges, defused bombs, sur- Pooh if he did?
"No, I wouldn't," he said
vived shellfire that killed and
mutilated men all around him firmly. "What would I expect
and took a head-wound from to find that I don't already
know?
shrapnel in Italy.
"I grew away from
The battered teddy bear
called Winnie-the-Pooh has Christopher Robin when I was
survived too, but that bear of 8 or 9 years old. That was 50

years ago. But the tourists
who come to the bookshop
don't want to think of me as
anyone else," he said ruefully.
Just then, a voice winged
between the shelves, bringing
temporary halt to the interview. "There he is. Go and
shake hands and you can say
you've shaken hands with
Christopher Robin."
"Let's go upstairs," said
Milne, leading the way to the
top of his Harbor Bookshop in
Dartmouth, a plot of plcturebook Devon on the River
Dart estuary. The harbor wall
is lined with contemporary

0.431

urp
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Christopher Robins dangling bookshop we opened was a Robin was a year old — makes
fishing lines for crabs.
success. We have been happy his bow.
Milne and his wife, Lesley, here,even if it did mean wrapIn 1925, the Milnes moved
came to Dartmouth in 1951 ping up those four books for from Landon to the Sussex
after an unhappy period in customers."
woodlands around Cotchford
which he couldn't find a job to
Those four books — books Farm, and there A.A. Milne
suit him. For a time, he'd sold which made Alan Alexander set his next book — "Wlninelampshades ins London store. Milne and his only child the-Pooh" — in what the
"I hadn't been trained for famous — sold and are still younger Milne still fondly
anything," he said."My name selling in millions, translated recalls as the beautiful setting
was famous all over the world into more than 20 languages.
of "my idyllic childhotid."
but it made ma miserable to
The first came out in 1924 —
More poems followed in 1927
be pointed out as the son of my "When we were very young" with "Now we are six," and
father.
— a collection of 44 verses in more stories in 1928 in "The
"I wanted to escape from which the boy and his nanny House at Pooh Corner."
his fame and from go to Buckingham Palace and
"Right from the start, jour'Christopher Robin.' We ran the famous bear — bought at nalists visited us to interview
away from London and the Harrods when avistopher my father and to see me,"
Milne recalled. "There were a
lot of silly stories. I was teased
and boys did call out,'Where's
your teddy bear?"
His father died in 1956, hts
mother, Dorothy, in 1971. In
1974, when he was 54, the son
IllerellillirarIlliWANIIIIIUMMIIWII IMIIIIIIIIVAIIIIP:414
finally exorcised Christopher
Robin.
r
"I did it by writing a book,
'The Enchanted Places,'
which was the story of my
childhood. I didn't know what
I really thought until I stopped
being him. Every child wants
to grow up."
He said part of the reason
for writing the book was a feeli
tilUILMIALIIIIMILIMIIIMILIMILIMILWILWILIIIISLIVIMMWMIY•
ing he "had to provide
Showboat
something" after the shock of
Showboat
finding that his mother
destroyed all his father's
14 Oz.
papers and personal posses141
/
2 Oz.
sions to keep people from pryCase of 24 Cans $5.95
Save 16'
ing into his private affairs.
He now thinks his mother
may have been right, "after
what academics are doing
with the lives of people like
Cansi$11
J.M. Barrie, Lewis Carroll
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Pork-N-Beans

Spaghetti

3 89c
Cans

Save 32'

and Thomas Hardy."
"When I see them
psychoanalyzing Wiruile-thePooh and my father, as if it
was Shakespeare, I think it is
all rather foolish," he said.
Milne dislikes the commercializing of Pooh and said he
gets nothing from it. He has
just sold part of his share of
the Pooh Trust, which
receives the royalties from his
father's writings, to the Royal
Literary Fund,founded in 1790
to help writers fallen on hard
Woes.
He is giving up bookselling
to write more and to help care
for his 24-year-old spastic
daughter, Clare.
The Ernest Shepard
storybook drawings of
Christopher Robin as a longhaired boy in a cotton smock
and short pants distorted
Milne's life for a longtime,
But Mllne is philosophical:
"Yes, you could say it was a
sacrifice — for all the pleasure
the stories gave to millions of
people I shall never know."

Office Orders
Mine Closed
WHITESBURG, Ky. (AP)
— The federal Office of Surface Mining has ordered a
wildcat strip-ming operation
near here to dose until it gets
a state permit.
Worley Bates and Mike Collins, both of Letcher County,
were cited in the cessation
order Monday. The operation,
in the northeastern part of the
county, covered approximately 10 to 12 acres.

Bush's
Pinto Beans
Chili Hot Beans
Northern Beans
Case of 24 $7.95

Jamboree Pure

32 Oz.

Grape
Jelly

onne

By Abigail Van Buren

Sealtest 16 Oz

teCR

41;60

Save 20'

20 Oz. Save 9'

Sour
Cream

DEAR ABBY: I am a 30-year-old man. Yesterday I went
swimming at a local pool, and while I was in the locker room
changing into my swimming trunks,I turned around to find
a little girl who appeared to be 4 or 5 years old staring at me
I later learned that she had been brought there by her
father, who was calmly drying himself after showering.
The locker room was crowded with men in various stages
of undress. Some were completely naked. All were unaware
that they were being observed by a wide-eyed girl.
I found the pool manager and complained. He got ahold of
the father and asked him not to bring the child into the
men's locker room again. The father blew up and said he
had no one to leave his little girl with, and he wasn't about
to let her wait for him outside alone. When the father was
informed that the other men in the locker room might not
appreciate being observed by a young girl, he said, "Any
man who is embarrassed to be seen naked in front of a 4year-old, girl must have something wrong with him!"
Abby, I'd like your opinion. Who has something "wrong
with him"? Me? Or a man who would bring his daughter
into a men's locker room?
WONDERING

79c

Snacks

Carnation

Freezer
Bags

99c

Tissue

DEAR WONDERING: The father used poor judgment in bringing his daughter into the men's locker
room because in doing so he violated the privacy of
others who may not have felt comfortable under the
circumstances. If he had no one to leave the child
with, he could have skipped the swim. He was
obviously all wet to begin with.

Lynn Greve
Grade'A'Medium

Eggs

•••

Page
Bathroom

Rosedale Golden

69c

Cream Style

COUPON
Kool-Aid

$

16.5 Oz. Case.124PM

Mennen Herbal
Speed Stick

Deodoran

Buns

Parker's
Market
Prices Good
Aug. 21-27

DEAR ABBY: You suggested that "older people- should
mark the backs of family pictures while they can still
remember who's who, and where the pictures were taken
and the approximate dates. But why only "older people"?
That's something everybody should do as soon as a
snapshot or picture is developed.
For years I was too busy (or lazy) to do it, and now that
I'm retired and have plenty of time, I can't remember who
half the people are!
My parents can't help me because my father has been
dead for 25 years, and my mother is in a rest home unable to
remember much of anything.
So here I sit with a big box of family pictures, beating my
brains out trying to recall names, dates and places. What a
mess!
Abby, please remind your readers often to label their
pictures. Then their grandchildren won't have to go through
what I'm going through now.
KICKING MYSELF IN ASBURY PARK
DEAR KICKING: Not only should family pictures
be labeled, but accounts of historical events and the
newspaper clippings of births, graduations, marriages and deaths in your family should be dated and
kept in a sturdy scrapbook. Fascinating family
histories could be preserved if younger members
interviewed older relatives at family gatherings. A
tape recorder would be ideal for this purpose.
Succeeding generations will love it!

BAND-AID

Super Value
Hamburger & Not Dog

No Room for Girl
In Men's Locker Room

Your Choice 2 Liter

Drinks

•• •

DEAR ABBY: For your survey on how women over feel
about sex: I agree with TIRED. I am not a loose woman, hut
anything gets boring with the same person after 25 years.
Where I work, there are 103 married women between
19 and 65, and just for 14. J decided to ask each woman if
she had ever had an exttEirnarital affair.
Of course I didn't eipect an answer, but behold —73 said
yes, 21 said they would if they thought they could get away:
with it, and nine told me it was none of my business.
NOSY IN TUCSON.
• ••

•

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs anti
the pain AI gniving up,7 Get Abby's new.bookjet;
"What Every Teen-ager Ought To Know." Send $2
and a-long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby. Teen Booklet, 132 lailky Drive.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
*Choice Meats

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!*Everyday Low Shelf Prices

it14
•4:ef

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
8
Open a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Super Specials

Home Owned

*Fresh Produce

Operated

DISHWASHING LIQUID
41111k

MARGAR

Posi.cou

Plus
Deposit

1 LB.
QUARTERS

REG. $1..89
ONE PER FAM1L
LI
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

REG. $1.19
DON'T WOR Y MURRAY...STOREY'S FOOD GIANT WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!!

SWER
eellN MEAL
FLOURGOLD

5 LB.

119
$

•

MEDAL

5 LB.

$1 °7

•

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP
i5itANGE JUICE
FOOD

3201. $

46 OZ. $1 49

HEINZ

PAPER TOWELS

JUMBO ROLL 854

Z
EID
AIV

$ 89

44"

2 GAL.
1
/

VA OZ.

SHORTENING
INTeimMILK

3 LB.

%GAL.

flair

184

4 ROLL

1 07

FOOD GIANT
WHOLE

CHARLES
POTATO CHIPS

BREYERS
ICE CREAM
IY

09

MILK
GROUND

CHUCI
STEAK
MEAT
CUTLE

S99

.
0011Stl
tOPS

USDA CHOICE CUI

USDA CHOICE BOP

PORK

GAL.

PLAIN, BBQ,SOUR CREAM

EXCEPT BUTTER PECAN

SHOWBOAT

FLAV-O-RICH

COTTAGE CHEESE PORK & BEANS
15.2 27'
240, $1 19

CREAM OR WHOLE KERNEL
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CORN

DOG CHOW

3/$1

$679

k 41

30 LB. BAG
5 LB. FREE!

White 3/S1.09

Were Paining The Sayings On To You

COUPON Ns..

COUPON
limit One Per Earn.
Lucky Charms

Limit One Per Fam
Tens

Cereal

Helper

14 oz.
$

19

2/$1 29

Good only al Sloreft
Exp. 8-26-80

Good Only At Slerty's
Exp. 8-26-80

COUPON.

Limit One Per Earn

Cocoa
Puffs,
09
12.z.

$1

freel Oily Al Stab":
Exp 8 26-80

I

Total
Cereal

Fudge BrONIti•

Supreme
$1 19
2 oz.
/
231
freel Oily Al Sbrey's
Exp. 8-26-80

$1 09

NO COUPON REQUIRED

NO COUPON REQUIRED

Kelly's

Carnation

Chili

Limit One Per Earn
Betty Crocker
Stir & Freon

Cake Mix

99!
howl 0-'141 DORI.
Fop 8 26 80

•I

b

—

6..d Only Al Slerey's
Exp. 8-26-80

COUPON 095661

Het.
Wed Oily At Stereft
• Enp. 8-26-80 •

Friskies

Dog
Food

NO COUPON REQUIRED

NO COUPON REQUIRED

Sinshine

Crackers

69!

Rog. $1.13

16oz.

Reg. $1.63

16oz.

Sunshine Ni No

16 oz.994
Reg. $1.19

Reg. 33'

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Limit One Per Earn.
loperiel
Betty Crocker
Whipped
Instant Potato

Buds
$1 59

NO COUPON REQUIRED

Coffee
Cheex-its
Mate
$149 4..3/79 99c

with beans
150*.

U.'-

Reg. 75'

COUPON

I

Limit One Per Fam. Limit One Per Family
Betty Crocker

4COUPON o•—.

Storey's Giant Inflation Fighters

COUPON 095664

Margarine

69
Gen
AISi
Exp. 8-26-80

.10 COUPON REQUIRED
NO COUPON REQUIRED

Chili Hot

NO COUPON REQUIRED

Northern

Napkins
Beans
69!
u.:3/88 150..3/88
Bush'ilidney

Beans
Reg. 31'

4

140 rt.

'Reg. 3P

Reg. $O'

MO COUPOWIEQUIRID

Lux

Kraft
1000 Island

Disliwathhig

4
d
22 oz./9
Rog. 11.15

NO COUPON REQUIRED

Dressinig
16 oz.$

9

Rag. $1.35

-t •
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We Accept U. S. Gov't
Food Stomps

REELFOOT

BACON

WHOLE BUTTS
SLICED INTO

$1 19

PORK STEAK

4i!

USDA CHOICE
CENTER CUT

12 Os.

CHUCK ROAST
.4
•
;N:

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS

CHUCK
ROAST
$1 69
LB.

USDA
CHOICE
BONELESS -

LB.

SWISS STEAK
$11-99
•
GROUND

$189

CHUCK
STEAK
MEAT

LI.

a
LB.

1/4 LOIN PORK

CHOPS

FRYER
THIGHS & LEGS

LB $1 39

USDA CHOICE CUBE

tS.
$279

USDA CHOICE BONELESS STEW

UT
PCW
C

$199
LB.

CENTER CUT PORK

CHOPS

$

ETS

49

$119

FIELD

Le. $1 99

BOLOGNA

BONELESS BOSTON BUTT PORK

ROAST

LB

$1 29

LI $1 49

FIELD

LB $1 49

ow PRODUCESMOGS

WIENERS

LB $1 39

CABBAGE

15',.
1 LB. CARROTS
4/$1°°
PEACHES
Cucumbers 5/ 1°°
Lettuce 2/88'
Bell Peppers 4/$1°°
Cosh Pot
This Wee"'NM

Pod,.

$30000
Lest Week's Nome
0. C. hiclemore
Murray
Card Not Punched

CANTALOUPES
884 E.C.

394 „

cintrr BAKERY SAIIIIIGS Gmnir DELI MINS
Dinner Rolls

89

3/79' Plate Lunch

--.N.424.. ..7.43:93:44:400:03:514333::03:510:50314..
:w.:coccomrick.
COX storx:4.3::corw.:413:4,
POOP

%4. 89

Pimento Cheese

Banana Nut Loaf
Creme Horns

L, 89

Oe le Slaw

OP

:
3017..:
41 41300
:
:406:06413:
...11

_

k

4

t
risn.
$1 89
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Looking Back
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EDITORIAL

Our Allies Must Make
Greater Defense Effort
of time and no longer seems cogent.
The United States is in a
sharp recession. We have a substantial deficit in the balance of
payments. Our national debt is
increasing at the rate of $60 billion a year. Inflation is in the
double digits.
And yet we contiruie to spend
far more of our gross national
product on defense than do
Japan and West Germany, neither of which faces the same
acute economic problems that
we do. We are now increasing
our defense spending by about 5
percent a year in constant dol-

As Japan and West Germany
continue to outperform the
United States in economic
terms, it is time they increased
their contributions to the maintenance of world peace through
strength.
It is not realistic to expect
that these two countries, defeated in World War II, can continue
indefinitely to rely upon the
United States to provide the
men and conventional weapons
necessary for their national defense.
Nuclear weapons are in a special category. We would not advocate that either Japan'or
West Germany develop an independent nuclear weapons capability:
But why should this country
supply men and conventional
weapons for the defense of West
Germany and Japan when these
countries are entirely able to
furnish the manpower and support the cost themselves?
One argument has been that
Germany and Japan, having
been the aggressors in World
War II. are not to be trusted if
fully rearmed. That argument
grows weaker with the passage

Low Down

FROM THE

By Joe Crump

lars.
Why should Japan spend less
than 1 percent of its GNP on
defense while we spend 5 or 6
percent? The lower taxes in
Japan give Japanese industry a
cost advantage in world markets. In effect, we are subsidizing their products.
The same is true, to a lesser
extent, of West Germany.
It is time our most affluent
allies began to carry their fair
share of the defense burden. The
alliance would be stronger for
it.

Inside Report.

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

Shrinking U.S. Power
WASHINGTON — Spain and Portugal have refused to permit refueling
of Cairo-bound U.S. air transports by
tankers based on their territory,
another instance of shrinking U.S.
power under President Carter but one
that supports his plea to Congress for
new strategic airlift capacity.
The unpublicized veto from Madrid
and Lisbon prevented the Air Focce
from refueling its giant C-5 and C-141
strategic airlift carriers from C-135
tankers based on the convenient

GaRAFFITI

Congressional
Record

sm.hi

ntl I •

Saves Taxpayers
Million Dollars
MELVIN
REPRESENTATIVE
PRICE (III.) "...I would like to share
with my colleagues an article that appeared in the . . . St. Louis GlobeDemocrat in reference to an individual
who, I am proud to say, lives in my congressional district..." The condensed
article follows):
Scott AFB Has
A Million-Dollar Sergeant
(By Kathy O'Dell)
Thanks a million.
The taxpayers have that much and
more to appreciate about Senior Master
Sgt. Garay D. Holland a management
specialist at Scott Air Force Base near
Belleville, whose hobby is suggesting
ways for the Air Force to save money.
In his 19-year career, Holland has
received awards for 15 money-saving
ideas. His latest award, received in late
March, was for an antenna system that
an Air Force validation study showed
has saved the taxpayers more than $1.1
million.
He was given a $2,700 bonus for that
one.
Holland figures that his Air Force
career has not cost the taxpayers a
cent. The 38-year-old Abilene, Texas
native loves the Air Force and likes to
make suggestions to save money and
improve safety.
The idea that saved $1.1 million was
to make use of a weather satelite tracking system that had been operated
under a civilian contract and was
scheduled for the salvage heap.
"We made it fit our needs instead of
paying $3.5 million to rebuild and
upgrade the older system," Holland
said.
Another Holland suggestion now
under review at the Pentagon is designed to improve retention of service personnel and save millions of federal
dollars in military and civilian vocational training.
In his spare time he is working on a
Master's degree in education
counseling.
+

CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
It's encouraging to get some good
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Approximately 400 persons attended
the public hearing held by the Kentucky
Department of Highways concerning
the four Wrung of U. S. Highway 641
from Murray to Benton held yesterday
at the Murray University School at
Murray State University.
Deaths reported include Eugene
Robertson,33, and Edgar L. Morris,91.
Specialist Fourth Class Wallace B.
Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ira B.
Taylor of Hazel Route 2, is now serving
vnth the U.S. Army at Long Binh, Vietnam.
Senior Master Sgt. William A. Rose
has received the U. S. Air Force Commendation Medal at ceremonies at the
Air Force Base at Colorado Springs,
Colo. His wife is the former Mary
Rayburn of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. David Nanney announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Denica Jane,to Joe Brown Forsee, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Forsee,Jr.
Linda Wilkerson Clark of Murray will
receive her Master's degree in nursing
at the University of Florida,
Gainesville,on Aug. 29.

news regarding the armed services. It
is doubling important when television
viewers are deluged with TV shots of
registration protesters and TV specials
that down-grade the volunteer army.
After their broadcasting fiasco during the Republican National Convention, it would appear that the TV news
producers, who hide behind the commentators, might put in a good word for
the people who voluntePr for the armed
services.
44-++
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Iberian peninsula. Instead they were
refueled from bases 1,000 miles to the
north in England.Such is the bitter fruit
of declining world power.
This sorry episode shows the rapidlyescalating need for new long-range
airlift to bridge the huge distances
between the U.S. and the oil-rich Middle
East. Declining U.S. power means
constantly-shrinking landing rights on
the territory of traditional U.S. allies.
Moving men and weapons to future
trouble spots, therefore, puts the focus
on long-range airlift more than ever
before.
Spain, an applicant for NATO
membership, and Portugal, long a
NATO member, both have intimate ties
to the Arab world. Yet, in supplying
Israel during the 1973 Yom Kippur war,
the U.S. refueled its air transports in
the Portuguese Azores.
Today's Cairo-bound U.S. airlift is not
nearly so obnoxious to the Arab world
as saving Israel in a shooting war with
the Arabs. Starting late last month and
continuing into July, the Air Force has
simply been moving supplies from the
U.S. to "Cairo West" airfield to support
a squadron of 12 F-4E fighter aircraft
that will be based in Egypt for training
purposes.
But because the Arab world bitterly
opposes the Camp David separate
peace between Egypt and Israel,
neither Spain nor Portugal was willing
to risk affronting its Arab friends by
helping Washington. The difference
between 1973 and 1980 is eight years of
decline.
Ideally, the Air Force should have
been able to avoid refueling-in-flight
altogether by filling the tanks of the
transports at a base in the Azores
(about 1,000 miles out in the Atlantic
from the coast of Portugal). But here
the reality of the shrunken American
Eagle intervened.
Delicate negotiations are underway
between Washington and Lisbon over
future American base rights in the
Azores. President Carter decided these
talks were too sensitive to risk asking
landing rights for the Cairo airlift.
When both Iberian countries rejected
the routine request to refuel the airlift
b tankers flown from their territory,

the State and the Defense Departments
were surprised, to put it mildly. Never
before had there been such a turr
down; never before had bases far to the
north in England had to be used tc
refuel strategic airlift in the South
Atlantic.
This humbling inconvenience for a
superpower can be traced to Carter's
long cutback of U.S. defense spending,
a cutback declared ended when the
Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan. As
part of the administration's reversal,
Defense Secretary Harold Brown is
now asking Congress for a major
rebuilding of America's dangerously insufficient strategic airlift - large, longrange carriers to supply Carter's new
Rapid Deployment Force to protect the
Persian Gulf.
But in the bowels of the Pentagon, a
dirferent philosophy has powerful Air
Force backers. They want a new nonstrategic airlift to haul material within
a single theater, such as the European
theater, capable of taking off and landing on very short runways. This
sounds like some variety of the old
AMST, rejected in the mid-1970s as
useless.
In closed-door testimony June 5,
Secretary Brown made clear that contrary to top Air Force officers, the
Defense Department wants Congress to
authorize the new strategic CX airlift
for quick movement of U.S. ground
power to trouble spots near the Persian
Gulf. He made the same point July 18 in
an urgent letter to Sen. John Stennis,
the chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee.

20 Years Ago
"Lakers" has been chosen as the
name for students participating in
extra-curricular activities sponsored
by the Calloway County High School,
consolidated high school opening for the
first time this fall, according to Baron
Jeffrey, superintendent, Bill Miller,
principal, and Howie Crittenden,
basketball coach. The school colors will
be red, white, and blue, which represent all of the colors of the former county high schools.
Sandra Kay Smith, daughter of Mr.•
and Mrs. Bob Smith of Murray, won
first place in the skiing event for the second consecutive year at the Riverama
Water Festival held at Paducah.
The Rev. J. A. Walker will be the
speaker at the revival services to be
held Aug. 21 to 27 at the Russell's
Chapel Methodist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Dalton Riley, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Fenton, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. McLemore,
Jr., and children, Mark and Cindy, of
Akron, Ohio, have been the guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.0. C. McLemore,
Sr., Murray,and other relatives here.
The Prep League All Stars beat the
Dresden, Tenn., Legion Club by the
score of 2 to 1 in a baseball game here
called after five innings due to rain.

This typical Pentagon squabble coincides with Iberia's lesson on the cost of
diminished national prestige. It is, in
the words of a former top U.S.
diplomat, "utterly ridiculous" for
Spain or Portugal to allow antiEgyptian Arab states to dictate such
refinements of their foreign policies.
Yet, lacking the muscle or the will to
make its case, the Carter administration accepts what is offered, quietly,
without protest. With a perpetually
shrinking power base, it concentrates
on long-range airlift to minimize that
grim condition.

EARTUN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. ff you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: A friend told me that
an honorably discharged veteran can
now be buried at Arlington National
Cemetery. Is this true? J. Y.
ANSWER: Arlington National
Cemetery, restricted for burials for the
past several years because of lack of
space, is now available to honorably
discharged veterans whose remains
have been cremated.
The more liberal use of the nation's
most prestigious national cemetery is
possible because of the recent opening
of what will eventually be a 50,000-niche
columbarium.
Located in the southeast section of
the cemetery, the columbarium has a
50,000-niche section available now for
the urns of veterans and certain
members of their immediate families.
Veterans discharged under less than
honorable conditions are not eligible for
burial in the columbarium, according
to U.S. Army officials who operate the
ctmettry. Use of the columbarium is free and
the usual VA burial expense allowances
are available for veterans electing this
for transportation of the remains of

method of burial.
Full information concerning the use
of the columbarium is available by
telephone at (202) 695-3250, or by
writing the Director, Casualty and
Memorial Affairs, TAGO, 1000 Independence Ave., S.W., Washington,
DC 20314.
The Veterans Administration will pay
veterans who die in a VA hospital from
the place of death to final dstirration.
Also available through VA is a burial
allowance. The person making arrangement for burial should apply for
VA burial allowance through the
nearest VA regional office.
HEARTLINE: My mother, who is a
widow, is going to apply for Social
Security soon. I have to help her with it.
I would like to get some literature on
Social Security so we will know what we
are doing. Can you give me any suggestions? K.E.
ANSWER: Your local Social Security
office has an assortment of free
literature, which is available to the
public. Go to your nearest office and request the ones you feel you may need
for your mother's situation.
Headline has also developed a
booklet which contains information on
the entire Social Security program. It is
an easy to understand question and
answer form, which you might find
helpful. For the Heartline Guiclf to
Social Security, send two dollar% to
Dept. SS, 114 East Dayton St., West
,*Alexandria,Ohio 45381.

3() Years Ago
The Murray City Council at its
meeting instructed Dewey Jones of the
Murray Water and Sewer Works to use
a bulldozer to clean the area around the
city dump on North 12th Street and to
build a fence on the east side to prevent
trash from blowing to the adjoining
area. He was also instructed to have the
road to the dump repaired.
Over 2,000 youngsters in Calloway
County will start the daily trip back to
school on Aug. 24 at Almo, Hazel,
Kirlcsey, Lynn Grove, and New Concord High Schools and to Faxon Grade
School, according to Buron Jeffrey,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Deaths reported include L. P. (Bud)
Jones.
A fish processing plant is now under
construction at the Kentucky Lake
State Park.
Irvin Cobb Resort Beach advertises it
has "Kentucky's Largest Toboggan
Slide."

Bible Thought
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The steps of a good man are ordered
by the Lord; and he delighteth in his
way. — Psalm 37:23.
Goodness belongs to God. Yet He is
pleased when we ask Him for this gift in
order that we may strive to become like
Him.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, August 20, the
233rd day of 1980. There are 133 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date:
In 1776, George Washington eluded
the British in Brooklyn, N.Y. and moved his army across the East River to
Manhattan in dense fog.
In 1914, German forces occupied
Brussels in Belgium during World War
Ten years ago, the United States and
Mexico formally agreed that the
center-line of the meandering Rio
Grande would serve as the border
between the two countries.
Five years ago, a state of emergency
was declared in San Francisco the
result of a walkout by the city's
policemen.
Last year, marathon swimmer Diana
Nyad waded onto a Florida beach after
completing a 60-mile swim from the
Bahamas. She became the first person
to conquer the long-distance challenge
that had driven her for years.
Today's birthdays: third basemen
Graig Nettles of the New York Yankees
is 36 years old. Former baseball
"
manager Al Lopez is 72.
Thought for today: When a thing is
funny, search it for a hidden truth. George Bernard Shaw (1556-1950).
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Proliferation Of Cocaine Use In NBA Is Just A Mirror Of The Times
Dismay, perhaps; alarm,
certainly; but surprise,
definitely not.
Such is the reaction to the
story released by The Los
Angeles Times about the prolific use of cocaine and its
derivative freebase by 75 and
10 percent, respectively, of the
players in the National
Basketball Association.
After all, many ot these
up in
players grew
neighborhoods that exposed
them to a lurid system of drug
trafficking. And most of them
had to follow that lifestyle
with at least a couple of years
at a university where their

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times

every whim or fancy could be the NBA goes for its market.
granted.
It does not take a master
Although many sports fans sociologist or psychiatrist to
would still like to paint their tell us that drugs have redefinathletes as untainted ex- ed the meaning of freedom in
amples for their children, that society today. Professional
day left us no later than the athletes must accept the
1960's did. And one does not lifestyle of hopping from city
have to look beyond the 1920's to city, and therefore are shifto understand that whenever ting from one style to another.
Professional basketball
such an epidemic strikes
society, it will dig its roots into players do not even have the
the world of professional regularity of playing three
and four-game series, with
sports.
After all, the use of cocaine each weekend being spent in
is even considered respectable the same city, as professional
in the more prominent baseball players do.
echelons of larger cities. And
In the NBA, it's a game in
those locations are just where New York on Saturday night

and then back to Cleveland or
wherever to play the same
team again on Sunday. When
the players are not traveling,
they have to find some outlet
for easing the tension of
perpetual movement, even
when it's not on the court.
Don't let anybody kid us that
even the players who are the
most well-adjusted in their
family lives or in school do not
find their lives practically flipped upside down when they
enter the world of professional
basketball.
It's survival at the most
rudimentary and most
frightening stage. Every

player that enters the world of
professional basketball knows
how much money he can make
and, in turn, convert into a
flashy lifetstyle many have
never known or can handle.
Many find the wayside just
as the once successful Marvin
Barnes did. So what if a man
like Earviri Johnson can toss
out 10 "blind" assists a game
while scoring 40 points and
hauling down 10 rebounds for
a few millions.
The question is just what
many of the players are going
to do with those millions.
There are not too many like
Johnson who take as much

time to put his experience
back into the improvement of
the game for the younger
players coming along.
NBA Commissioner Larry
O'Brien and many of the
coaches have been quoted as
saying that the problem will
have to be wiped out so that
the game is not destroyed by
Considering that the problem is far more than a sports
problem, O'Brien should
realize the immensity of his
task.
It's just another simple matter of restoring some sanity to
a living that has become far
too enticing for what it has to

offer the athlete. Many pros
have left the game more
unhappy than when they
entered it.
And it has even taken
players like Kareem AbdulJabber over 10 years in the
league to finally find "peace of
mind." Jabber is one of the
brighter players in the game,
but he has found the pressures
to be sweltering and contentment fleeting.
For many aspiring athletes,
the game can be an escape
from harsh conditions. Now,
they are discovering that the
way out may not have a point
of return.

Alabama, North Carolina, Chattanooga Carry Favorite's Roles
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Defending national champion
Alabama, North Carolina and
Tennessee-Chattanooga carry
the role of favorite into three
of the South's Division I conference football races this fall,
and Florida State again looms
as the area's leading independent.
Alabama, seeking an unprecedented third consecutive
national title under Coach
Paul "Bear" Bryant, must
rebuild an offense depleted of
nine 1979 starters, but the Tide
defense is sturdy enougn to
produce a ninth Southeastern
Conference title in 10 years
and figure in the national
championship race.
"It will take a miracle to
win our third straight national
championship, but miracles
happen," said Bryant, now only 19 victories shy of erasing
Amos Alonzo Stagg's record of

314 career coaching victories.
The Atlantic Coast Conference could enjoy one of its
closest races ever, although
North Carolina is the
preseason choice. Coach Dick
Crum's Tar Heels, who beat
Michigan in last year's Gator
Bowl game, figure to have
Strong competition from
perennially tough Maryland
and Clemson.
Chattanooga, operating
under new Coach Bill Oliver,
has dominated the Southern
Conference since entering the
league, winning titles in each
of its three seasons of
membership. This year should
make it four-for-four.
Florida State reeled off 11
straight regular season victories in 1979 before losing an
Orange Bowl engagement
with
Oklahoma. Bobby
Bowden's Seminoles appear to
have no serious challenge
among
Southern
independents, although South

Carolina, Miami, Fla. and
Tulane shauld field above
average teams.
FSU lost its quarterback
-tandem of Wally Woodham
and Jimmy Jordan, but
returns one of the country's
defensive stars in AllAmerican middle guard Ron
Simmons.
"Our expectations will be
higher after last year's
record," said Bowden, who
saw his club ranked No. 8 in
the final Associated Press
poll. "There will be more
pressure, but that's the way
it's got to be. That's the way I
want it. It's like growing old —
it ain't so bad when you consider the alternative."
Alabama enters the season
with the nation's longest winning streak — 21 games — and
the longest string of conference victories in SEC
history — 23. The Tide has an
imposing 97-11 record for the
last nine seasons and a 58-3

mark in conference competition.
Bryant, who has 296 victories in his chase of Stagg's
record, can count on a solid
defense led by end E.J.
Junior, linebacker Thomas
Boyd and tackle Byron
Braggs. Running backs Major
Ogilvie and Billy Jackson are
the only returning offensive
starters.
If Alabama is to be challenged in the SEC, it likely will
come from Tennessee or
Georgia. Johnny Majors has
no proven quarterback, but
the Vols appear to be solid at
most other spots. Coach Vince
Dooley has one of the league's
top quarterbacks at Georgia
in Buck Belue and the
Bulldogs could offer the
greatest challenge to the Tide
since the two don't meet this
year.
Bryant has his own ideas
about the Tide's toughest
challenger for SEC honors.

"I figure Auburn is the team
to beat," Bryant said. "They
may have the best team in the
country."
Auburn, led by last year's
SEC rushing leader James
Brooks, should be strong, but
the Tigers are on NCAA probation and are ineligible for
the league championship.
There is a trio of exceptional
pass receivers in the SEC —
Cris Collinsworth of Florida,
Mardye McDole of Mississippi
State and Lindsay Scott of
Georgia. Collinsworth could
be one of the most versatile
performers in the nation.
The SEC's top quarterback
is John Fourcade, who threw
for 1,521 yards and seven
touchdowns last year. Fourcade is the key reason
Mississippi ,is considered a
darkhorse contender.
Jerry Stovall, a Heisman
Trophy runnerup during his
collegiate days at Louisiana
State, is the only new coach in

the SEC. He was hired by his
alma mater shortly after Bo
Rein, who replaced the ousted
Charles McClendon,died in an
airplane crash while on a
recruiting trip.
The ACC also welcomed two
new coaches — Bill Curry at
Georgia Tech and Monte Kiffin at North Carolina State,
which won the league title a
year ago under Rein. Curry is
a former Tech star, returning
to his alma mater to replace
the fired, colorful Pepper
Rodgers.
Crum has 16 starters back at

1,140 yards last year.
Danny Ford returns 14
starters at Clemson, which
has been a consistent winner
in recent seaons. Wake Forest
caught everyone's imagination last year, but the Demon
Deacons won't surprise
anyone this time around as
Mackovic welcomes back his
passcatch
all-conference
tandem of quarterback Jay
Venuto and wide receiver
Wayne Baumgardner.
Chattanooga will use its potent ground game in quest of
another Southern Conference
title. Gwain Durden and Mike
Smith combined for 1,800
yards in 1979.
The Southern Conference
also has a pair of outstanding
receivers in Rick Beasley of
Calloway will'be playing Appalachian, last year's SC
Puryear in the seconci of four Player of the Year, who had 74
yards, and
games during the Jamboree. receptions for 1205,
Tickets will cost $1.50 for Western Carollna's Gerald
adults and $1 for students at Harp, a 160-pounder who
caught 57 for 1,009 yards.
the gate.

North Crolina,including Amos
Lawrence, who has a chance
to become the second college
player in history to rush for
1,000 or more yards in four
straight seasons. Tony Dorsett
accomplished the feat at Pittsburgh. .
The Tar Heels' biggest problem will be to replace steady
quarterback Matt Kupec.
Maryland figures in the ACC
title chase mainly because of
Coach Jerry Claiborne, who
has built a solid foundation for
the Terps,and All-ACC runner
Charlie Wysocki, who had

Calloway Junior High
To Play In Jamboree
The Calloway County Junior
High School football team will
be playing in the Bob
PerkinsPepsi Challenge Football Jamboree at Barton Field
Saturday, August 30 at 7 p.m.

World Series Could Settle Matter
Of Top Golfer With Watson Win
If he should capture this
By GEORGE STRODE
$400,000 event for a sixth time,
AP Sports Writer
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — The Nicklaus would have 75 points.
question stirs arguments and He stands to earn more points
controversy. Should Tom Wat- by finishing in the Top 10 in
son or Jack Nicklaus be the money and stroke average.
Golfer of the Year?
If Nicklaus does defeat the
If Watson wins the World select international field of 31
Series of Golf beginning other golfers, he and Watson
Thursday at Firestone Coun- would be in a virtual tie in the
try Club, the issue, will be points race.
resolved. Under the PGA's
Still, the 40-year-old Ohioan
complicated point system, he will not alter his schedule. He
would earn 25 more points for does not plan to play any of the
a total of 85.
seven remaining official tournaments on the 1980 tour.
Watson could also pick up 20
more points if he wins the
"Basically, my season's
money-winning race and the over with this tournament. It's
Vardon Trophy for the lowest a big event. I'd like to win it
stroke average. He leads both. and end my year on a nice
Nicklaus, by winning the finishing touch," said
U.S. Open and the PGA Nicklaus Tuesday before a
crowns, has 50 points, and is practice round.
the only other rival in contenThere were reports that
tion. No one else has more Nicklaus was keeping his
than 20 points.
schedule free in two weeks,

maybe with the idea of playing
in the B.C. Open.
If he does collect the $100,000
first place check here, would
he play in the B.C. Open?
Nicklaus broke into a thin
grin and shook his head
negatively.
"Player of the Year can
reflect a lot of different thibgs
to a lot of different people,"
said Nicklaus, who has played
in only 12 tour events compared to 18 for Watson in 1980.
Watson has won more than
$410,000 and Nicklaus more
than $172,000 this year.
"With Tom winning the
British Open and five other
tournaments, it would be a
shame if he wasn't Player of
the Year. I've won the Open
and the PGA and it will be a
shame if I don't either,"
Nicklaus said.
"If you're going by the
points system," he said, "you

might as well give it to the
leading money winner every
year."
The players are divided on
the 1980 choice.
"There's no question it
should be Watson," said Andy
Bean,a challenger in this field
that tangles with the 7,137yard, par-70 firestone South
monster for four days. Lon
Hinkle was the 1979 winner.
Gary Player sides with the
Nicklaus cause. So does Lee
Trevino. Trevino will have a
chance to watch firsthand
when he is paired with
Nicklaus and Watson in the
last threesome in the opening
round.
But the decision belongs to
the PGA's eight-member executive committee, voting by
mail for the Player of the Year
before its annual meeting on
Oct. 28 and 29.
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Here's what you've waited for . . . we've got Belteds, Radials and Twin Steel
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tires on sale now. Hurry! Sale limited to quantity on hand.
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Beard Lies Stroke Off Pace

Opening Day Belongs To Mudd
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The million-dollar-winning
pro showed his stuff on the
opening hole of the Kentucky
Open with a birdie. But the
opening hole, and the day,
belonged as always to Jodie
Mudd.
Mudd, the defending champion in this tournament as well

as state amateur and National
Public Links titleist, began
Tuesday's opening round with
an eagle that kept him in the
lead throughout the tour of the
Greenbrier(Country Club.
Mudd fihished with a Sunder par 67, one shot better
than Frank Beard, the
Louisville native who has won
over $1 million on the pro golf
tour. Mudd parred the 18th

Harold T. Hurt,
Gary R. Haverstock
and
Richard W. Jones
Announce The Formation
Of A Partnership

HURT, HAVERSTOCK
& JONES
For The Practice Of Law
At
105 North Sixth Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
A

JO, •

Office Hours
-2
'
0°"--SAG P-M-•
Mon.-Fri.

Telephone
— 502-753-126-7-..

hole to stay ahead of Beard, be able to concentrate the last
whose masterful pitch to the 12 or 13.holes. There are two
green at 18 setups birdie putt. bogeys cm the card and I don't
Also at 68 was Bill Damron, know where they came from.
a pro from Pikeville. At 70 The fire just isn't burning."
Beard's struggles on the pro
were Jim Volpenhein of Fort
Mitchell, Bill Ogden of tour have been well-publicized
Louisville and Mike Ernest of in the last several years. He
Lexington. Seven others were earned $175,224 in 1969, but
just $10,285 last year, when he
at even-par 72.
Was the 20-year-old Mudd finished no higher than 21st in
awed by the presence of a tournament.
It may be unthinkable to
Beard, who was the Professional Golfers' Association's golf purists that a man who
leading money winner in 1969? once shared the limelight with
"Nah," said Mudd, also a such giants as Jack Nicklaus
Louisville native. "I played should stoop to playing
the U.S. Open this year and it amateurs and club pros. But
didn't affect me that much to Beard said he was content to
play him. I enjoy playing with play tournaments like the
him, but...I'm out her to win Kentucky Open.
"I had a week off — actualthis golf tournament and so is
ly, I've had several weeks off
he."
Beard has walked beside — and I hadn't played it since
golf's greats since joining the 1964 and I thought maybe it
pro tour in 1962. Of Mudd, he was time to play it again," he
said, "He's a good player. said. Beard conceded it might
Whether he's great or not so help him ease into retirement.
"I don't know if I will
great, I don't know after just
one day. But he's a very good (retire) or not, but I've been
giving it serious consideraplayer."
Beard would have grabbed tion," he said, adding the
the first-round lead but for reasons for retiring are strictbogeys.lat 16 and 17. That pat- ly economic.
"I've got four children to
tern, he said, has become all
raise and I've got to try to contoo familiar.
"It's the same thing that tinue raisiag myself. I'm ingives me trouble everywhere; terested in anything and in
my concentration leaves," talking to anybody" about a
Beard said. "I don't seem to permanent job, he said.
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t Stone Becomes First 20-Game Winner As Brett's Streak Ends At 30
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON Califorrua. Angels 5-2. Brett
saw his 30-game hitting streak
Al'Sports Writer
Steve Stone is at 20 victories come to an end thanks to a fine
and counting but 30 meant the fielding play by Texas first
end of George Brett's hitting baseman Pat Putnam in the
ninth uuung of the Royals' 4-3
streak
While Stone became the first victory over the Rangers.
"I feel terrific:. said Stone.
20-game winner this season as
orioles downed the 20-4. who flirted with a no-

for-3 but I'm relieved we won
the ballgame," said Melt. "I
would have liked to have gotten at least 32 straight (Minnesota's Ken Landreaux hit in
31 consecutive games earlier
in the season but I'm going to
start another streak tomorrow."

hitter unt01&rt Campaneris
singled with one out in the
eigth inning. "I've never
even been close to 20 wins
before. I brought this bottle of
champagne with me front
Baltimore aid I didn't want to
take it more than one city."
"I'm disappointed I was 0-

Although he flied out,
grounded out twice and walked, Brett is still batting .401 in
his bid to become the first .400
hitter since Ted Williams in
1941.

Niekro Has Learned He
Should Expect Anything
.11

By /ILEX SA CHA RE
Al'Sports Writer
At the age of 41, Phil Niekro
to expect just
learn
has learned
about anything when he comes
to the ballpark.
So after Atlanta used four
other pitchers, Niekro wasn't
when Braves
shocked
Manager Bobby Cox waved
him in from the bullpen in the
11th inning against the
Chicago Cubs Tuesday night.

NI Roundup
''l always come to the park
l'eady to pitch," said Niekro,
who set-the Cubs down on one
hit in the top of the 11th and
then got the Victory when
Glenn Hubbard doubled home
The winning run in the bottom
half of the inning as the
Braves beat the Cubs 5-4.
.1 broke in as a relief pitchar, so it's nothing new to
rt.*" said Niekro, 10-14, who
ha appeared in 30 games this
aeon and started 28 of them.
But his two relief stints have
'teen productive ones — the

victory over the Cubs and a
save earlier this season.
In other National League
games, the Houston Astros
beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 52, the Philadelphia Philtres
defeated the San Diego Padres
7-4, the Los Angeles Dodgers
edged the Montreal Expos 3-2,
the Cincinnati Reds trimmed
the St. Louis Cardinals 4-2 and
the San Francisco Giants nipped the New York Mets 5-4.
Astros 5, Pirates 2
Art Howe and Cesar C,edeno
drove in two runsamece as the
Astros won their fifth in a row
to remain one game ahead of
Cincinnati and two ahead of
Los Angeles in the N.L. West.
Despite the loss, Pittsburgh
remained two games in front
of Montreal and 21z ahead of
Philadelphia in the East.
Astros starter Nolan Ryan
struck out seven in 72-3 innings to even his record at 8-8.
Joe Samba° finished up for his
12th save.
Phillies 7, Padres 4
Philadelphia won its sixth in
a row and eighth in the last
nine games to pull closer to
Pittsburgh.

Manny Trillo tied the game
4-4 with a fifth-inning homer,
then Garry. Maddox and Larry
Bowa produced the go-ahead
run with consecutive doubles.
The Padres have now lost
eight in a row.
Dodgers 3, Expos 2
Los Angeles got its winning
run in the ninth inning when
Steve Yeager led off with a
single, moved to second on a
single by Derrell Thomas and
scored when Davey Lopes
singled past the outstretched
glove of shortstop Chris
Speier.
Reds 4, Cardinals 2
Cincinnati pitcher Mike
LaCoss broke an 0-for-36 string at the plate with a runscoring single in the fourth inning to break a2-2 tie.
"I can't remember the last
hit I had," said LaCoss. Then
he added, "It doesn't matter.
I'm not paid to hit."
LaCoss, 7-9, scattered seven
hits over seven innings before
giving way to Doug Bair. Dave
Collins and Joe Nolan slammed solo homers for the Reds off
Silvio Martinez, 4-7

In other Amerialllh League
action, the New York Yankees
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Tuesday's Games
Tuesdey's Games
'ieveland 8. IbictAi. 5
LOS Angeles 3, Montreal 2
I muset 6. Milwaukee 2
Pluladelpha 7, San Diego 4
Kansas (Ity 4. Texas 3
Atlanta 5,(Imago 4, II mums
',Orient° 4, Minnesota 3
San Francisco 5, New York 4
liornin 7. Oakland 5
Cincinnati 4, Stlues 2
italtunce 5, Califtrnia 2
HcustonS Pittsburtth 2
New York 3. Seattle 1
Wesloesdey's Gaines
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In other matches, Fiegina Marsikova
of Czechoslovakia beat No.7 Virginia
Wade of Great Britain 6-4, 6-0; Sylvia
Hawke of West Germany, Sue Saliba of
Australia and Candy -Reynolds scored
,victones to advance to the third round
6-4 tniunph over
Hawke rolled to a
Terry Holladay, Reynolds beat Barbara
Hellquist 6-4.6-7, 6-6, and Saliba gamed a
secondround victory when &Indy Collins
was defaulted for a late arrival
In first-round matches. Jeanne DuVa II
trimmed Kim Jones 6-0, 24, 6-4; and
other winners were Claudia Casabianca

reached on an error by Texas
shortstop Dave Roberts, bringing up Brett with his hitting
streak on the line.

Yankees 3, Mariners 1
Tom Underwood arid Hu
Gossage combined on a five
hitter and Bob Watson anir
Reggie Jackson tut home
innings,
71-3
went
Stone
He hit a hard grounder but
runs. Underwood gave up foLe
allowing two runs — one Putnam knocked it down with
hits before Gossage came oti
The
unearned -- on two hits.
a dive and crawled on his
with the bases loaded and twit
victory made him the earliest hands and knees to beat Brett
out in the seventh and struck
20-game winner in Baltimore to the bag. However, Hal
out Dan Meyer on three pithistory, surpassing Dave McRae's double made it 3-2
ches. Watson, deprived of a
McNally, won his 20th game of
and Amos Otis greeted Danny home run in the first innin.
1970 on Aug. 25.
Darwin with a single that tied when his towering fly ball
the score. After John Wathan struck a speaker hanging
Royals 4, Rangers 3
Seattle
Kansas City had only four singled, John Henry Johnson from the roof of the
and fell for a douhits off Jon Matlack and trail- relieved but Willie Athens Kingdome
ble, homered in the fourth to
ed 3-1 going into the ninth inn- singled to score the winning
put New York on top 2-1
ing when U.L. Washington run.

last
Joe Narnath, who now plays 100 yards between them
1.i'l Abner in an off Broadway season.
Barring a late trade, the
theater, played giant-killer
against Don Shula's 1969 Dolphins running game will
hinge around Delvin Williams.
Super Bowl Baltimore Colts.
Meanwhile, the young Buf- Williams gained 1,000 yards in
falo Bills, using a shotgun for- his first 10 games as a Dolphin
mation on offense, may shoot in 1978, but injuries have slowdown some of the contenders, ed him since.
He's healthy this year, and
and the Baltimore Colts, if
looking
Bert Jones' shoulder is finally Shula says, "We're
healthy, could again become a forward to him giving us the
kind of year he gave in 1978."
fact*.in the race.
Backing, Williams are second year player Tony Nathan
and veteran reserve Gary
Davis.
Shula is also undecided
about his quarterbacks. Bob
Griese, 35, seemed to be past
his peak last year, but came
This may be a fateful season back strong in the final three
for Shula, who joined the games to lead Miami to the
Dolphins in 1970. Its Dolphins division title.
Don Strock,Griese's backup
contract runs out next spring,
and it seems likely he will for seven years, promising
have several NFL and college third-year pro Guy Benjamin
jobs to tempt him away from and rookie sensation David
Woodley give Shula a surplus
Miami.
If this is to be Shula's last quarterback who could be usyear here, it goes without say- ed as trade bait.
The offensive line situation
ing he will want to finish on a
winning note. And if there has looked bleak after the
been one given in this division retirements of center Jim
of variables, it's that Shula Langer, guards Larry Little
always seems to get a little and Bob Kuechenberg and
more out of his players than tackle Nike Current and .injury to tackle Jon Giesler, but
anyone else.
But this Dolphins team has Little and Kuechenberg have
of Argentina. Glynis Coles of Great Bnlain, Stacy Margolin, tele Procord and
more than its share of ques- returned and the Dolphins
Peanut lowe.
marks. Csonka's bitter Tuesday lured former Dallas
tion
BOWLING
contract dispute with owner Cowboy guard Burton Lawless
BUFFALO, N.Y. (API - Joe Berardi
registered his third career Professional
Joseph Robbie seems irrecon- out of retirement.
Bowlers Association title in the $85,000
Their defensive secondary
secondGreater Buffalo Open at Thruway, cilable, leaving two
Lanes.
year fullbacks who didn't gain seemed solid until an embar-

Berardi, who took the 810,000 top prize
with a 223-198 upset of top-seeded Guppy
Troup, totaled 649 points for three
games. He had beaten Mark Roth 203149. and George Pappas 223-203, in the
semifinal game

AFC East
Preview

Thursday, Aug. 21s1
6:30 P.M.
At The
Pradice Field
Tickets Are Available
From any Murray
High Schooi Cheerleaderl
6

Richards, wide receiver, on the injured
reserve list. Cut Glenn Doughty, wide
receiver; Don Hardeman,running back;
Pete Woods; quarterback; Joe Homan,
guard, Tim Gerhart, linebacker; Mike
Bailey, tackle; Steve Gortz, punter;
Willie Bolden, tight end, and Mike Dachfield, kicker.
DETROIT LIONS-Placed Doug
English and Bubba Baker. defensive
tackles; and Benny Ricardo, placekicker, on the injured reserve list. Cut
Phil Mowers, defensive tackle; Ken
Long, offensive lineman; and Tony
Leonard,defensive back.
GREEN BAY PACKERS-Cut Steve
Wagner and John Bnstor, defensive
backs, Nate Simpson, noising back;
and Dan Cernansky and Gary Weaver.
linebackers. Placed Barty Smith,
fullback: Bobby Kimball. receiver;
Jafus White and Eric Johnson, defensive
backs, on the injured reserve list.
HOUSTON OILERS-Cut Tim Campbell, linebacker; Alvin Bowers, running
back; John Choukair, kicker; Riclue
Harr and Richard Moore, defensive
backs; Ralph Rushing, defensive end:
and Doug Smith,linebacker.
LOS ANGELES RAMS-Cut Quentin
Lowry, linebacker; Obie Graves, running back; and Steve Cosmos, tight end.
Placed Jack Youngblood,defensive end:
Am Youngblood, linebacker; Larry
Brooks, defensive tackle; and Dennis
Harrah, guard; on the reserve list.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS-Placed
Al Chandler. tight end, on the retired
reserve list. Placed Jimmy Stewart,
defensive back, on the injured reserve
list. Cut Mike House, tight end; Mark
Cahill; quarterback; Paul Collins and
Mike Cusumano, wide receivers; Paul
Ricker, tight end; Mal Najarian,tonning back; Bob McIntyre and Rich Rosen.
guards; Jack Lazor. linebacker; Bernie
Huber, Steve LeMay and Greg
McAleenen, safeties and Ken Startzell,
place-kicker
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Cut Jun
Merlo and Stan Sytsrna, linebackers;
Charles Burgess, Felix Wilon, Rickey
Patton and Larry Taylor, wide
receivers; John Arbeznik, guard; Pat
McDougall, offensive tackle; Neal Timmons, defensive end; and Mike
Williams; defensive tackle.
NEW YORK GIANTS , Placed Icon
Perry, running back, on the Injured
reserve list.
PHILADELPHIA EAGIESTraded
Terry Tautolo, linebacker, to the
Chicago Rears for an undisclosed draft
choice. Cut Nate Rivers, fullback, Bob
Horns, tackle: Howard Fields and
Terence Brown,safeties; Curtis Bwiche.
defensive end, Barry Collins; center;
and Reim McQuaide, offensive tackle
Placed Larry Barnes, fullback. Al
Latimer, cornerback; and John Miller,
guard, on the injured reserve list.
PITTSBURGH STEFAERS- Placed
Thom Dornbrook, offensive linemen,
and Bill Hurley, safety, on the injured
reserve list. Cut Ron McCall and Willie
Taylor, wide receivers; Mark Mattingly
and Tim Singleton, defensive ends;
Gerry Gluscw. linebacker; Norris
Williams. guard. and Ric Volley. running beck.
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS-Cut
Wally Chamber's,defensive end.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS- Placed
John Biggins, running back, under a
special exemption whereby they would
have to cut another play if Rigglits
returns to the club Placed Jervis White,
cornerback. and Farley Bell,
linebacker, on the reserve list Placed
Kenny Harrison. wide receiver. Melvin
Jones, guard; Jack Shrewder and Pat
Gunn defeneive tackles. on the injured
reserve list Cut Ed Delgado, locker,
-Lawrence McCullough, wide reemaer;
Mike Metoeha, defensive end, and
Mareene Emmett.cornerback

becoming increasingly potent
in the NFL, the Jets lineup ot
Walker, Jones and Derr( k
Gaffney at receiver makes
them the division dark horse.
The running game led the AF('
and a consistent season from
quarterback Richard Todd
could put the Jets over the top
"I'm not in the prediction
business, but we'll have a
bonafide better team this
season," said Coach Wali
Michaels.
"The Jets are "Coming tilt
like gangbusters," said Shutt.
whose team has lost the last
four meetings with New York
The Bills, in their third
season under Chuck Knox,will
still be relegated to a spoiler
role because of a lack of depth.
Quarterback Joe Ferguson.
who had one of his best
seasons last year, will direct a
new shotgun formation offense. But the Bills still need
help with their running game,
which is a far Cry from the
O.J. Simpson days.
The Colts are counting on
rookie Curtis Dickey to add
punch to e running game.
since new Coach Mike McCor
mack knows he can't rely on a
healthy Jones. The Colts have
been 5-11 with Jones on the
sidelines most of the last two
years.
"I think that almost any
team has a built-in dependency on its quarterback, but I
hope to minimize that by try-.
ing to maintain some
balance," McCormack said.

rassing showing in last year's
payoff loss to Pittsburgh.
The secondary is also a major problem for the Patriots,
nosed out in the final two
weeks by Miami last yar.
Of the "Slusher Four"
represented by agent Howard
Slusher, Haynes is the key
player. His holdout opened a
major hole in the Patriots'
secondary.
"We've got to solve our problem in the secondary," said
Coach Ron Erhardt."I look at
this as a big play division.
Every team has a lot of fast
wide receivers."
The Patriots have speedy
receivers in Stanley Morgan
and Herb Jackson, but their
backfield seems unsettled.
Cunningham was the leadng
rusher last year with 563 yards
and halfback Horace Ivory,
who gained 522 yards, will
miss the beginning of the
season with a twisted left
knee.
Chuck Foreman, the
Patriots leading rusher and
pass receiver in their first two
exhibitions, and rookie Vagas
Ferguson will be counted on
heavily behind running backs
Don Calhoun and Andy
Johnson. •
Third year pro Matt
Cavanaugh has looked good so
far this year, but the No. 1
quarterback job still belongs
to the inconsistent Steve
Grogan.
With passing offenses

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBAII,
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Signed Earl
Weaver, manager, to a two-year extension contract.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
ATLANTA EALCONS--Placed June
Jones, quarterback, on injured reserve
list. Cut Toni Moriarty, defensive back;
Ron McCartney. linebacker; Bryan
Sweeney. wide receiver; and Walt
Bellamy, defensive back. Placed Dennis
Pearson. wide receiver, and Mike Higgins and James McDougald, running
backs,on the injured reserve list.
BALTIMORE COLTS-Cut Ed Whitely, tight end; John Priestner,
linebacker, Larry Stewart, defensive
tckle; Fred Diliernardt punter: Randy
Bielskt placekwiler; and Mark Bright;
fullback
BUFFALO BILLS --Cut Mike Collier.
fullback:. Dan Hartwig, quarterback,
and Rick Dennison, tight-end. Placed
Mekeli leremia, linebacker, on the injured reserve list.
CHICAGO BEARS-Obtained Terry
the
Tautolo, linebacker, from
PNIadelphia Eagles for a future draft
pick. Placed Virgil livers, cornerback,
and Bill Pernn, safety, on Ape injured
reserve list Cut Tony Ardizzane,center;
Chris DeF-rance, wide receiver; Rollie
Hansen, guard; Chris Judge, safety;
Chuck Mole, kicker; and Rick Moss,cornerback
DALLAS COWBOYS-Traded Burton
lawless, guard, to the Miami Dolphins
for a future undisclosed draft choice. Cut
Mike Mancuso, quarterback; Guy
Prather. linebacker, Jim Hume, guard:
Mike Hagen, wide receiver; Mike Jones,
cornerback; and Mike Richardson, running back.
DENVER BRONCOS-Placed Golden

Attention Murray High School
Football Fans.
k
4 Attend The Tiger
Kick-Off Football
Dinner

1/4

While Stone was mowing the
Angels down to boost his
record to 20-4, Eddie Murray,
Doug DeCinces and Dan

By DAN SEWELL
Al'Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — This
season's American Conference East race may be
decided at the negotiating
table.
In Miami, will top rusher
Larry Csonka and star
linebacker Larry Gordon
return to the fold in time for
the Dolphins' championship
defense? In New England, will
leading rusher Sam Cunningham, All-Pro safety Mike
Haynes and top reserves
quarterback Tom Owen and
tackle Richard Bishop be back
to' fill the few holes the
Patriots have?
Only their agents know for
sure.
And while they're talking
about tax brackets and deferred payoffs, the New York
Jets behind speedsters Wesley
Walker and Lain Jones may
sprint to the first championship involving the Jets since

Sports In Brief
. MASON,Ono • Al r - Topseeded Jimmy Connors disposed of Trey Waltke 6-2,
6-2 in a 8200,000 Association of Tennis
Professionals tournament.
In other action, Mark Edmondson
upset 13th-seeded Henn Gunthardt 6-3.76, fdthseeded han I.-WI beat Rick
rage! 6-2. 7-6. No.8 Wojtek Fibak beat
'Bruce Manson 6-4, 8-2; No.10 Victor
Anuiya, beat Jan Kodes 6-3, 6-3; No.I5
Vijay Amritraj beat Robert Hubbard 6-4,
6-2. and No 16 Brian Teacher ousted
veteran Jaime Fillol 6-1. 6-3
MAHWAH, N.J. I Al') - Andrea
Jaeger scored an upset and top-seeded
Tracy Austin won as expected in the
8100,000 Women's Tennis Cup.
Jaeger wore down sixth-seeded
Virginia Ruin of Romania 6-4, 6-3, in a
second-round match. while Austin
scored a straight-set victory over Wendy
White 6-2, 6-4.

AL Roundup

Graham backed him with solo
homers as the Orioles remained 2,2-games behind the
Yankees in the AL East.

Jets May Sprint To Flrst Title Since Namath's Days

SPORTS AT- A GLANCE

By The Associated Press
TENNIS
ATLANTA API - Secondseeded Eddie [libbs beat South Africa's Byron Bertrarri8-4. 5-7. 7-6 to advance to the second
- 'made,the 025,000 Atlanta Open tennis
tournament
In other matches. third-seeded Eliot
. Teltscher also advanced to the second
round, defeating Blame Willenborg 6-4.
6-2. Butch Waits, the No.5 seed topped
Steve Krulevaz 1-6, 6-4, 6-4, Australian
David Carter defeated Amend Arnrital
cit India 04. 6-3. fourth-seeded Buster
Mottrem of Great Britain got past Joao
Scares of Brazil 6-2, 6-3, No.7 seed Mel
Purcell triumphed over 'South African
Joubert 6-3. 6-3; No.11 seed Tony
.
ie Giornale-Iva trounced Robert Trogolo of
South Africa 6-4, 7-5, And South African
Kevin Curren defeated Australian Warren Maher 6-2.64

shaded the Seattle Mariners 31, the Detroit Tigers trounced
the Milwaukee Brewers 6-2,
the Roston Red Sox downed
the Oakland A's 7-5, the
Cleveland Indians defeated
the Chicago White Sox 8-5 and
the Toronto Blue Jays nipped
the Minnesota Twins 4-3

DISCOUNT
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Cash & Food Stamps
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Horseradish Job
Brings Tears To
Owner's Eyes
By JIM McKAY
Associated Press Writer
PITTSBURGH ( AP) —
Clayton Hoffield's work has
brought tears to his eyes nearly every day for more than 45
years.
Hoffield is the owner and
sole full-time employee of the
Hoffield Supreme Horseradish
Co., a business he inherited
from his entrepreneur father
during the Depression.
"I've been in this racket
since '34," Hoffield said as he
pared and chopped the
pungent root. "We got
horseradish, horseradish and
relish, and horseradish and
beets."
While pushing bits of
horseradish into a grinder at
his shop in the city's market
district, Hoffield broke into
tears.
"This doggone stuff is really
strong," he said. But, it's
smooth, you know. It's smooth
and it goes up your nostrils. It
doesn't burn your tongue."
Hoffield claims to have a
taste for the stuff himself, and
offered a reluctant visitor a
horseradish sandwich.
"We have four or five bottles open all the time," he
said. You can put it on eggs
or fish, beef, anything you
want. It won't harm it."
Hoffield's product is pure
ground root with only a splash
of distilled vinegar. One taste
clears the nostrils in a flash.
"There's a lot of competition. There's a lot of
horseradish on the market,"
he said. But most aren't
pure. Mine is regular pure
horseradish, you understand.
There's no chemicals in it."
But because there are no
preservatives added, Hoffield's horseradish has a short
life. He figures it will hold its
strength about two weeks.
After that, it turns black from
the top of the bottle down.
Hoffield won't say how
much horseradish he makes.
But the company, which once
employed four others, now
employs only Hoffield. And he
has to sell other food products
with the horseradish to make
ends meet.
"Naturally it's down. We
don't put out as much as we
used to do years ago," he said.
"My gosh, we'd buy 100 sacks
of horseradish at a time. We

Carter Trying To Patch
Up Things With Veterans

don't do that anymore."
One Pittsburgh restaurant
no longer in existence often
would buy up to 20 gallons of
horseradish a day from his
father, Hoffield said.
But the corporate food
giants have outpriced Hoffield, who now sells mainly to
specialty shops
and
restaurants within a few miles
of downtown. He said a small
Jar of his product sells for
$1.25, while others that won't
perish so quickly are priced
about 50 cents lower.
"It's an altogether different
product. We buy the best
roots. I never ask the price,"
he said. "But I don't worry
about it. I figure I got enough
customers. I got customers
who are willing to pay it."

dorsement, went on the atCleland himself comes
tack. He told the VFW, "This under criticism when officials
anti-veteran administration of veterans groups speak on a
WASHINGTON (AP) — In has stacked the deck against not-to-be-quoted basis.
They say they cannot deny
his first act as president on his you."
Veterans Administrator Cleland's value ass symbol of
first day in office, Jimmy
Carter antagonized the power- Max Cleland, who lost both the sacrifices of war. But they
ful organizations which claim legs and his right forearm in portray him as a weak
to speak for America's 31 Vietnam, replied: "I am sur- manager who is unwilling to
million veterans. His relation- prised and alarmed at Gover- carry the veterans' battle into
ship with veterans has been nor Reagan's distortion of the the White House.
facts about our nation's
Women's rights groups
rocky ever since.
This week, the first post- veterans. Once again Ins fought to eliminate veterans'
convention week of the elec- rhetoric has overtaken reali- preference on the grounds that
most veterans are male and
tion campaign, Carter is try- ty."
Although veterans groups the system gives them an Uning to patch matters up with
veterans' groups; Ronald are unhappy with the ad- fair edge in competing for
NEW MEMBERS — The Murray Rotary Club recently inducted four new members into
Reagan, his Republican rival, ministration's record, private- government jobs. The adis capitalizing on their ly some of their leaders con- ministration agreed with the
its organization. Standing with District Governor Merritt Blow (center), the new
coolness toward the White cede that, given the temper women, but the the veterans
Rotarians are (from left) Dr. Rob Williams, Johnny Williams, Ronnie Dunn and Roger
and the budgets of the times, won in Congress and veterans'
House.
Reichmuth. Blow inducted the members during his Murray trip.
Reagan addressed the VFW they probably would be unhap- preferences remained in a bill
reforming civil service.
convention Monday in Chicago py with any administration.
"We believe the Carter adBut the chief grievance conand was to speak before the
ministration
has
cerns money. Veterans groups
American Legion convention
of
sencharge that the administrain Boston today. Carter flies to demonstrated a lack
Boston to address the Legion sitivity to the problems of tion has grudgingly gone along
veterans, particularly in com- with increases in pensions,
following the communist the shipyards and elsewhere is promises and told the strikers on Thursday. Independent
.. By SUSANNE SCHAFER
parison with the priorities the educational benefits and
takeover after World War II expected to ruin production to go back to work. They refus- candidate John B. Anderson
Associated Press Writer
administration has put for- payments to disabled
GDANSK, Poland (AP) — and is regarded as a model of plans and delivery timetables ed, and dissident and went before the Legionnaires ward in regard to other inveterans.
The Polish strike wave rippled socialist planning and worker and scare away much-sought diplomatic sources reported Tuesday.
terest groups. We feel
Back
on
*
Jan.
21,
1977,
the
police
reinforcements
Western
were
customers.
performance.
briefly across the country to
FRESH SALAD
veterans should be No. 1,"
The strike in Gdansk began flown to the Gdansk area. But Veterans of Foreign Wars
The strike in the Gdanskthe steel mills in the south, but
To keep green salads fresh
says Robert Lyngh, director of
called
Carter's
inaugural
day
Miroslaw
Thursday
at
Woiciechowski,
the
giant
V.I.
workers there were reported Gdynia-Sopot area of northern
veterans affairs for the 2.6 longer, sprinkle them with
Poland's central Baltic coast Lenin Shipyard, the nation's editor of the government news "probably one of the saddest million-member Legion.
lemon or lime juice.
back on the job today.
days
in
the
history
of
our
counBoth government officials also spread west and east, to biggest, to protest the govern- agency, said: "We do not need
try"
because
the
new
presiand dissident sources said the major port of Szczecin, 180 ment's withdrawal on July 1 of the police. We have no intendent, fulfilling a campaign
many of the 40,000 workers miles to the west on the East subsidies that had kept the tion of occupying the plants."
The government apparently promise, in his first act parwalked off the job Tuesday at German border, and to price of meat down. But in adNowa Hula, the showcase Elblag, 40 miles east of Gdan- dition to higher wages to com- was hoping a "divide and con- doned almost all Vietnam
draft evaders.
' Assistance for farm purchases, farm refinance, consteel center near Krakow, sk, the official PAP news pensate, the strikers for the quer" strategy would work.
On Monday, the VFW, havWoiciechowski said the
first time are demanding such
some 300 miles south of Gdan- agency reported.
vert short-term to long-term, livestock and machinery.
Dissident sources said there major political reforms as special negotiating delegation ing since found additional
sk.
Minimum 8150,000. Call toll free:
But they said the first shift were at least 20,080 strikers in trade unions free of Com- named by the government grievances with Carter, hand- .
14100-221-2702
ed
out
its
first
political
enwould
meet
only
with
incame to work today because Szczecin, including shipyard munist Party control, access
American Midland Inc.
dorsement.
In
backing
,
dividual
strike committees,
some sort of agreement had workers and municipal bus by religious groups to the
2945 So. 132nd St.
Reagan,the VFW ended an 80been reached with the govern- drivers, and at least 10,000 at mass media and an end to cen- not with the unified strike
Omaha, Nesbraska 6$144
year
history
of
political
committee headed by Lech
ment. It was not known the Zamech turbine works in sorship.
Communist Party chief Ed- Walesa, an electrician at the neutrality.
whether the workers made the Elblag. More than 100,000
Reagan, accepting the ensame demands as their col- strikers have been reported in ward Gierek in a speech Mon- Lenin Shipyard.
day night promised grachini
leagues in the restive Baltic the Gdansk area.
In addition- to millions of pay raises but said there
area.
The government was still dollars in losses, the strike in would be no political' comnot using force to end the
serious challenge to it, now in
its seventh day, and a
spokesman said police and
troops would not occupy the
strikebound plants. But the
chief of state, Henryk JablonRICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Anderson Bush,61, and Ray
ski, warned that the "fate of
Two employees of Clark Rural Johnson, 50, both of Winthe nation" was at stake.
Dissident sources said Electric Cooperative suffered chester, were treated at a
thousands quit work Tuesday third-degree burns Tuesday Richmond hospital and then
at Nowa Hula, the showcase when the truck on witch they transferred to the University
steel center near Krakow, were working came into con- of Kentucky Medical Center in
some 300 miles south of Gdan- tact with a high-voltage wire, Lexington.
They were reported in
sk. The complex was built officials said.
satisfactory condition Tuesday afternoon.
the
Authorities
of
OM
•—
*
Winchester-based cooperative
could not be reached immediately for details of the accident.
Mike Rhodus,an emergency
medical technician for the
Madison County Ambulance
Service, said he received a
p pII
call about the accident just
before 11 a.m. and that it occurred at least 10 miles northeast of Richmond on
Dnylesville Road.
He said both men were conscious when he arrived and
that he was told a boom on the
SavInguct,o,
truck on which they were
•Fuel COnstr
worlcibg came into contact
Rachel
tractron
xcellent
with a 14,000-volt overhead
•E
Croublc
stea
both
on
their
eal
line, burning
•
CHARGE 11
I
Stre ,se and
hands,legs and feet.
e
as for Oro reram
a,s
penetration
Rhodus said the victims'
APP1.1 IODA1
I
smooth-n(1;21950ov
coworkers were trained in
•
CARD
polyeg7r:solloence
CPR (cardiac preliminary
El
GOODClial%
abrIrtV
resuscitation) and that they
I
dSdur
C
a'Ine
wet
re.°F5ccount
,5"1:40
Sure-tootecl
•:;
•
KEEPING AHEAD OF THE GAME — Jimmy Bell, Murray, a switchman for South Central
1•
worked, apparently suctread
OF:
•tractrOn
1642442°MODEL,,S
Bell, checks equipment in the switching office at 300 North Seventh Street. Equipment
cessfully, to revive one of the
SOME
cha g
FITS
BETS-13
being installed is part of a $400,000 project to add 980 lines to the office, according to
men whose heart appeared to
tc"..
Pfloodu,
have stopped.
7.0.4
Marvin Orgill, local Bell district manager. Orgill said the lines will be available for use
by the end of the year.
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer

Polish Workers Go Back To Jobs

AGRICULTURAL LOANS

GOODki•IfEAR

Electric Co-op Workers
Suffer Burns On Job
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Run the Mlle of a knife
through a potato in order to
remove the odor of onion or
garlic from it
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are becoming Woodmen
families. Let's talk about why
Woodmen membership
makes sense for your family.
Let's talk.

Crail said the Kentuckians,
from all seven ranger districts
in the Daniel Boone National
Forest and from the Pine Knot
Civilian Conservation Center,
were told they might be away
for several weeks.
"They could possibly be
dispatched to some other fires
while they are out there," he
said.
He said the Forest Service
in Kentucky valued the opportunity to send its trained
firefighters to help battle fires
in other states.
"It gives our people good experience and training so when
they come back they are better qualified to fight fires
when they occur here," he
said:

..a
_a,;
i'2
...

about why so many families

WINCHESTER,Ky.(AP)—
Fifty-eight Kentuckians have
traveled to Arkansas to help
fight a fire in the Ouachita National Forest, the U.S. Forest
Service said.
Charles Crail, a spokesman
at the Forest Service's Winchester office, said the 58
traveled Tuesday by bus to
Knoxville, where they boarded a flight to Arkansas.
They were among about 200
firefighters from five states
who arrived Tuesday to battle
the fire, which has burped
more than 500 acres on the
eastern edge of the national
forest, about 50 miles west of
Little Rock.
Other firefighters came
from. Notth Carolina, Tenner•-...-....„Aiagginia. and Ari•-•—.'
They arrived at the Little
Rock airport about 10:30 a.m.
and were taken to the fire area
aboard chartered buses.

$66s571

Aug.30tool

Vit

Kentuckians Fight Fire
In Arkansas Forest

tong.Saie Ends

r %men ItOrder .
..,
••‘:oo.

SERV

St.,'. Noire: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
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10-8 SUNDAY

SALE

'101I

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR
PLAIN, SELF RISING

5 LB.

BB SPANISH RICE

MACKERAL
150Z.

59c

PINEAPPLE

COUPON

$

WHITE

MAXWELL
HOUSE,

i
a
w
6
i
,
2
ASSORTED GRINDS

COLORS

32 OZ.$129

UNSHINE
HI-HO CRACKERS

16 OZ.99c

10 CT. $129

RC COLA
lit I

•

f

•

• 1. •

(

I

•

fritS-110.11F.Forroa 1.rirre
or—a•Gror.,
010-111,ror
.Pr.
821.-111

NATURE'S BEST

MARGARINE
QUARTERS
1 LB.

NE

BC

1
.
4/$

DRINKS
soRL
Ais6o
FLAVORS

SEALTEST

IGA

GALLON

IGA
M
MACARONI & CHEESE
DINNER

3 89c

LIPTON TEA BAGS MAXWELL HOUSE 6 OZ.
49
100 CT. $2
INSTANT COFFEE$33
MUSSLEMANN
SUNFLOWER

3

114)Zi

1
SHEDDS
TIFFA
BANQU
PIE SHEELTLS

ij

120Z.

303 CAN

fa

IGA DANI H R LL
UNNY
CINNAMON ROLLS

L.11
140Z.99c

„

2PKG.9 INCH

69

A E
APPLE-1;4 ORANG
SAUCE39c JUICE
69c
(11,71(

CORN MfAI
M IX

$ 11 6

GALLON

I

5 LB. BAG
°
1
A

1.0

EA
CR
99 12

42 OZ.

8 PK. 160Z.

/

T21
010
Ile.

OF 01.410.410 LUGGIAGE 1•111/ MEM
'FOR &ALF Cr V' Rt.*

WANK

29

FAYGO

IGA ALUMINUM FOIL 2511. 49c

••
Flo. Mir el 1••••
ir won.Ire
Pr Mr.WT..
0.• Mere in Tar
1,

$229

HORTENING
C111•11•10

AJAX
LIQUID DETERGENT

•• Ur.

10.00

2 LB.

Richtex

ASSORTED KINDS
T4
49
1LIMI
17 OZ. CASE S7.

141.0

serte.
Itrannors
Fres Wellet

CHICKEN

6 CT.6is
RICHTEX

PRIDE!
OF ILLINOIS

131
EP
SI
.H
REEL

BANQUET WHOLE
FRIED

SWEETMILK IL BUTTERMILK

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

REEL

JUMBO
ROLL

PILLSBURY
BISCUITS

COFFEE
CREAMER
n oz. 79c

4 $1

=

9

ASSORTED

4 ROLL
PACK
'
CAN
1 LB.
IGA NON-DAIRY

GLAD TRASH BAGS

CONNO111 YOUN

JOB
SQUAD

COFFEE TIS

CORN

9

Orr

den Mr 10r

OrOrlon

ONE COUPON PER cusiomin
OFFER EXPIRES AUG. 26, 19110

••••• Orr

AT
4711P
0011-1/.111rArr.
• Is Tsfr
nto—s.
nil—sr rm.Tao No.
111110—err. Tr 0.0

OZ.

LIMN-TV/1WD
TOTIIIS kor T APES

0.110rot Srm Ie

•Mr•ir

200Z.

59C

1
.
j11
,
.

11*FiRE

SUGAR
FROSTED vl
" ft'•
FLAKES

JIM ADAMS
MAZOLA

20 OZ.

9'

GAL.

IGA

320Z.$ 11 49

CHUNK
CRUSHED
SLICED

CLOROX
LIQUID
BLEACH "=-w

CASE $6.25

"
300 CAN 3151

MAZOLA OIL
SWEEPSTAKE
PACIFIC

F

3/79c

3/89C CASE $7.05•

11F

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

300 CAN
NAVY BEANS
RED KIDNEY BEANS
RED BEANS
PINTO BEANS
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
FRESH BLACKEYE PEAS
FRESH PURPLE HULL PEAS
SHOWBOAT SPAGHETTI

FRENCH STYLE BEANS 303 CAN
SPINACH CHOPPED & REGULAR 303 CAN
kRAUT CHOPPED 303 CAN
BB CHILI HOT BEANS 300 CAN

.16

NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunda

b. ale Starts
Aug. 20th Sale Ends
Aug. 26th

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.

GOR1
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MEAT L ND PR DUCE
DEPARTMENT
/E
R
SPECIALS

1ER

Check Our Produce Dept. For A Large Selection Of Fresh Produce At Competitive Prices!

0u
FATRILYPAK
G
BEEF

TENDER JUICY

BACON
ND&PIECES
MOKED
59c
CKS

PORK
STEAK lit?

S139

LB.
SMALLER AMOUNTS $1:39 LB.

LB.

16
9

TOME S

BOX

CRE-MEL
FROM REELFOOT

10/14 LB.

BUTTERBALL

IGA-16 OZ. CANNED

illAM PATTIES $ UCH

LB.

LB.

FUNBUDDIES

PO K
PICNICS $139
.
$_439 ROAST
BOSTON

FIELD'S FULLY COOKED
BONELESS

HOT
DOGS

BUTT

ARMOUR'S CANNED

HAMS--u.RIF

120Z.
PKG.

$109

EACH

,s

V. 41 AS Ai,
'
4 4
4r
.
OFF PURCHASE
PRICE OF ONE LB.
PKG. OSCAR MEYER
WIENERS - REG. OR BEEF
ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
EXPIRES AUG. 26, 1980
L

39c

PORK
NECKBONES

4

LB.

FROSTY MORN
SLICED

#.

LB.

GORTON'S - 12 OZ.
CRUNCHY

FLORIDA

LEMONS

99c

PKG.

CRUNCHY

FISH
FILLETS

EXPIRES AUG. 24, 11S0

235 SIZE

WASHINGTON
PRUNE

PLUMS

DOZ.

49f.

LB.

GORTON'S 12 OZ.

199
PKG.

REELFOOT

PORK 419c
BRAINS

79

JIM AD '
$ 99

Tww
et°
4 OFF HE PURCHASE
PRICE OF PKG. - 12 OZ
FROSTY MORN
BISCUIT SIZE
COUNTRY HAM
ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

PORK 5-7w
ROAST

ouou

LUNCH
MEATS

111 094.
44/
1
4.
Ot
4‘
AS:
0

FRESH
PICNIC STYLE

BOLOGNA $149
LB.

FISH
STICKS

16 OZ „

CORN DOGS' ;K-G-

EELFOOT-GOOD SEASONING

IGA POUND PKG.
SLICED

•I •

FRESH LEAN

PORK
CUTLETS

$128
"
B

r

REELFOOT
12 OZ. BONELESS
SLICED SMOKED

LB.

HAM

DOLE

PINEAPPLES

79c

LB.

$189

EACH

PKG

COMPARE THESE EVERY DAY LOW SHELF PRICES
LIPTON
TEA BAG

WISCONSIN

CABBAGE

c
19

COLD
POWER
SUPER
SUDS

$2.49
20 OFF

$1.53
$1.09

tWICE AS FRESH
LB.

ALPINE LEMON
AUTUMN ROSE

97c

SHOWBOAT
PORK & 150Z.
BEANS 2/59`
IGA
32 OZ.
APPLE
66:
JUICE

C. PIERRE
SO. PECAN 36 oz
PIE
$2.49

VLASSIC
HAMBURGER
63c
CHIPS

BRIGHT & EARLY
ORANGE
12 oz.
JUICE

BANQUET
FRIED
2 LB
CHICKEN $2.59

47`

DOWN FLAKE
WAFFLES

65`

SARA LEE POUND
CAKE
$1,39
BALLARD 60Z.
BISCUITS $1.15
PRIDE OF ILL.
CORN
303 CAN

- omitsotput coati
CREAM WRITE

3/100

GREEN
COOKING

APPLES
3 LB. BAG

09

•
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Flames Engulf Jet; 265 Believed Burned

Deaths and Funerals
Randall B. Melvin
Dies; Was Brother
Of Kenneth Melvin

Bertis L. Doyle
Dies Tuesday

Dr. E. J. Moore
Dies On Tuesday
Word has been received of
the death of Dr. E. J. Moore of
Selma, Ala., who died Monday
at his home.
He is survived by his wife.
Nina, two daughters, and one
son, all of Selina, Ala.
Dr. Moore was a nephew of
Miss Virginia Moore of Murray.
Funeral and burial services
are being held today in Selma,

RIYADH, Saudi • Arabia
AP - Flames engulfed a
Saudi Arabian jetliner after it
made an emergency return to
the Riyadh airport and all 265
persons aboard the Lockheed
Tristar were believed burned
to death, the official Saudi
press agency reported today.
"As the tongues of flames
shot out the windows of the
plane, it became impossible to
open the doors from outside or
inside," said a statement from
the civil aviation department.
"The whole plane was engulfed in flames."
Most of the victims were
Pakistani laborers returning
to work in Saudi Arabia after
visits home for the Eid festival
at the end of the Moslem holy
month of Ramadan, Saudi
airline officials in Karachi,
Pakistan, reported.
It was the fourth largest
death toll in aviation history.
The Saudi state radio said
the Tristar caught fire Tuesday night a few minutes after
taking off from Riyadh, the
Saudi capital on the east side

Bertis L. Doyle of Murray
Route 6 died Tuesday at 9:10
Randall B. Melvin, brother
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
of Kenneth Melvin of Murray,
County Hospital.
died Tuesday at the Volunteer
He was 80 years of age, a General Hospital, Martin,
veteran of World War 11, and a Tenn. He was 65 years of age,
retired employee of the Inter- and a resident of Martin.
national Harvester Company.
Survivors include his wife,
Born Feb. 21, 1900, in Mrs. Alberta House Melvin,
Strawberry, Ark., he was the Martin, Tenn.; his mother,
son of the late James IsitsC Mrs. Latta Melvin Oglesby,
,Doyle and Margaret Wilmuth Mayfield; and brother, KenDoyle.
Ala
neth, Murray.
Mr. Doyle is survived by his
Funeral services will be
wife, Mrs. Gladys W. Helm held Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Doyle, to whom he was mar- chapel of the Murphy Funeral
ried on Jan. 14, 1925; four Home, Martin, Tenn., with
daughters - Mrs. Uoyd burial to follow in the Oak Hill
Keith Culver, grandson of (Theresa) Larson and Mrs.
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Moss of Dinie Liesberger, Stone Park, Cemetery
Murray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ill., Mrs. Sam t Ethel Reno,
Harold Culver of Calvert City, Clarendon Hills, Ill., and Mrs.
and sister of Miss Teresa James.„1. (Joan) Edwards,
Culver, Calvert City, died Murray Route 5; two sons Monday at 4:30 a.m, at the Clyde L. Doyle, Murray Route
An unidentified male made
Stanford University Medical 6, and James S. Doyle, Afton
off with an undetermined
Center, California.
Hills, Minn.:. 23 grand- amount of cash from the
The young, man, 23, had children; 10 great grand- Murray-Calloway
County
undergone a'heart transplarit children.
Hospital late Tuesday night,
operation at the medical
No funeral services will be according to a Murray Police
center on May 5, and was the held. Mr. Doyle had donated Department spokesman.
189th person to receive a heart his body to the University of
' The spokesman said the
transplant at the institution Kentucky Medical School, male was seen fleeing the
since 1968.
Lexington.
hospital with the cash box
Culver suffered a heart atfrom the business office.
tack while working in New
Characteristics of the male
Mexico, and had been
were not released. .
hospitalized since Nov. 20,
The city police are continuHubert
Final rites for Mrs.
1979. He was a graduate of
the investigation, the
ing
being
(Esther) peeping are
North Marshall High School.
said.
spokesman
Family friends said he had held today at 2 p.m. at the
been permitted to leave the chapel of the Max Churchill
hospital for a few hours on two Funeral Home with the Rev.
Prices of stocks of local interest 01 11
Murray
consecutive days about two Mike Litrell officiating and a.m. CST today furnished to TheMichigan
& Times by Fast of
Ledger
Baptist
Salem
the
of
choir
the
weeks ago to visit his parents'
Corp.. of Murray,
Church, where she was a Industrial Average
-2.56
nearby apartment.
Hospital officials said after member,providing the music.
46% Line
Products
Air
are
s
pallbearer
Serving as
5% unc
his death the cardiac arrest
American Motors
35% +.1
was due, at least in part, to his Jimmy and Johnny Gingles, Ashland Telephone
52% -.4
American
9' +.4
body's efforts to reject the Keith- Haygood, Steve and Chrysler
27% ±0.
new heart. An autopsy was Terry fingers, and Leonard Ford Motor
11% unc
Al..
4.4
Burke, Jr. Burial will follow in General Care
No Trade
performed on Tuesday.
611% -1.4
His parents have been with the Paschall Cemetery in General Dynamics
5511 -1,4
General Motors
19% +"a
him in California for the past Henry County,Tenn.
General Tire
22‘4 one
Mon68,-died
Deering,
Mrs.
Goodrich
several months.
1504 -1.
Goodyear
41'. -13;
Funeral and burial services day at the Murray-Calloway Gulf Oil
16.4 -14
'Hardees
remain incomplete, but the County Hospital.
31% -%
Heublem
She is survived by her hus- I.B.M.
66 unc
body will be returned to the
27.413 27%A
Filbeck and Cann Funeral band, Hubert, Murray Route Jerico
24% -1
K-Mart
1; mother. Mrs. Guy Nance; Kuhn's Big K
No Trade
Home,Benton.
30 -14
The family requests that ex- one son, Hugh Deering; four Pennwalt
30 -'14
Oats
Quaker
36's +.4
pressions of sympathy take sisters, three brothers, four Texaco
.one
351
great
one
and
ren,
grandchild
to
ns
Tobacco
US
contributio
the form of
16.413 1614A
Wendy's
grandchild.
the Heart Fund.

Keith Culver Dies
At The Age Of 19

Unidentified Male
Takes Cash Box

Final Rites Held •
For Mrs. Deering

Stock Market

of the country, on a flight from
Karachi to Jidda, the Red Sea

men,
Port 500 miles west of Riyadh. - approached for an ernosegenct guarded by security
The plane turned back. As it landing, the broadcast report while a team of experts began
said, fire brigades and am- the investigation to determine
bulances were rushed to the the cause of the fire.
rescue Reporters were barred from
and
runway
helicopters took to the air. A the area.
The worst accident in avia"fierce glow of fire" could be
tion history occurred on
seen.
were familiar with his house
The pilot told the control Tenerife in the Canary Islands
and habits,"because the place tower he was trying to rush his in March 1977, when 582 perwas well-cased."
249 passengers to safety sons were killed in the colli"They knew how to get in through the emergency exits, sion on a runway of two Boeand seemed to know what they the report continued, but radio ing 747s operated by Pan
9rican and the Dutch
wanted to take," Thomas add- contact was cut and the body
of the plane became wrapped airline KLM.
ed.
The second worst, and the
He said that in addition to in flames.
"We are from Allah and un- greatest loss of life in a
9mm and .45-caliber
semiautomatic weapons, the to him we return," said the singleplane accident, was the
thieves took shotguns and Saudi government radio, crash of a Turkish Airlines
high-powered rifles with quoting from the Koran, the DC-10 northeast of Paris in
March 1974 in which 346 people
holy book of Islam.
scopes.
In addition to the perished.
The crash of an American
passengers, the plane carried
Airlines DC-10 in Chicago in
screw of 16, the airline said.
The airport compound was May 1979 killed 273 people.

Man Depressed After
Arrowheads Stolen

BLOOMFIELD,Ky.(AP)It wasn't the loss of his semi
automatic weapons or his 58
hand guns that !make Walter
"Smokey" Thomas Jr. sad
about a recent burglary of his
home near Bloomfield. It was
the loss of his arrowhead collection.
It has been nearly three
weeks now,and there has been
no trace of the guns, or of the
arrowheads that he collected
in Nelson and surrounding
counties.
"I had been collecting 23
years," Thomas said of the 14
framed cases of arrowheads
•
and one large "point board" to
"4112.
RT.
:
•TOP% MOT*re
which many artifacts were attached.
Thomas, who lives on U.S.
62 at the eastern edge of this
Nelson County'community of
1,000, valued the guns at
•
$9,700.
"But you can't place a value
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP - USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves on those arrowheads," he add1969 Chew P U., grey v-8 3 speed S72E/WM
1500; compared to Tuesday's close ed."They're priceless."
--rrrockea- maim :
slaughter steers and heifers untested;
father,
his
and
Thomas
slaughter cows 1.00 lower; bulls steady;
1a-noppoo03
2.00-3
vealers
had
and
Thomas,
calves
landed
Walter "Bear"
higher, represented feeders steady;
designed their own burglar
Slaughter cows commercial 41.75R ECEIV ES COMMISSION
45.75, utility 43.00-47.25; a few high alarm that was monitored by
dressing and high boning 4770-48.00; Bloomfield police, but on the - Ralph Jones of North
cutter 41.2545.00; canner and cutter
night of the break-in, July 30, Miami Beach, Fla., formerly
under 800 lb 37.75-41.25;
of Murray, has been commisSlaughter bulls yield grade 11200-1440 there had been severe lightnlb 59.00-61.75; yield grade 1-2 1030-1695 lb
sioned a captain in the U. S.
brief power failure.
a
and
ing
54.00-59.00;
"I guess it was the lightn- Army Reserves, Capt. Jones
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
1970 Buick Riviera, blue, loaded. $1200.00
is a graduate of Murray High
200-300 lb vealers 77.00-82.50; few high ing," said Bloomfield Police
i7tio411.. $1coo.oo
300choice
73.00.7700;
choice 88.00; good
Chief Ben Adams, "because School and Murray State
350 lb calves 87.00.77.00;
his
He
received
.
University
300-450
1
it
frame
about
medium
known
Feeder steers
we would have
lb 78.5044.50; 600-765 lb 73.25-77.80: (the burglary) otherwise."
ROTC training at MSU. Jones
•
small frame 1 300-500 lb 72.00-75.75;
could spent two weeks active duty in
large frame 1 680-760 lb 69.75-72.50; large Adams said lightning
11:
753-2617
South
641
61.0°Polk,
Fort
lb
at
year
385-630
this
of
hot-steins
May
frame 2 mostly
OZNITULL paOnlitS RUMS
have knocked out the burglar
64.00; medium frame 1-2 bulls 375-600 lb
La. He is the son of and Mrs
alarm at the police station
60.5.1-7230,700-800 lb 59.0461.50,
ai
"
apag
,m•
ala
10
=Cm
1Mor
Avenue,
Heifers medium frame 1 504665 lb
Thomas believes the thieves Edward Jones, Ryan
66.00-70.25, medium frame 12 mostly
Murray.

4':

a

Livestock Market

4
_ . „,,.....
. , .4. 4•

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

:4.•,_

fleshy offerings 300-500 1b61 00-6800.
Stock cows medium frame 1-2 750-1025
lb 4-8 years old 42.50-48.75; a few 3-4
years old 5050-58.00.
Hogs 2200; includes 1400 feeder pigs;
compared to Tuesday's close barrows
and gilts weak to .25 lower; US 1-2 210.250 lb 49.00-49.45; US 2 230-265 lb 48.5049 00; US 2-3300.235 lb 48.00-48.50; sows
.50-1.00 lower; US 1-2 400-500 lb 43.0°44.00; 500-610 lb 44.00-45.00; a few to
45.45; US 2-3300-470 lb 40.50-41.00; US 3
, 300-500 lb 38.6439 60; boars over 300
-mostly 39.00-40.45;
Sheep 30; slaughter lambs 2.00 higher;
daughter lambs choice and prime 85 lb
15.00.

WED., THURS., FRI., SAT.

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUNDAY 12-6
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PAYING CASH
GOLD & SILVER

SIZES

C78:14
_ 42.76
178:14 44.76
1711:14 46.76

‘)'?

07804 48.76
078:15 48.76

641 S. 12th
753-2682

5

s

NMI( 51.76
1170:15 51.76
1.78x15 56.76

On,

SALE

SALE

F.E.T.

SIZES1 REG.

SALE

ELT.

14178314

32.88
34.88
36.88
37.88
39.88
40.88
40.88
42.88
45.88

1.77

C78x14 40.76

37.88
39.88
42.88
44.88
44.88
47.88

2.05

MR78315
1178315

77 is &' ..-

REG.

0781113 40.76

Murray Plaza Court
0\09

sizis

88

111t711615.

*A78x13
Our Reg. 33.76
Plus F.E.T. 1.75 Eac
Mud/Snow Tires

1.92

7804* 43.76

2.12
2.23

78x14* 47.76
_
678n14° 49.76

2.38

G78x!

2.46

2.76
11213x145-

2.40

H78x15* 53.76147.38[

2.66

L78x15 157.76

2.96

Blockwalls 2.89 was eta at tirnitod 1000ttOntS

50.76

-

56 88

CR78•1/
(1178314
38711114
117111x15
6811.14
GR711,15

From 10 a.m. 5 p.m.

•;\

?
44.88
55 88 42.88
63 86 49.88
64 88 51.88
66 88 51.88
66 88 54.88
68 lie 54.88
7105 59.88
73 1111 59.88

A78x13
Our Reg. 37.76
Plus F.E.T. 1.62 Each
Highway Tires

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
August 21 22 23

No

it"

YOUR CHOICE OF HIGHWAY OR
MUD SNOW WHITEWALLS

2.33
2.46
2.61
2.68

1 17

41.
.-Ittaf

,

1 95
7 33
7 SO
2 52

*

EW.,

2 65'>
2 70'
7 86
2 90

STEEL BELTED
RADIAL
WHITEWALLS

2.87
2.91

50.88

F IT

3.14

MOUNTING INCLUDED- NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED

A88
(Jour Reg. 51.88
AR78x13
Plus F.E.T 1.83 Each
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each

18Arrestor' H.D. Muffler
Carry-Out Price - 4 Days

Complete Exhaust
Systems Available

Heavy-duty and double-wrapped. For many U S
cars, light trucks. Installation and additional parts
are extra. single Welded Systems Excluded

INSTALLED

There ore always a lot of people who don't weor their high school rings after they gi. to
college, or women who don't wear their class rings after they get married, or people
in
whose rings no longer fit them. So, instead of letting those rings lie around, bring them
for cash.

'o‘Nriv VALUABLE

Gold
White or Yellow
10-14-18-22 KT
Tie Tics
Chains
Bracelets
Dental Gold
(unmarked)
Ear Rinp
Pocket Watches
Wrist Watches

0*44
604

T^N
•
•
•
.41\ A.•
C.>

Bring this Coupon & receive
3.00 Extra
for two pieces of gold

P
P

$5.00 Extra
for 3'or more pieces of gold

Coins
War Nickles 142-1:0
Two Cent Pieces
Three Cent Pieces
V Nickles
ir.S. Trade Dollars
Halves 1'65 thru
Canadian
Dimes
Quarters
Halves thru

COUPON
Scrap Bought Regardless of Condition
r e.
•‘
17
•
.ri
•
IkVANkVA.

1.,•014.1 Month roe
11•111/ste.•••• 30•111•A
34111Menth
Fronds AelLwon•••••
96•reent,

4Save! 3-Year

8
IOur 46 88 With Exchange

Auto Battery
Calcium-lead.constructed. For
many cars and light trucks: Save.-

Apill arirsig=a
THE

SAN./INS OLAC.F

.."
r..347

SERVICES INCLUDE:
I Hooloc• Iron/ brat., pods
• Irv* reters
reploc• ii.,
3 ••6wild callpors
et •41411/tenAl ports ce•I p.p. .016.1 c•Ilpor (sInje
Fisteo L•11pAr• Lardy)
4 1.'40 n••• ai•t n•auntie, hardw•r•
S loaori Inner and ow.. boe.1ng•
• Itoplac•Ircm• grease •••/•
,
7 MOW hadr•oln sonars.
O In•ood too, Nonni, lot araot (adatinon•I god 11
'padre en trIPOI whoolt ••• nondiod)
man.sofas, insoo<nor.
a
addOnead oan• 4.4 norwinn nakto an, In *****
•.••••nr• <00

8888Disc
Sale Price

Deluxe

111

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Install new K mart
points, rotors, condenser
and major brand plugs (in
stock)
2. Set dwell and adjust
carburetor idle
3. Time engine
4. Diagnostic engine amlyeis
6-cyl. Cars, 64 more
11-cyl. Cars, $6 mere
Air-conditioned Cars, 62 more
Breskorlins System, 64 lest
AddltiOnal ports and manna. sr* astral

3Four-cylinder
11Sale Price

Brake Special

Engine Tune-up

Work done on front end only
for, many U.S. cars. Save.

For many U.S cars Does not
inclulfe high-performance engines

•

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
-",737?bi
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,bras(And MCMA)Are Good For Business
The arts are good for business. At

least that is the feeling of many Murray

"...a very
important
dimension..."
— Bill Boyd

•*

•
"...it requires the
support of many
individuals..."
— Norine Winter

business and professional people, who
each year lend a helping hand to the
Murray Civic Music Association and
other local cultural groups.
Paul Kiesow, plant manager of
Fisher-Price Toys, in Murray, believes
that the local quality of life is high,
because of the cultural atmosphere.
"The university obviously is a
catalyst in providing this atmosphere.
The Murray Civic Music Association,
along with the many other cultural activities, all add to the distinctive factors
in Murray," he said.
Kiesow went on to note that the
availability of the arts is an important
force in attracting new industry and
visitors to the city, and in keeping present residents and businesses satisfied
with the local quality of life.
Dr. William G. Hart, an opthalmologist, is an example of a young
professional who decided to return to
Murray after medical school partly
because, he says, Murray offers many
of the advantages of a larger community without some of the disadvantages.
"It is amazing to look back to my own
community and find the Murray Civic
Music Xssociation presenting many of
the same concerts as those being
featured in New York, Chicago, and
other large metropolitan areans," Hart
said. It adds a whole new dimension to
life here, and one rarely found in towns
of this size."
Murray's two commercial banks
have consistently supported cultural
activities in the area, including MCMA.
Executives at both institutions agree
that their support is an investment in
Murray's future, because the presence
of the arts makes "this section of Kentucky more attractive to outsiders."
A. W. Simmons, executive vicepresident of the Bank of Murray, feels
that "Murray is a unique community
offering exceptional cultural advantages for our region."
"My enthusiasm for Murray and the
area," he added, "in presenting it to
prospective businesses and industry,
tends to revolve around the cultural and
recreational activities offered."
Bill Boyd, president of People's
Bank, similarly expressed his support
for civic music and the arts in general,
and noted that "the Murray Civic Music
Association, in bringing us such
outstanding performers, adds a very
important dimension not only to Mur-

ray but also to the surrounding area
Many local retail firms have also contributed money,time, or goods and services to arts groups in Murray. Byron
Forbus, manager of Safe-T Pharmacy
and Bxron's Pharmacy, says he tries to
help the Murray Civic Music Association each year because the concerts are
an important addition to the city's
cultural life, and because "such a concert series affects how we think of
ourselves, and the image others have of

Supporting the arts is everybody's
business. At least that is what Norine
Winter, president of the Murray Civic
Music Association, believes.
"A concert series such as ours is very
expensive to bring to Murray," she explained, "and to remain healthy and
vital it requires the support of many individuals, businesses, and other
groups."
"We would like to see more members
of the business and professional community involved with civic music and
other cultural activities in Murray,"
Mrs. Winter said.

Mrs. Winter also expressed her
gratitude to those businesses and
groups who supported Civic Music during the past year. They include:
Bank of Murray, Fisher Price Toys,
People's Bank, Murray Ledger &
Times,Owen's Food Market,
Susanne's Fine Arts, Littleton's,
Juanitas Flowers, Furches Jewlery,
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
Murray Woman's Club, MurrayCalloway Board of Realtors, Loretta
Jobs Realtors, Holland Drugs.
Winchester Printing, Little Professol
Book Store, WNBS & WAAW Radio,
WSJP Radio, WICMS Radio.
,Additional support for the Murray
Civic Music Association comes from
Murray State University and the Kentucky Arts Commission.
Businesses who would „ice to support
Civic Music will have an opportunity to
, do so when the group launches its annual membership campaign on
September 7. Individual and family
season tickets will be sold, and contributions above the price of membership are also being encouraged.
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3-Pk. Theme Books
8x10'/V theme books
• 40.de-role pages each

4-Pocket Binder
3.1
/
2- mtgs. pressboard
cover,double pockets

leek or Binder

Wide-Buie rape

Quality Erasers

8x10½- theme book or
bolder vnth 3, 5. rings

1
2". 5175 sheets 81410/
hole redo ruled paper

Soft pink, soft pliable
and pencri-top

941,
Puce

Box of 64 Crayons
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School Pencils

Non -tonic crayons in
brilliant colors Save

11 oenols in a pack

nog. 41.41
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Power Point' Pen
Medium point pen with
biue ink and rnfiit
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immanent Matters

RoliiniEBall Peas

Easy writing pens in
chowe ol ink colors

Broad-hp marker with
waltwprool Mad, ink

Catfish

Price

'
418
Each

Our 1100 29

15-Pack Markers

Canvas Carry-All

Fine.Irne or broad-bp
Non-penetralws ink

With Ion sayings In
back to-school COlOrs

Desk Limp
Block, chrome, walnutlook fluorescent lamp

250 Sheetal
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70 pages. 8,10', Cars
outdoor senes, western scenes

"• affects. the
image others
have of us ."
—Byron Forbus

...same concerts as
..other large
metropolitan areas.
—Dr. William Hart
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Fashion Theme Books
trucks

"...exceptional cultural
advantages for
our region..."
—A. W.Simmons, Jr.

...add(s) to the
distinctive factors
in Murray..."
—Paul Kiesow
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Clipboard or Paper . WNW Paper
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Computer Skills Progra
Environment Problems Discussed
If you are wondering how usage has prompted the Muryou'll learn to use that com- ray City Schools to become a
puter which promises to make leader in initiating a program
your life easier by paying for instruction in the use of
bills, balancing checkbooks, Computers.
Murray High School recentcomputing your income tea you may be able to get help ly bought six- micro-computers
from your child, if he is a stu- to add to the three it already
dent in the Murray City has. Students in the giftedtalented program and in
Schools.
A nationwide movement to physics classes received cominstruct public school students puter instruction last year.
in the basic skills of computer The additional computas will
elm

allow more students and
teachers the opportunity to
learn the basic skills
associated with computer programs.

According to MHS ICrincipal
W.A. Franklin, "Teachers in
the system will spend the fall
semester becoming familiar
with the use of the machines
and by spring we will offer at
least one class in which

44
11111111
111111111111111

`MIR

•••/-0 •
where they learseminar
a
attend
s
teacher
Schobl
City
Murray
—
MINI COMPUTERS
Murray High School Attending
ned to operate the mini-computers purchased for
Hasty, Frances Matarazzo, BrenLloyd
Farley,
were Joel Atchison, lane Blankenship, Jo
E. Maddox of Murray State led
da Maddox, Sue Miller, and Jerry Shelton. Or. William
the workshop.

students can learn basic programming skills. Several
teachers also plan to integrate
the computers in their
classrooms."
Murray teachers recently
attended a seminar led by Dr.
William E. Maddox, Murray
State University Department
of physics and astronomy, to
train them in the use of the
new computers. Maddox emphasized the need for students
to become familiar with the
use and capabilities of computers before they leave high
school.
He said, "The use of the
machine, learning computer
language and programming
techniques will be a springboard for application in the
personal or professional lives
of Murray students. It is an exciting opportunity for students
to learn what computers can
do for them."
He added that when
students learn to write up programs for the computer, they
will be able to use these skills
in their other classes.
Murray Middle School
students will also have a
skills
chance to learn basic.
associated with computers in
an exploratory class for eighth
graders. The middle school
has three computers.

, water quality plann- ficials determine potential
The St. Louis, explained the prin- mination
FRANKFORT, Ky.
agricultural produc- projects for the computer
and
ing
inLandsat
executive staff of the state ciples of using the
technology, extensive training
ation.
determin
tion
system.
Department for Natural formation gathering
ts
sessions will begin. Computer
specialis
ate
out-of-st
Five
Landsat is the name of a
Resources and Environmental
operators will be trained in
to
rt
Frankfo
to
come
have
s land
Protection met Aug. 14 to ex- satellite that perform
train department employees October, he said.
ic
Electron
said.
he
using
of
sensing,
ties
The two-day workshop,
plore the possibili
satellite in the use of the highly
satellite data to help solve machinery in the
zed equipment, said which concludes today, was
speciali
off
d
reflecte
energy
s
mental
measure
Kentucky's environ
John Antenucci of the depart- co-sponsored by the National
the earth's surface, he exproblems.
Governor's Association and
ment.
vegetaof
type
Adoption of the new com- plained. The
the state Department for
Natural
top
the
After
the
of
use
and
puter system in Kentucky was tion, topography
of- Natural Resources.
ned from Resources Department
motivated by the new surface land can be determi
mining act, Secretary Jackie the data produced.
A satellite passes over KenSwigart said.
nine days,
"We need good solid infor- tucky once every
looks at a strip of
mation to make decisions Estes said. It
— AShland, Wednesday,
miles wide,
FRANKFORT, Ky. — More
about environmental pro- land 100 nautical
13, at the Ashland Comindustry
Aug.
and
unit
citizens
80
smallest
than
The
said.
blems," she told the group of he
atnight
College, Room A-106,
munity
last
is
tatives
system
represen
the
by
ed
directors and commissioners. register
tended the first of four public 13th St., at 7 p.m.
he added.
The earth-resources satellite one acre,
— Hopkinsville, Tuesday,
Estes works with natural meetings scheduled by the
system is a method that can
departments in a 17- Department for Natural Aug. 19, at the Hopkinsville
s
resource
of
efforts
the
te
coordina
help
College,
transfer NASA Resources and Environmental Community
all divisions in the depart- state region to
Building
to review the Academic
on
Kenstates.
Protecti
the
to
gy
technolo
ment,she said.
developing state's new regulations on Auditorium at 7 p.m.
"Land is our most valuable tucky's program is
Heights,
— Highland
s in hazardous wastes.
program
top
the
of
one
zed.
into
emphasi
resource," she
of the Wednesday, Aug. 20, at Nordirector
the
Blair,
told
Roger
He
said.
he
nation,
a
is
the
She noted that land also
s they can division of hazardous material thern Kentucky University,
very limited resource, with sections' director
persons and waste management, University Center Theater at 7
competing uses for it growing expect to have many
from other states coming to discussed listing procedures p.m.
.every day.
The meetings will feature
and other requirements under
Roy Estes of the National tour the computer set-up.
the new regulations which discussions and presentations
the
for
logy
uses
Techno
l
Potentia
Space
on general and specific rebecame effective June 4.
Laboratory, a division of the system include surface mine
Other public meetings on quirements of the new regulahabitat
and
wildlife
tic
ng,
Aeronau
monitori
National
tions.
the regulations will be held:
Space Administration based in evaluation, soil erosion deter-

Waste Rules Reviewed
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VASELINE

Trust your prescriptions
to the people you KNOW
you can depend on.

INTENSIVE
CARE
Vaseline
POI WV!
CARE
••

Is

LOTION
6 OZ.
REGULAR-EXTRA STRENGTH

Help Sdick Fight Muscular Dystrophy-1M get a

WE WILL MAIL YOU A PASS
FOR ONE FREE NIGHT'S
LODGING AT A

VASELINE,_
PETROLEUM/
JELLY

Aarriott Hotel:
at wicDonald's
•
U.
when you buy any pack of Schick-blades

2

(Estimated Value $38 00)

You pay full

price for Friday or Saturday night's
a participating Marriott Hotel, we

7.50z.

lodging at
pay for the next

0-TIPS
COTTON
SWABS

REGULAR
UNSCENTED
FRESH

Charlie Adams
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EXCEDRIN

4
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/

Excedrin PM:

$103)

170'S

Adrian Ligon
FO'S ALL row.laLADE CPITAIDGa

.ZIPS

CUTEX
POLISH
REMOVER

FREE SERVICES
OF SAV-RITE DRUG
ds

FREE: Family Prescription Recor
FREE: Tax Records
FREE: Itemized Insurance Receipts
and Statements
FREE: Public Assistance
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Scholarship Recipients
-At AMU To Be Honored_

Satisfaction Same
For Single, Double
Career Families

at the
Scholarship recipients to be 1911041, while 202 volunteers scholarship recipients
formally recognized at Mur- are serving on committees to Sept 6 reception.
In past years, the recipients
ray State University on Satur- raise funds for the memorial
been recognized as part
ip
have
scholarsh
honorary
and
latest
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Dual
the
are
The working pattern for
6,
Sept.
day,
program at the annual
the
of
awards
growing
career families in Kentucky men is fairly stable in comthe
of
beneficiaries
alumni banquet in the spring.
are as satisfied as single parison. Of the men in Kenscholarship program sups
volunteer
those
of
Sonic
Following the program,
career families, according to tucky,90 percent work from 25
ported by the Alumni Associa- along with donors, officers of
which will include official
a 1979 random statewide to 54 years, 83 percent from 55
tion.
on,
the Alumni Associati
scholarship presentations.
survey conducted by the to 64 years (67 percent for the
They and their parents will representatives of the campus guests will be served a buffet
University of Kentucky Col- non-metropolitan) and less
be honored at a reception from community, members of the and then will attend the openlege of Agriculture and than 20 percent of those more
4 to 6:30 p.m. in the Student board of regents, and area ing Murray State football
Department of Sociology.
than 64 years old.
Center. A total of 106 Century superintendents, principals game of the year between the
Satisfaction with family,
Throughout the survey, the
Club and memorial and and counselors - will be on Racers and Southeast
job, job opportunities, life ac- women most satisfied with
honorary scholarships worth hand to honor the 1980-81 Missouri State University.
complishments and life itself their jobs were the ones who
$57,000 has been awarded by
were the different categories lived in the metropolitan area
the alumni organization for
covered by the survey, entitl- and worked while their
the 1980-81 school year.
home,
Participa
at'
Force
ed "Labor
husbands stayed
Alumni scholarships include
in
on
was
tion and Life Satisfacti
although this number
58 awards for $29,000 made
Kentucky.
small.
through the Century Club proWith 47 percent of the
"For the most part,
of 70 boys and girls to atATTENDS CAMP — Mark Russell, right, Murray, was one
gram and 48 memorial and
women in Kentucky working satisfaction with various
camp
resident
Seal
Easter
the
tend a 12-day camping session at Camp Green Shores,
honorary scholarships worth
in 1979, an increase of 11 per- aspects of life does not vary
are
photo
the
county. Others in
located adjacent to Rough River Lake in Breckinridge
$28,000.
cent in 10 years, and 55 per- according to the employment
Milton
Terrace, Florida, camper
Dr. George V. Nichols, staff instructors serving as infrom left counselor Lisa Hunerwadel, Temple
cent of married couples both of the family," the study conSince 1970 the alumni chairman of the Department structors.
Brady.
Dave
r
McKnatt, Scottsville, and counselo
Safety
working, more attention is be- cluded.
SEH 452/652
scholarship program has of Safety Engineering and
ing paid to the working
grown from 15 to 106 and from Health at Murray State Systems and Loss Control
woman.
$7,500 to $57,000 for the upcom- University, has announced the Management). It will meet in
Job opportunities are opening school year. All of the offering of four evening Room 108, Faculty Hall, on
the
ing up for women, and
memorial and honorary classes during the fall term, Tuesday nights, beginning
one
csccAsional
"If nothing changes,
survey shoWs women who
an
Aug. 26, also with staff
scholarships have been beginning Aug. 25.
By JACKIE HYMAN
problem is.
to show they day they could become established in the last 10
work with working husbands
courses, each of which members as instructors.
Although no one claims to "demonstration"
The
Associated Press Writer
Marcel said.
dangerous because they do years, and Century Club carry three hours of
are more satisfied with their
SEH 655 ( Legal Aspects of
know how many gangs there mean business,
life accomplishments without
But Detective Joe Bryan of have experience with scholarships haiie. increased undergraduate or graduate Safety and Health). Offered
LOS ANGELES (AP) — are, all agree on the groups'
affectilifeir satisfaction When the six young Viet- Characteristics: They are Anaheim said he has heard of violence," warned( Marcel. from 15 to 58.
credit or both and all schedul- for graduate credit only, this
e.
with fa
course will be taught in Room
namese men ate and left composed of single men, 19 to retaliatory beatings. And on "They are very well-trained
Club. is made ed from 6 until 9 p.m.,are:
Century
The
on with the family without paying,the restaurant
he said, violence as soldiers."
Satisf
108, Faculty Hall, on WednesConAir
(
427/627
and
SEH
ls
25 years old, many with train- one occasion,
individua
of
up
And Bryan said police have
rarike( high with both men owner — also from Vietnam — ing as Vietnamese ioldiers.
was averted only because
day evenings, beginning Aug.
VenIndustrial
and
e
s
contribut
taminant
s who
to a party trouble gaining the confidence businesse
and women in Kentucky. decided to keep quiet.
ip tilation). It will meet in Room 27, with Dr. Marvin Mills, a
The gangs wear no uniforms police were sent
scholarsh
to
the
more
or
$100
communiWhile 90 percent of the marprofessor of safety engineerBut the six returned with and are loosely organized after they learned rival gangs of the Vietnamese
program through that 109, Faculty Hall, each
ty, adding: "It's a subtle
ried women said they were clubs and knives, taking $400 around
more would attend.
older,
and Thursday, beginning Aug. 28. ing and health, serving as the
Memorial
on.
organizati
Bryan said some gangs culture. We probably will
instructor.
quite happy with their family " from the cash register and hit- sophisticated leaders. They
honorary scholarships are Thomas R. Begley, an assisStudents may register for
life, women in non - ting a worker over the head tend more to extorting reportedly take thousands of never get a handle on it, not in
derived tant professor, will be the ininterest
by
supported
from families anxious this generation."
any of these classes Aug. 26
metropolitan areas said they with a hammer.
structor.
matching
and
"protection" money from dollars
donations
from
Randy Quan of the Los
were happier with the family
The owner told police he businesses than gang wars. to bring relatives from
SEH 421/621 (Industrial and 27, Nichols said. Addifunds.
if they did not work.
feared gang retaliation, but And rather than claiming a Southeast Asia. The gangs Angeles Police Department's
fl. This class will tional information may be obHygiene
works
volunteer
Sixty-five
Metropolitan and non- enough was enough. With his "turf," a gang may draw later report their efforts fail- Asian Task Force said police
108 in Faculty tained by contacting his office
Room
in
meet
Century
19
local
ing through
ed, although they spent the use Chinese officers to prometropolitan women also dif- help, four adults and two membersfrom both counties.
scholarship Hall on Monday nights, begin- in Faculty Hall, or by calling
the
raised
Clubs
and
never
they
Chinese
reality,
secute
) 762-2488.
fered in the fact that juveniles were arrested, said
The gangs operate where money. In
for that program in ning Sept. 8 with departmental (502
Vietnamese-Chinese gangs. money
metropolitan women are more Sgt. Bruce Beauchamp of Indochinese-Americans live, made any effort at all.
likely to work outside the Garden Grove, the suburb chiefly central Orange County
home, although not necessari- where the incident occurred.
from Westminster to
ly by choice because women in
"We have not had that many Anaheim. In Los Angeles, the
may
areas
he
an
activity,"
etropolit
non-m
reports of gang
gangs frequent Chinatown,
not have the same job oppor- said. "Whether it's because where Vietnamese of ethnic
showed.
y
survey
tunities, the
the people in the communit
Chinese descent sometimes
Job opportunity ranked as a are hestitant to talk with us, fight with Chinese gangs.
both
problem for women in
we're not positive."
The gangs dislike publicity
categories, even if job
Garden Grove is in Orange and have threatened those
satisfaction was high.
County, which has an In- who talk to reporters about
According to the survey, dochinese population officially them. But several Vietnamese
metropolitan women are more estimated at 18,000 and unof- who asked not to be quoted by
satisfied with life in general ficially put at 35,000. Its name said they feared losing
than the non-metropolitan neighbor to the north, Los effectiveness with gang
women.
Angeles County, has an members more than retaliaIn both categories there is a estimated 110,000 Indochinese tion.
decline in women working residents.
The gangs' names are
In both counties, police and descriptive, including the
from 25 to 34 years and an increase from 35 to 44 years, Vietnamese community Lurks, "short" in Vietnamese,
after they stopped having members — other Indochinese made up of members who are
children. Two out of three minorities apparently aren't short in stature; and the
women are working between involved — report gang activi- Frogmen, whose members
For over 62 years OTASCO has been a leader in
the ages of 18 to 24.
ty but differ on how serious the are reputedly former Vietoffering home, car and outdoor needs at Valuenamese Army underwater
Setting prices. These Good News "specials"
demolition experts.
will prove to you again that it Saves to Shop at
"They are not wellOTASCO. Come in today. . . many more Unadvertised Specials in our store.
organized," said Joe Marcel
of the Indochina Social Service Project in Los Angeles.
"They have been dumped in a
different culture suddenly.
"Those who are used to livmemberships ing with violence in the war,
FRANKFORT, Ky. — At- who purchased
in seeking refunds.
they feel depressed,they think
torney General Steve Beshear to delay
Beshear reported his Con- 'It's too difficult for me, I
announced today his office has
n Division has don't want to adjust."
filed suit against Spa Profi- sumer Protectio
150 affidavits on
Marcel, a Vietnamese who
ciency Associates and Mc- more than
citizens who were adopted a French name while
Cracken County Health Spa file from
victimized by the living in Paris, said gang
Inc., cVb/a Corinthian Spas, allegedly
unfair and deceptive members are motivated by
alleged
allegfor
Johnson
F.
Billy
and
and that the total loneliness and depression. He
ed violations of the Consumer practices
citizens who pur- noted traditional Vietnamese
of
number
n
connectio
in
Act
Protection
ips in the girls don't date, and finding
membersh
chased
spa
health
with the sale of
is estimated at other women can be difficult
memberships in the Mc- health spa
more than 300. He also said the because the Vietnamese are
Westinghouse
Cracken County area.
money invested by short in stature, often have
Among the violations alleg- amount of
purchasing member- language problems and lack
ed in the complaint are those
Choice of 40. 60 75. or
status because they are
that ships is in excess of $60,000.
misrepresentations
Pkg
100 watt bulbs
44-qt scented bagS
Supei strong' Bonds in seconds
A restraining order was refugees.
o12
Reg Si 39 Pkg
another spa would open
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3 grant tube
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For
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Circuit
53102
n
the
McCracke
Reg $1.29.
He and police agree
located closer to many of entered by
Lane 4 PKGS.
Emery II Aug. 6, Vietnamese gangs cause trouthose purchasing member- Judge Lloyd
defendants ble only for fellow refugees,
the
g
prohibitin
ns
sentatio
ships; misrepre
in seven illegal not others who couldn't
that the existing facility would from engaging
and misrepresenta- understand their limited
be remodeled and reopened; practices
which are set out in the English and who would likely
misrepresentations of certain tions
g order and which call police.
terms of the membership con- restrainin
supported by affidavits
Gang members rarely
tract; and misrepresentations were
20 persons who purchas- become as violent as in the
concerning the delay in open- from
spa memberships
restaurant incident,except for
ing of the spa, causing those ed
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(right) of Murray, a mathematics
GRADUATE DEGREE AT MSU — Roger Melton
teacher at Murray Middle School,
former
a
teacher at Trigg County High School and
ement at Murray State University
was among 109 grad1vt•c.in the summer commenc
degree. Offering congratulations is
n
Educatio
in
M.A.
the
earned
He
B.
Aug.
on Friday,
programs. Melton is the son of Joy
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president for academic
Murray.
Melton of 507 South 7th St. in

(Photo by Barry Johnson)
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — The—large- industries in one
cujulative effects of many are not considered seriously

enough by either state or
federal enviornmental of-

Income Tax Course Offered
A correspondence course on
federal income tax is now being offered as part of the Murray State University program
of extended education.
The course entitled Accounting 302, Federal Income Tax,
may be taken for either three
of
hours
semester
undergraduate credit or for
audit, according to Philip
Tibbs, professor of accounting
and finance.
He listed the objectives of
the 20-lesson course as these:
— To acquaint the student
with the Internal Revenue
Code and its interpretations
and regulations by the Internal Revenue Service.
an
provide
— To

understanding of the income
tax laws and their application
to practical situations.
— To enable students to
prepare income tax returns
for individuals and small
businesses.
He added that people may
wish to audit the 'course by
correspondence to become
more knowledgeable for

preparing their own tax
returns or for making
themselves available for income tax service.
Anyone wishing . to obtain
additional information or to
register for the course may
write to: Office of Extended
Education, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071.

installed in
management and.water quali- ment will be
February. Sampling at the
ty preservation.
sites
An acid-rain study, which eight proposed collection
the end of
was listed by the state officials is expected to begin
as one of the top 10 en- March,Silson said.
The need for better
vironmental priorities,
y services was emlaborator
ble
interest.
considera
created
by Larry Schneider,
phasized
to
wishes
the
state
Although
of the Blue
cooperate with the federal a representative
Club. A water
directive to study acid rain, it Grass Sierra
the existing
has not been allocated funds sample he took to
y took
for the expensive project, said state water laborator
— too
Jack Wilson, commissioner of two weeks to process
the bureau of Environmental long, he said.
Plans call for a new 28,000Protection.
to handle
If EPA funds the projects, square-foot facility
the Natural
acid-rain monitoring equip- testing for

Resources Department's divi- EPA programs, managing
sions of Air Pollution Control, hazardous waste, siting new
Water, and Hazardous pollution sources, managing
Material and Solid Waste air quality, coordinating
Management, Wilson said.
public -participation proCurrently there are small grams, responding to enlaboratories in the divisions of vironmental emergencies,
Water and Air Pollution Con- managing residual waste and
trol, he said. Funding for the studying ground water.
construction of the new lab
A health assessment study
will come from EPA, under of Louisville is another top
the agreement, he noted.
priority Listed by Wilson.
Other priorities for the Plans for environmental
state's Department for monitoring should be comNatural Resources and En- pleted in early 1982, he said.
vironmental Protection are EPA is expected to provide
continuing the enforcement of funding.
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Marines Honor
Photographer At
Battle Anniversary
WASHINGTON ( API — The
photographer who took the
famous shot of the flag-raising
at Mount Suribachi during
World War II that came to
symbolize the U.S. Marine
Corps was honored by the
Corps on Aug. 12 during
ceremonies commemorating
the 35th anniversary of the
battle of Iwo Jima.
Joe Rosenthal, who was
covering the war in the Pacific
for The Associated Press, was
with a group of Marines who
made it up the hill amidst
heavy fighting on Feb. 23,
1945, and replaced a U.S. flag
that had been raised there
earlier with a larger one that
could be seen more easily over
the island. His picture, showing five Marines and a Navy
corpsman 'putting up the new
flag, won a 1945 Pulitzer Prize.
Rosenthal, 68, who is now
with the San Francisco
Chronicle, said Tuesday he is
surprised the picture has remained so popular. But he
said he is proud it has focused
attention "to what the men
did, fighting for their country
during World War II. If the
picture serves to attract attention, it pleases me in having a
vicarious part."
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Group Endorses
Energy Program
For Synthetic Fuels

•

Beta's. That was one of the
comments citizens made to
top staff members of the state
Bureau of Environmental Protection Monday night.
Citizens were given the opportunity to comment on the
state's agreement with the
Federal Environmental Protection Agency during morning and evening public
meetings Monday.
The formal agreement
between the agencies will
determine the distribution of
$10 million in state and federal
funds for air pollution control,
hazardous and solid waste

Back Bong Split For

COUNTRY $
STYLE RIBS.

I
39

Frisk Ground Da*(ellsbris)

HENDERSON, Ky. — The
Audubon Area Homebuilders
Aug. 11
Association
unanimously endorsed the
state Department of Energy's
program to develop a synthetic fuels industry in Kentucky.
A resolution supporting the
four projects currently planned in west Kentucky was offered by builder Melvin Hurt
at the association's monthly
meeting. Another Henderson
Alves,
developer, Dick
seconded the motion.
The resolution carried a
stipulation that the state enforce its environmental
regulations at the sites; and
Art Nicholson, commissioner
of energy production and
utilization, assured the group
the facilities will have to comply with all laws.
Nicholson told the builders
they face a great challenge in
helping meet the housing
needs that will be created by
the forthcoming construction two multi-billion dollar plants
in Henderson County, one in
Breckinridge County and one
in Daviess County.
The construction force,
Nicholson said, is estimated to
peak in 1985 at 22,000 workers
who along with support personnel will generate a payroll
of $1 billion a year.
Nicholson cautioned that he
believes those figures are high
but they are the best estimates
available at this time.
The permanent operating
workforce for the four plants
is put at 5,000 people earning
$100 million a year. Support
personnel will add an additional $225 million in salaries,
Nicholson said.
He told the builders that
total permanent employment
is estimated at 13,500 and that
these are the people who will.
need long-term housing
various kinds. '
"I think it will provide a real
challenge to you all to provide
the housing," he said. "I hope
you will meet it."
••
tie4titossred that
federal agencies are moving
now to work with the local
communities as they prepare
for these extensive construction projects.
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Five Cities In Semi-finals Of Downtown Program
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Development Secretary tarry'
Townsend announced Aug. 14
that Kentucky and five
nominated communities have
reached the semi-finals of a
federally sponsored program
to revitalize downtown areas.
Final selection will be made
in mid-September. Under the
National Main Street Center
Initiative Program, five cities
in each of six states will
receive technical assistance to
help them preserve and
revitalize their central
business districts. The five

cities Kentucky
has ,Three state agencies, the
nontlitatEcl for-the- program Depai Linea for Local Governare Bowling Green, Maysville, ment, the Urban Development
Mt. Sterling, Paducah and Office of the Development
Winchester.
Cabinet and the Kentucky
Wilburn Pratt, commisHeritage Commission, are insioner of the Department for
volved with local government
Local Government, said the
as the state's lead agency.
communities were chosen
Townsend said each of the
"because of their strong
five cities nominated by the
downtown revitalization efstate to participate in this
forts." model program has exhibited
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has a strong community commitdesignated Townsend as his ment and interest in developofficial spokesman for Ken- ing its central business
tucky's participation in tee-- district.
Main Street Center program.
"Gov. Brown's administra-

bon is pledged to improving
the state's economic and industrial climate," he said.
"The Main Street Program
will help to encourage new
business and industry to
locate in our state."
Federal guidelines for selection for the project call for a
city with a population of less
than 50,000; a full-time director for the city's urban
revitalization efforts; a merchants' association or
downtown committee, and
community commitment to
preservation and revitaliza-

Bon of the central business Center in Washington, IT C.,
No direct federal grants are
district.
will provide technical tied to the Main Street proGeographical distribution assistance and consultation gram, Wolejsza said, but
and a mixture of sizes were for the 30 cities involved in the designation as a Main Street
also considered in Kentucky's demonstration program. A participant will give cities an
selection of the five nominated week-long intensive seminar edge in applying for grants.
cities, said William Wolejsza, for project managers and Several federal agencies have
project coordinator for the state officials will be held in indicated they will give extra
Department for Local Govern- Washington. The center will consideration to grant apment. He said 44 Kentucky organize a five-day field visit plications from Main 4reet
cities wanted to participate in to each city. A team of con- cities, he said.
the
program. Ashland, sultants in such fields as park"Adaptive reuse of existing
Frankfort,
Georgetown, `ing, urban design, promotion buildings is important in
Hopkinsville and Middlesboro and marketing will prepare revitalizing a city's
were chosen as alternative written recommendations for downtown," Wolejsza said.
nominees.
each city and its project Each of the cities nominated
The national Main Street manager.
for the national program has
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About 100 antique cars will
be displayed on the White Hall
lawn during the contest Aug.
30-31. Trophies will be awarded to the winners.
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Special Activities
Slated For Labor
Day Weekend Event
FRANKFORT, Ky. — An
antique and old car show,
bluegrass music and an arts
and crafts display will be part
of the special Labor Day
weekend activities at White
Hall State Shrine.

;
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its own problems and plans.
Bowling Green (population
38,224) has already completed
a number of restoration projects including removing
downtown parking meters,
adapting a former school to
serve as a community center
and traffic improvement projects. The thrust for this
year's program includes completion of an economic base
analysis and development of a
marketing plan to bring in
new specialty shops, shopper
services and restaurants.
Reuse of the upper floors in
existing downtown buildings is
also high on the city's list —60
percent of the upper floors are
vacant.
Maysville (population 8,100)
has a business district which
appears much as it did 50
years ago. Only 10 percent of
the buildings are deteriorating
and most are occupied.
However,75 percent of the upper floors are vacant and a
new suburban mall is exerting
pressure on the central
business district. Plans are
under way for a new hotel and
parking facility on the riverfront. The Main Street Center
Initiative program could help
Maysville develop a concerted
effort to preserve its historic
character and strengthen its
economy, according to the
city's application.
Mt. Sterling (population
6,027) also plans on using the
Main Street program to
preserve its downtown area.
Vacant upper floors would be
converted to apartments and
townhouses.
Paducah (population 30,740)
also is interested in preserving its historic resources and
using them properly. A major
project is a new convention
center and hotel facility. A
proposed suburban shopping
mall is creating some concern
among downtown merchants,
according .to the city't application. The city has spent $2
million on a major downtown
facelift and has nominated its
commercial district for inclusion on the National Register.
Winchester (population
15,922) has occupancy rates of
95 percent on the first floors
but only 50 percent on upper
floors of its central business
district buildings. However,
many of the buildings are
deteriorating or substandard.
"We believe that the National
Main Street Initiative program will be of great
assistance to our ongoing
revitalization efforts," said
Mayor Carroll E.Ecton.
If Kentucky and the five
cities nominated for the national program are finally
selected, "we're not going to
ignore any other cities,"
Wolesjza said."We're going to
continue to work with any city
which is trying to upgrade its
' downtown area."
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The Barnes Group will play
bluegrass music at 7 p.m.
Aug. 30. Dancing will be encouraged said Bill Blount,
event coordinator.
Arts and crafts booths selling items such as baby
clothes, stuffed animals and
turquoise jewelry will be set
up on the grounds.
During the Labor Day
weekend, participants may go
on the regularly scheduled
tours of White Hall, the grand
estate house once occupied by
statesman Cassius Marcellus
Clay. The mansion was
started in 1799 and is a composite of two architectural
styles.
The mansion tours will be
given from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Aug. 29. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Aug.
30-31 and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sept.
I. The only fee for any of the
weekend's activities is $1 for
adult admission to the White
Hall State Shrine.
To reach White Hall.
travelers on 1-75 should take
the Boonesboro-Winchester
exit west and go across US 25
to the road to White Hall
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Make Toys For Foster Care Chil

Youths Play Santa Claus In Workshop
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sign
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Employe
304 Mail' 753-8298
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call in if they
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Unfortunately, this is not
What we do best is care
always easy. As children reach
Needline, 753-6333
their teens, the influence of
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COVINGTON, Ky. - M6re
handmade toys and
1,200
than
gifts are packed away in boxes
awaiting Christmas.
Rag dolls, toy banks, leather
wallets, jewelry boxes, bean
bags and stockings will make
the holiday brighter for some
250 Kenton County children in
foster care.
The toys are the products of
the Summer Santa Workshop.
For the second year, Kenton
County youths participating in
the Summer Youth Employment Program have manned
the workshop and acquired the
craft of toymaking while learning about job responsibilities. The Northern Kentucky Foster Parent Association and local Department for
Human Resources staff are
responsible for distributing
the gifts to Kenton County

oster_
- bit
children.
f
Funded by the federal Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act, approximately
125 youngsters between ages
14 and 21 years have worked
on special projects through
the program, which is locally
sponsored by the Kenton
County Fiscal Court.
"Special projects are a little
different than other summer
CETA programs," according
to Lee Gallagher-Bushorn,
Kenton County Summer Youth
Employment Program assistant. "It's a way for us to use
the CETA program to develop
creative, challenging jobs for
youth."
In addition to the Summer
Santa Workshop, special projects have employed young
people to design and paint a
30-foot outdoor mural at Coy-

Allotments For Food
Stamps To Be Received
On Time In September

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

ACRCISS
1 High moon: tam
7 4 Bark cloth
7 8 God of thun• der
12 Evergreen
tree
13 Mans narne
14 At this place
15 Exist
16 Puzzled
18 Evaluates
20 Appellation
of Athena
21 Tantalum
s22 Poem
23 Athletic

group
27 Remuneration
29 Simian
30 Brief
31 Article
32 Conjunction
33 Rocky hill
34*Spanish article
35 Baby bird
37 Nod
38 Posed
39 Hindu gar
ment
440 Opening
41 Guido s low
note
42 Mountain
lake
44 CorrrnonPlace
47 Pledges
51 Edible seed
52 Spoken
53 Wild plum
54 Worthless
leaving
55 Poison

lyndia Cochran

Dance I.
Gymnastics
Studio
Register NOWt
753-4841

6. Help Wanted
Addressers wanted immediately' Work at home no experience necessary excellent
pay. Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127.
Dallas, TX 75231
Airline lobs - Free info. Nationwide placement. Write Airline
Placement Bureau, 4208
198th SW, 101. Lynnwood,
Wash. 98036. Enclose a selfaddressed stamped envelope
NUCLEAR TRAINEES
No experience required. 17-24
year old H.S. grads can receive
two years of nuclear training
with full pay and benefits with
the navy. Call 753-6439 or dial
toll ree 1-800-841-8000.
Earn-$50.00/hunder securing,
stuffing Envelopes. Free
details, reply- HomeworkersS12Y, Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.

UNDERSTANDING

experienced
Need
machine
sewing
operators at Landolt
limited. Apply in person, 111 East Poplar.
Experienced auto mechanic.
Apply in person, 801 Sycamore,
Century Auto Sales.
Experienced waitress wanted,
part time, days. Apply in person at Bentley's Restaurant Court Square. Could lead to full
time.
Experienced body men and experienced clean-up men. Apply
in person only. 801 Sycamore
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Use.

Several columns in this series
will be based on pamphlets and
reports produced by the National
Institute on Dsug Abuse to help
parents and others understand
what marijuana is, to help answer
children's questions about it, and
to offer some guidelines on how
parents can handle a. child's
marijuana experimentation or
regular use. The information is
designed for parents of preteens
and tecris, to give you the
information you need to help you
discuss marijuana use sensibly
with your children.
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AND THAT'S SO
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LISTEN

THAT'S SO YOU
WON'T FORGET
TO GO TO THE
LECTURE

YOU COULD STAND
5 ME MANNERS -NT YOU TO GO

TONIGHT
FREE
LECTURE
ON
ETIQUETTE
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For Parents Only (About
Marijuana) Part II
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I P YOU CAN

REND OVER
AND ToUCi-1
YOUR TOES
I WON'T PUT
YOU ON A
PIET, SARGE

At,
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BuM5TEAD,YOU'RE A
RATTLE-BRAINED
NINCOMPOOP,

STICKS AND STONES MAY
BREAK MY ezNes BUT
NAMES CAN NEVER

ii

YOU'RE
RIGHT

BUMSTEAD,'YOU'RE A
RATTLE-BRAINED
NINCOMPOOP!
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YOU HAP A -LUCKY
(
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ESCAPE. HAVE YOUR
THE cow AND RAN„"

PEOPLE HAD TROUBLE
WITH TIGERS BEFORE

r I'LL MAKE
SURE YOU
GET HOME
SAFELY.
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I GUESS THE
TIGER WAS AS
SURPRISED
A5 I WAS...

THANK YOU.
MY VILLAGE
IS AHEAD„OH,
I HEAR MY
PEOPLE
CRYING„.
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HOMEMAKERS! Supplement
your family income with 4,job
that's FUN! Be your own boss.
Work your own hours
demonstrating Mem-Mac Toys
and Gifts on party plan
Highest commission No investment, delivering, or collecting.
Call toll free to 1-800-5539066 or write: Mern-Mac, 801
Jackson, Dubuque, IA 52001.
Responsible person needed to
do light
babysit and
housekeeping in my home
762-3813 anytime.
Sitter in my home for 2
children, 7:30-3 30, Mon-Fn.
Call 753-0372.

9. Situation Wanted
Experienced babysitting in my
home, located on College Farm
Road. Have references. $30 for
a 40 hour week. 753-4632.
Infant babysitting in my home.
753-9736.
L&B Cleaning Service. Houses,
cabins, rentals, stores, etc.
Reasonable rates. References
offered. 436-2784 or 4362292._
Will do macrame. Can make
hanging tablei, hangers, etc.
Reasonably pricedA Call 7591155 after 4 pm.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do
odd lobs. Call 753-5857.
housecleaning.
Will do
References available. 4742359.
Will do babysitting in my home.
Call 753-0952.

14. Want To Buy
Wanted: A used Coke or Pepsi
machine. Call after 800 pm,
753-9059.

15. Articles For Sale
Beauty consultant closing out
complete stock. ml cosmetics.
40% off. 753-9795.

FOR SALE

Captain D's
is accepting applications Wed•
nesday and Thursday at
ternoons for part time counter girls and fry cooks for day
and night shifts. Apply in person between 1 p.rn. and 4
p.m. No phone calls please.

Approximately 160
Square yards used carGreen, 3
pet.
bedrooms, living room,
dining room. Call 7538990 after 5:30 p.m.

UU

parents is often replaced by the
influence of friends. The need to
be accepted by others of the same
age is very strong; and this peer
pressure, this need to belong, has
a great influence on marijuana
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2. Notice

"I usually pick out the trouble
maker from the day before to
be the foreman," they try to
be helpful and can't clown
around. It's a position of
power for them."
Toy-making and craft skills
the workers pick up during the
summer work session "are incidental," Phillips said.
"They are learning the importance of promptness, attitude
and quality work. These are
skills that will help them on
the job market later."
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Marijuana (also called pot,
grass, reefer, or weed) comm
from a plant, with the name of
Cannabis saliva, that grows wild
and is cultivated in many parts of
the world. Containing over 400
chemicals, this plant has the
ability to intoxicate its Users,
primarily because of the mindaltering ingredient called delta-9tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC
It is the THC content, found at
various concentrations in different parts of the plant, which
determines the potency.
Typically, the marijuana used
in cigarettes (joints) is madc from
dried particles of the whole plant
except the main stern and roots.
In 1975, the average confiscated
sample of marijuana contained
04 percent THC; in 1979, the
average THC content was about
4 percent- a tenfold increase.
Sinsemilla, a cultivated form of
marijuana which is becoming
more frequently available in this
country, may contain as much as
7 percent THC.
Hashish (hash) is a green, dark
brown, or black resin extracted
from the Cannabis sariva plant
and smoked to produce a high. In
the past, hashish, which averages
about 2 percent THC, contained
more THC than marijuana.
However, with the increased
potency ol marijuana on the
street.... it now frequently is
stronger than hashish.
Hash oil is an extract of the
Cannabis saliva plant. It may
contain up to 30 tericent THC,
many lime, the amouhr found in
marijuana Hash oil is a tarlike
substance usually smoked in
or
• small amounts on tobacco
• matnuana cigarettes Or in small
glass pipes.
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We now have a good
selection of athletic
shoes. Including leather
high tops and low cuts.
Many others!! All
:4(411 Will be open 9-8
this week, Third and
Watkins Sts,

Hardin
Discount
Shoes.

AM VETS
Post 45
12t 1. Buchanan, Tenn

Annual Family Picnic
will be held Sunday,
August 24th, 1980,
1000 a.m. til 600
p.m. Plenty of refreshments- good food - softball and all kinds of
games for the kids! ALL
AUXILIARY MEMBERS
are asked to bring a
covered dish. Picnic will
be located at the old
Baptist Church Camp
Pavilion East of and adjacent to the Waterslide
at Paris Landing, Highway 79 East.

4. In Memory
In memory of Kevin Lee Pritchett who passed away three
years ago on August 20, 1971
God's Flower Garden
It's hard to lose the ones we
love,
To see them pass away,
The sweetest and the kindest
gone,
While others are left to stay.
But if we had.a garden,
With roses fair and bright,
We'd often pick the loveliest,
And think it to be right
And so it is with Jesus.
In His Heavenly garden here,
He often picks the fairest
flower,
The one we love so dear.
The flowers that are picked by
Him,
win neverfade away.
We know they'll,live forever,
And we'll see them some sweet
day
Missed by Mother & Father,
Roger. Anthony, Laura, and
Valerie

LOG HOMES
NOW IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE
NOW FOR A LIMITED TIME YOU
MAY BUY FACTORY DIRECT
AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!

Delivered to your building site precut and ready for
fast economical erection. Construction is simple you can do it yourself if you desire. Hcimes and
cabins to satisfy every family and building site.
CONSTRUCTION AVAILABLE
LOW COST/ENERGY SAVINGS PLAN
SOLID I" ROUND UNIFORM TREATED LOGS.

PRECISION LOG HOMES INC.

Log Homes, Inc.
For more information write: Precision
Route 1. Box 1 1 1
Customer/Dealers
Poplar Bluff, Mo. 63901
Or Call (3141 785-0700
Wanted

EXPEDITER
A local manufacturing concern is
currently accepting applications for a
Parts Dispatcher. Candidates should
possess a high school diploma or
equivalent. Previous experience in
manufacturing or production control
would be beneficial. Send confidential
resume to:
Industrial Relations Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
Experience in methods, time study, and
standards development and anylasis.
Recent graduate considered. Degree
preferred. Salary commensurate with
experience. Excellent fringe benefits
with a growing company. Send confidential resume including salary
requirement to:
Industrial Relations Manager
'P.O. Box 610
7'Paris, TN 38242
Equal Oppor tunity Employer
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LITRE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
15. Articles For Sale
For sale: Apples, plums, damsons, and prunes. See Floyd
McKenzie or call 753-4725
Two oil heaters, also Hickory
smoked hams, and aluminum
shutters Call 492-8861.

16. Home Furnishings
Bedroom suite, 4 pieces Call
1533219
For sale. A Philco refrigerator,
in good condition. Price $125.
Call 753-7552.
For sale. Plaid couch and chair,
in earth tones. $150. Excellent
condition. Call 753-8295.
For sale: Hotpoint washer,
$300. Also a Kenmore dryer for
$50 Call 435-4193.
Man's reclining chair for sale,
good price. Call 753-3631.
Twin bed, springs and mattress Excellent condition Call
489-2639
Used 40" hood and Hotpoint
range,
timer,
electric
automatic oven, times plug,
coppertone. 753-2590

17. Vacuum Cleaners
1977 Kirby vacuum cleaner,
good condition. Call 437-4471.
New Eureka Industrial vacuum
cleaner, retail cost is $250.
Must sell, make an offer. 1591207.

20. Sports Equipment
Browning automatic, Sweet 16,
made in Belguim. $225. Phone
753-1208.
For sale: 27" 12-speed boys
chrome frame bike. Like new.
753-6054.

22. Musical
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN
One antique player piano, electrified, in excellent condition,
walnut finish. Also one AM-FM
stereo receiver with turn table
and 8-track tape player. 1530387.
Selmer trombone, excellent
condition $75 753-7231
Used Spinet piano for sale.
New piano for rent. Paris' first
and finest music store, Leach's
(901)642-6463.
Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly
payments on spinet piano. Can
be seen locally. Write credit
manager, P.O. Box 537,
Shelbyville, IN 46176.

24. Miscellaneous
Chimneys, all full triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30".
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Walllin
Hardware, Paris.
Complete line of mobile home
repairing. No job too small or
large. We buy and sell used
mobile homes. Westend Mobile
Home, Highway 60 West, 4421918.
SWIMMING POOL COVERS.
Century micro-mesh woven
polypropylene pool covers to fit
any style pool.• 16'x32' pool,
$170 • 18'x36' pool, $185.
Other sizes at comparable
prices. Order now for delivery
in mid September. Sunshine
Pool and Patio, Paducah,(502)
898-3441.
What you seems not what you
get. The store with the highest
shelf prices in town often
advertises 10 or 12 items at a
very low price, but remember,
there are about 10.000 items
in the average Big John Store
and Big John has the lowest
shelf prices EVERY DAY!

24. Miscellaneous

48. Auto.iervices

Wood for sale, delivered 7591260
Will tear down building and
remove for material Call 7591176
Wait and burn green wood, or
order now and burn seasoned
wood. Call 436-2758.

32. Apts. For Rent
43. Real Estate
For rent 2 bedroom duplex
7'
apartment, heat pump plus all
STROUT REALTY, INC.
lie letollers um, 1511•,.,•of
1,
appliances furnished 753
I eel .41vet
5791
fARIAS,MOMIS
One bedroom partially furnishTARE AND RKINATIOMAI
ed, $150 per month, deposit
PROPERTY
and references required Near
Listings
needed! Off ices
down town. No pets 753-1492.
Coast to Coast Buyers
Small furnished apartment. Infrom Everywhere Free
27. Mobile Home Sales quire 100 South 13th Street.
Catalog
STROUT REALTY
1974 24'x52' Baywood, 3 Two apartments for rent. Two
bedroom, 2 bath, all electric, rooms. kitchen, and bath $220
1912 Coldwater Rd
II6
unfurnished, on large lot in per month plus you pay small
East School district, $18.000 electric. 600 Poplar 753-6639
Call 753-2467 after 4 pm.
after 6 pm
14x70 Energy saver. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, central heat
Furnished apartment, 2 "Why
and air, unfurnished. $10,500
doesn't one of them have the courag(
bedrooms downtown,
Call 435-4171or 435-4122.
to
say,
'What you see here Is what you'
$150 per month. Phone
For sale -or rent Terms
753-4937 Monday-Fri- get'?"
available. 14x70 Windsor, Call
day 8-5.
436-2193.

Can batteries, 36 month Barn painting Tops or sides CUSTOM LEATHER WORK Free
guarantee, 80 amp $29 99 ex Free estimates 159-1981
estimates 753-9/36
change 60 month guarantee
Clint
ALUMINUM AND
and
-Will
PHILLIPS
Dave's
Odd
Jobs
95 amp, $3999 exchange do
odd jobs, including trimm- VINYL SIDING CO. 25 years ex
Wallin Hardware Paris
ing and cutting down trees perience Paducah. KY, 898
49. Used Cars
carpentry construction, and 3873 or 443/365
1977 Buick Regal for sale. One yard work Free estimates, low Painting and remodeling, tree
owner. Less than 30,000 miles, prices. Ingoire at 209 Walnut trimming and topping, odd
air, tilt wheel. in-dash stereo. Street. Murray, anytime
jobs Call 753 9736
753-5074
Concrete and black work Block Paper hanging, interior and ex1955 Cadillac Fleetwood. good garages, basements, driveways, terior painting 437-4617 or
restorable condition. Must seel walks, patios, steps, free •753-7337
to appreciate. Call 1-376-2304 estimates Charles Barnett,
Painting, carpentry, gutter
753-5476
or 1-376-2201.
work plumbing 753-9736
1977 Caprte Chevrolet, sold CARPET CLEANING, free
new end of 1977 Four door. 2- estimates satisfied references Refrigeration, air-conditioning
tone paint, has all equipment, Vtbra-Vac steam or dry clean- and electrical repairs Bob's
Hazel
only 28,000 miles. Call 498- ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning Refrigeration Service
KY 498-8370
753-5827
8739
REMODELING REASONABLE
CLEANING
1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic CARPET
wagon, fully equipped, good Guaranteed References Free Guaranteed Free estimates
753-9736
condition, $3250 Call 492- estimates 753-9736
8861.
Stop! For all your repair needs,
ALUMINUM
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
1978 Cadillac 4-door Sedan
SERVICE CO.
and electrical work. Look No
Devine, one owner All extras,
Aluminum and Vinyl More, Call Joe 753-9226 elle
very clean. Must sell to settle
Siding, Custom Trim 4 pm. We'll do your lob large or
estate. 753-7418.
Work. References, small. All work done to your
1968 Chevelle. 327 engine, lots
satisfaction.
753-01$89 Day or
of extras, good paint. Call 753Night.
9239 after 5:30.
COURTNEY SAIALL
1974 Honda CVCC Hatchback, Driveways white rocked and
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers, Tillers. Chainsows
753-8124
graded. All kinds of pea gravel.
for Service. Guaranteed
1972 Maverick, 6 cylinder. Free estimates. Will have bank
work. Will pickup and deliver
gravel and dirt. Tuesday only.
automatic. 753-8124
753-4141.
Clifford
Garrison,
753-5429.
1977 Nova, 6 cylinder, good
condition, power steering. For your home-care, personal- Will do plumbing, aircare, housewares, and multi- conditioning, painting, carpenPower brakes. Call 759-1007.
vitamin and mineral supple- try, concrete, and roofing. 7531977 Plymouth
Volare
ment needs, call your local Am- 2211 01 753-9600.
Premiere, 4-door with airway distributor at 753-0806
conditioning, power • brakes,
Will haul driveway white rock
after 4 pm.
steering, low mileage, one
and Ag lime, also have any type
Fence sales at Sears now. Call of brown or white pea gravel.
owner. 753-7418.
1979 Toyota Celica, 16.500 Sears 753-2310 for free Also do backhoe work. Call
estimate for your needs
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
miles. 5-speed. air. AM-FM 8
track, sun roof, in mint condi- Guttering by Sears. Sears con- 753-6763.
tinous gutters installed per Will do light hauling. Call 753tion. $6800. 436-5869.
specifications. Call Sears 8119 or 436-2455 or 7531973 TR-6 convertible. Call your
753-2310 for free estimate.
9337
after 6 pm, 437-4731.
Insulation blown in by Sears, Wet tiasement? We make wet
50. Used Trucks
save on these high heating and basements dry, work complete1976 Chevy C-65, split axle cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- ly guarenteed. Call or write
with or without 20' box bed. 2310 for free estimate.
Morgan Construction Co..
753-8738 or 753-7989.
K & K Stump Removal. Do you Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
1977 Contempo Chevy van. need stumps removed from KY 42001, or call day or night,
good condition. $6000. Call your yard or land cleared of 1-442-7026.
437-4471.
stumps? We can remove Will do painting, 15 years exFor sale: 1978 Chevrolet diesel stumps up to 24" below the perience. Call 753-8762
pickup. Excellent condition. -ground, leaving only sawdust anytime
Call 753-7752 or 753-8689. - and chips. Call for tree WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
COATING'SEALING. Have your
For sale: 1969 Ford Gravel or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
home driveway or parking lot
truck, 10 ft. dump bed. $2500.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- sealed professionally before
Call 753-4343.
stallation, heating installation winter 753-8163.
1965 Falcon pickup, 6 and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Young women will clean and
cylinder, straight shift with air,
excellent condition, sharp! Licensed electrician. Prompt, run errands for elderly ladies,
efficient service. Qualified for offices. etc. Reasonable and ef753-8124.
heating and cooling repairs. ficient. Have excellent
1970 Jeep truck with topper. Free estimate Call 435-4397.
references. 753-0601.
$18(30. Call 753-5889.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING, 56. Free Column
1978 Jeep Renegade C1-7, driveways and small jobs a
power steering, power brakes, speciality, also patching and • Free Kittens! 10 weeks old 2
calico, 2 tiger stripped Call
air-conditioned, tilt wheel, all seal coating. 753-1537
753-3994
extras. Call 753-4812 after
Need work on your trees? Topp6:30 pm.
ing, pruning, shaping, com- 57. Wanted
51. Campers
plete removal and more. Call Wanted: Female roommate to
1
4 mile from
1969 Coachman camper, 15', BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for share duplex, /
$1000. Also other household professional tree care. 753- campus. Call Janice at 7534121 between 12 and 8.
furnishings. Moving must li- 8536.
quidate! Call 753-9279 Piano tuning; rebuilding; Wanted: Mystery customer.
between 7 and 9.
refinishing. Band instruments, Under cover pizza consumer to
1979 VW campmobile. new used, complete repairs. evaluate delivery, service, and
Westphalia equipped; pop top, Call Thurmans 753-4834 or product on a monthly basis.
propane stove, 2-way electric Harry Absher, 1-444-9972. Call Must live within the delivery
refrigerator, city water, connec- the professional. 21 years ex- area of our new Domino's Pizza
store located at 810 Chestnut
tor_or electric pump. Auxiliary perience.
Street, Murray. Must enjoy a
gas heater/furnace. Imfree pizza once a month. Call
maculate condition. Call 762ROOFING
collect on Thursday. August
2906 or 753-9567 after 5 pm.
Cussaisirclal
and
21st, until 2 pm, 313-668Residential,
Shingle
52. Boats and Motors
6075. Domino's Pizza, Inc.
and
built-up roofs.
Wanted Male roommate to
References,
all
work
FOR SALE
share apartment 3 blocks from
goarantimmi. 759-4512
Deep
haul
I
MSU Call 1-821-1772 after 6
aluminum Phoenix, 15 hp
Sr 7511-11151.
pm
Johnson Low Boy fisher-

43. Real Estate

One 12x60 and one 10x55. Call
33. Rooms for Rent
Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753
Rooms for boys. Private en1551.
Kitchen facilities. Cen28. Mob. Home Rents trance.
tral heat and air. 1626
Furnished or unfurnished Hamilton. 753-8572 or 436mobile homes in Hardin. 5479.
Reasonable rent. References
34. Houses For Rent
and deposit required. 527For rent: 3 bedroom house,
1516.
753-9240.
Mobile homes for rent: 2
bedroom, fully furnished, $130 For rent: Panorama Shores, 11
per month. Excellent location. miles east of Murray. Quiet,
scenic view, tastefully remodelCall 153-8964.
ed 3 bedroom, 1 bath, large
Nice 2 bedroom mobile home, great room, one year lease. No
large well-kept yard, best for pets. $250.
924-5307 or 436single, $85 per month. 153- 5387.
8216 after 4 pm.
For rent: 2 bedroom house, furTrailers for rent, couples only. nished at Pine Bluff
Shores.
See Brandon Dill at Dills Call 753-6660 days,
or 753Trailer Court.
6121 nights.
Two bedroom mobile home, Five bedroom house for college
$150 per month plus deposit.
girls. Call 753-3865 days, 753753-9290 or 489-2761.
5108 evenings.
Two bedroom trailer fpr rent,
Four bedroom house, 3 blocks
11
/
2 miles on 641 South, $150 from
MSU, central air, new apper month. Call 753-4699.
pliances 753-3006 after 6 pm
Two bedroom, 14x70, comHouse' for rent, $125 per
pletely furnished, $200 per month plus deposit. Call
489month. Deposit and,references
2830.
required. Located 3 miles east
Recently remodeled 2 bedroom
of Murray. 753-1492.
lakefront cabin. Deck and
Heating-Cooling
29.
fireplace. Near Murray. $150
16.500 BTU Coldspot air- per month. Call 753-1267.
conditioner. $175. One 14,000
Well insulated house, 4 miles
BTU Coldspot, $120. Both in east, city water, couple,
excellent working condition. references. No pets. $175
753-0038 or 498-8281.
753-7551.
G.E. window air-conditioner, 37. Livestock-Supplies
4,000 BTU, like new. Call 753
Three registered Appaloosas,
5008.
coming 2 years, 2 fillies, one
King automatit wood heater,
colt. Call 502-436-2840.
brick lines, cast iron grates and
doors, lift off cook surface top. 38. Pets-Supplies
$259.99. Wallin Hardware, Basic and Advanced dog obeParis.
dience classes. All breeds and
We buy and sell used air ages. Professional instructor.
conditioners. Dill's Electric, 436-2858.
753-9104.
Wanted. Female German
30. Business Rental Shepherd to be bred to male
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
474-2346.
Mini
Warehouse

Purdom & Thurman
Innnnnnco &
Real Estate

Southside Court Square
Murray, Kentucky
7534451

Business Opportunity! One
Stop---gas, restaurant, grocery,
ice cream parlor, ice dispenser--This profitable business could
be yours. For further information call 753-1492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Cannibal Casserole! Price
chewed to the bone! You'll
know it's a go
hen you
see this sni0
bedroom
brick hon
iced at $33,000.
Call 753-1492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
for Glenda.

1
2
3 BR. home on 1 /
acres w/central heat
and air located NW of
Murray. Also included is
a 2 car shop wired for
compressor. Insulated
to TVA - standards.,
Priced in the 20's.
Nice older home. Completely remodeled. 3
bdr, enclosed porch,
gas heat with low
utilities. 12' above the
ground swimming pool
in back yard. Only
$28,900.
Illeiered - 753-3043
MIN Wismar - 703-7475
J..
s trams - 436-2430
Prentice Doom - 7134121
Laois* Sok.. - 733-24111
Sh•••••Ior, Avell••••••
753-1324

Murray Calloway
County Realty
(502)753-8146

40. Produce

For Rent

For sale: Watermelons and
cantelopes. Any amount. Pete
Valentine, 642-4439.

753-4758

41. Public Sale

Storage Space

Backyard sale! 811 North 18th
Large building for rent: 4 bays Street. Thursday and Friday.
in front, hoist, 2 back bays, ex- final clean-up. Everything at
tra large rooms. Call 753-8581 give-away prices!
or see at 808 Coldwater Road. Four party yard sale, Friday and
One bay shop for rent, near Saturday, at Hess Darnell's at
Dexter, $60 per month or $660 Coldwater. Clothes and antique
dishes.
per year. Call 437-4512.
Garage sale, 641 North, past
32. Apts. For Rent
For rent: 2 bedroom apartment, Wiggins Furniture on opposite
range, oven, refrigerator, side adjoining Memorial
dishwasher, disposer, washer Gardens Cemetery. Saturday,
and dryer hookup, air, carpet, beginning at 8 AM. 753-3645.
no pets. One year lease and Garage sale, Thursday, Friday.
$225 deposit required; $225 and Saturday. in Stella, red
per month. Phone 753-2622 or brick house across from trailer
park, 8 til ?. Almost new elec753-3865.
tric stove, furniture, plants,
few antiques, and so forth.
Moving sale! 641 South to
Harry Lee Waterfield Road
(Tobacco Road), turn left, first
When you buy insurance from an agent who
house after railroad tracks.
works directly for one company, he's probably not
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.
the person who handles your claims.
Six party yard sale! 402 N 8th
That's not the case when you deal with an InStreet, Saturday, Aug. 23rd, 7
dependent Insurance Agent like me. I'm right here
til ?.
ready to serve you when you have a claim...helping
Three party yard sale, Friday.
you reach a fair
August 22, one mile west of
settlement as quickly
Coldwater
voutm
g
as possible.
43.
Real Estate
Insurance
I
=
n
For all your insur••••••••
ance needs, contact me
$35,000.00!! That's
right. There is
something for sale for
210 E. Moist St.
$35,000. It's located at
Avow: Remade Ress-Danny Ross-James Ross
1659 Ryan and in733-04/1
cludes 3 bedrooms,living room, kitchen and
bath. TVA insulation.
WE CONTROL
Nice hedged back yard
with outside storage.
TERMITES
walking
Within
Also household, lawn indoors end
distance to MSU. This
eistdeers and
should sell quick, so if
Trams
you're interested betFOR DEPENDABLE
ter call soon.
Prefessleasail Pest CosstrolJOHN SMITH

We treat you like a
person. Not a number.

Ross Insurance Agency

301 N. 1211,
Murray, Ky. 12071

Four bedroom home, near
MSU. aluminum siding, gas
heat, lot 300' deep with good
garden spot. Seperate garage
and Workshop. Only $18,000.
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.

BOYD-MAJORS.
"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
'Professronal Services
With The Friendly Touelt"

The Perfect
Combination
Luxury, with income
Spacious 2 or 3
bedroom brick home
with 2 baths, central
heat and air, range
and refrigerator, lots
of built-ins and
beautifully landscaped
lawn in excellent
neighborhood. All this,
plus apt for income.
$39,500
2 Bedroom frame
home, built in 1971physical condition isgood but needs
redecorating. 32 acres
with 25 tendable some timber. Located
3 miles S.W. of Bell City. Priced at $39,500.

sokfc

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for n home but never think
about•termites - 49Ny ,,,,se the most damage next to fire Neve
your home treated now! 753-3911, Kelley's Termite II Pest Con
trol, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years experience
Home owned and operated

14e 6affe,ty753-7411
AROUND THE

CLOCK

43. Real Estate

7534080

1 BLOCK FROM
UNIVERSITY
Large stately older
brick 2-story residence
with much more quality than is normally
seen in contemporary
homes. Central gas
heat and central electric cooling. 2
fireplaces, outside
bar-b-que grill, 2-car
carport and large
covered stone patio,
separate garage. A
unique home and an
unusually good home
buying opportunity for
you! $73,000. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty,
LOW INTEREST
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Beat the inflation
crunch by assuming a
-tow interest Veteran's
Administration Loan
on this 4 bedroom executive home located
in
excellent
neighborhood.
Economic central gas
heat, formal ‘dining
room, 11 closets, den
with fireplace, and
cool central electric
air conditioning make
this residence a comfortable
and
economical family
home. Offered in the
mid 870's, through
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
Established business in good
location. Limited low interest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property, etc. Call 7534109.
Always wanted a home with
small acreage? This is an excellent opportunity because
the land is highly productive
and the house is sound. New
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings.
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
tendable, 2 in timber.
Homeplace and buildings occupy about 2 acres. Call 7531492 at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs. Realtors and let us show
you this farm today. Located
Lynn Grove area

0 P„,EALRUD
753-1222
HOME
SWEET HOME
Nice home situated on
112 acres, in the country but yet close to
town. Two bedrooms,
large living room and
kitchen. Fenced lot
with stable and shed is
ideal for horses.
833,500.
ECONOMY
SPECIAL
Newly remodeled
cabin near lake on two
acres. Large rustic
great room, eat-in kitchen, range and
refrigerator included.
$18,500. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty.

FREE
• 20 MILE
it DELIVERY
753-0984

F

Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offkes, cottages, mobile home .d-ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
a 60. Buy the best for less.
((MD R10.1,01 ieu Tll 51/11

•

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILOINe

PERFECT
STARTER
HOME
Neat and attractive
western cedar sided
home that could .be
just the home you've
been looking for. Thermopane windows, carport, with concrete
driveway and corner
lot location are a few
of the extra nice
features. Offered in
the upper $30's.
POCKETBOOK
PLEASER
Ideal home for the
small family, located
on a quiet residential
street. This 11,2 story
home has a living
room with fireplace,
dining room, family
room, central gas heat
and one-car garage.
Price reduced to
833,000. Phone 753-1222
Kopperud Realty.

44. Lots For Sale
Choice lots overlooking Klntucky Lake, $6000 and $7C10.
20 minutes from Murray. 4362261.
Two lots, 100x200. Highland
Oaks Subdivision, Alma 7532681.

46. Homes

Exceptionally nice home for
sale. Brick, 3 bedroom, den.
formal living room, 2 baths.
deck, fireplace. 2 car garage.
1605 Sycamore Street. By appointment only. Owner David
Travis, 753-3257, 753-4140.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. New 4
bedroom house, extra nice. Will
take trade-in of smaller house
or consider any reasonable offer. Call 753-3903 Can be seen
anytime.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. 2 Story, 3
or 4 bedroom house near
Panorama Shores, 2 full baths.
cooking island, sun deck, carport with storage area, Franklin
fireplace, and central air. Call
436-2851.
House in Gatesborough subdivision, with pool, 3 bedrooms.
den, 2 baths, garage, central
heat and air, priced in the
$40's. Call for appointment,
753-1205. e
House and two acres of ground
for sale, $6000. Call 753-8555.
Three bedroom brick, 8 miles
west of Murray. Entry hall, den
with fireplace, living room, dining room, all electric kitchen, 3
baths, walk-in closet, utility.
double garage with automatic
man motor, 6 hours on
door, storage room, central air
motor, 6 gallon tank,
and heat, pella windows and
cheap
to run! Minnkoto
doors, large patio and
troller ond battery EZ
workshop on one acre shaded
Rider trader. MO. Call
lot with blacktop drive. Priced
436-2696,
in the low 580's. 435-4276.
Three
bedroom
house, 35 Ft. Chris Craft Roamer
aluminum siding, appliances Sedan Cruiser. Make offer. Ofincluped, newly decorated, fice (314) 748-5561, home.
near 'M.S.0 753-6397 after 5 (314)471-8188.
pm.
Glasspar runabout, 16', 70 hp
Three bedroom house, 2 baths, MERC.. trailer. )1000. 753Five
miles
from
town.
5 acres.
6937.
Call 436-2573.
53.
Services Offered
Two bedroom home, gas heat,
central air, within walking Atchisons Painting Service, indistance of town and hospital terior and exterior, paperhang.
ing Also general house repair
Call 753-9250 after 6 pm
Free estimates. References fur
47. Motorcycles
nished. All work guaranteed
For sale. 1972 Triumph 650 Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313
Bonneville motorcycle. 474At Carter Studio too get a
2141
wide variety of frames. You
1979 Honda GL-1000 Gold
choose the frame that best
enhances you, print
ing, 1800 miles. 753-8856.
1979 Honda GL-1000 GoldwCARTER STUDIO
mg. 1800 miles 753-8856.
04 Main
753-8 9
Nice 450 Semi-Chop Honda
with extra set of pipes and AA-1 AU.TYPES home remodel
original front end. Phone 492- mg
and
maintenance
8879.
References. Guaranteed work
1980 Yamahopper, excellent Free estimates Call 753-8948
condition. 6 days old. Call 753- after 5 pm.
0009
•
Aluminum siding 56 years ex1980 Yamaha 85-400, 113 perience. Complete aluminum
needs Call the Garland's at
miles 753-8856
489-2427 or 328-8398
Services
48.
Chrome brush gaur'd for 1978 A complete service; washers,
Bronco or Ford pickup truck. dryers, air-conditioners, and
Lights mounted. Call 759- refrigerators. Call 759-1322
Prom pt
4663

Auto.

era- 53. Services Offered
rs .
-kia
rv53 -ifff

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SNOP
201 W Aleut Ser.*,
NEW OFFICE HOURS:

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 730 til 50

Price a
HAIRCUT $1.25
Nes.oftou

PRICE SUAVE 73•

Mews. Cols pi..CS 753 Notary

aft 4* an Nolan Service

•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE "
•LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delive

on P

• tions in City Limits

Reaetifally landscaped three bedroom brick home
with 2 baths, living moos dining roma cenebination
spacious family room with fireplace bellt-in kitchen with dishwasher and garbage disposal end
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Regulations To
Limit Student
Access To Program

r-

FRANKFORT, Ky. Changes in federal regulations
will sharply limit student access to the food stamp program, William Huffman,
social insurance commissioner for the Department for
Human Resources announced
Aug. 13.
The amended federal
regulations will prohibit participation in the food stamp
program by persons physically and mentally fit between
ages 18 to 60 years who are
enrolled at least half time in a
higher-education institution.
Half-time enrollment is defined by each institution.
Also, the regulation changes
will eliminate the tax
dependency requirement in
the food stamp program.
Under the change, the state
will no longer be required to
determine whether food
stamp applicants are tax
dependents or not. Currently,
persons claimed as tax
dependents by their parents or
guardians are ineligible for
food stamp benefits.
While the regulation change
goes into effect Sept. 1, persons declared ineligible under
the new rules will not be affected until they reapply for
food stamp benefits, Huffman
said

COMPARE OUR PRICES. . .SAVE 10-50%

MSU'S TOP GRADUATE: Gina R. Halley of Murray was the top graduate scholastically
in the 404-member summer graduating class at Murray State University, graduating
with a 1.95 grade point average of a possible 4.00 points. She is shown being
congratulated by Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-president for academic programs,following
summer commencement exercises on the campus Friday, Aug. 8. Looking on are
members of her family. On the left is her mother Mrs. Dorothy Halley; her brother,
Randy, is in the center; and her father, Wayne B. Halley, minister of music at the First
Baptist Church in Murray, is on the right. Miss Halley received a bachelor of science
degree in nursing and has accepted a gosition in Orlando, Fla,

Hot Fashion Items

Hospital Clothing Popular

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger 8 Times by
530 pm. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p m. Monday through Friday, a
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4 s... Saturdays to guarantee
The regular business office
hours of The Murray Ledger & Timesare I cm. to 5 p.m.. Monday
through Friday and 8 are. to nook
saturdoys

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API Shapeless blue-green pants,
shirts and gowns are one of the
hottest fashion items in town,
but the hospitals are trying to
put a stop to it.
They've lost thousands of
dollars worth of surgical scrub
suits in recent months.
"They are a No. 1 item at
discos, at parties and so forth," said Douglas Shaw, a vice
president of Jewish Hospital.
"People even modify the bottoms to make shorts out of
them."
Shaw said no one knows
whether hospital employees,
patients, visitors or all of the
above are smuggling them
out, but they are showing up
on the streets.
It's all part of a nationwide
fad. In Seattle, for instance,
hospitals lost an estimated
$200,000 from disappearing
scrubs last year. In Chicago,
one hospital reported $40,000
in losses.
Another Chicago hospital
switched to pink scrub suits-to
curb thefts and they got

worse.
There's no place in
Louisville where a welldressed man or woman- can
walk in and buy the pullover
garments worn by doctors and
nursing in the operating room.
But, said Shaw, "it's not uncommon to walk around
Louisville and see them.
They're a hot-ticket item.
They tell me the scrubs will
command quite a good price
on the street market."
paying
Hospitals are
between $3 and $4 for a scrub
shirt and about the same for
pants. On the street, they're
reportedly selling for $10.
Fashion experts say it's part
of a another trend toward
tasual clothes, such as the
jeans and painters' overalls
trends - "high-tech dressing," they call it.
Although police haven't
been asked to file charges in
connection with stolen scrubs,
the hospitals aren't ruling it
out.
Stronger security measures

also are being taken by having
guards stop and question
anyone who walks out wearing
or carrying scrubs.
Shaw said manufacturers of
scrub clothes are experimenting with sewing metal strips
into garment linings.
Hospitals could install electronic detectors that would set
off an alarm if a scrub garment were taken out the door.
But that might not sit well
with doctors, who often dash
from one hospital to another to
tend to emergencies sometimes wearing their
scrub suits.
SHREDDED CHEESE
If you like to make a
nourishing main dish out of a
soup, add shredded cheese to
it. This little innovation is
especially good with cream
soups such as corn, broccoli,
zucchini and carrot. After the
soup is cooked and still very
hot, add the shredded cheese,
cover and let stand a few
minutes to melt the cheese,
then stir to mix it throughout.

MASTER-MAC
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PRICED
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$2.99

$2.49

LIMIT 2 PLEASE

AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSOR

$59.95

MAC

Master-Mag Vent Rib
Shotgun

MASTER MAC

114?5.

139tl

aster-Mag Deluxe Shotgun
with Accu-Chok

"grER MAG

Goose

' the season to season shogtun,
Deluxe slide-action shotgun that handles
214" or 3" magnum shells, 28" vent rib
barrel with interchangeable accu choke
tubes, full, modified or improved cylinder
Choose 12 or 20 gauge 600-1267.1275

15995
Sale

Remington 870

5
Sale

Remington2

8139.95
95

un 6

Choose 28" or 30" barrel 12 or 20-gauge
Remington 870 Featuring 5 shot pump
action. walnut stock vent rib 600-3032
$229.95
thru 3123
12 or 20-gauge 3 inch magnum Reming.
ton model 870 600-3180. 3214
$249.95

95
Sale

H 1.4 R Shotgun

'24.80
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VALVOLINE
10W-40
MOTOR OIL

Auto Shack
Special Value

73

himoUNE
MOTOR

A QUART \

LIMIT 6 QUARTS PLEASE

MECHANICS
CREEPER

TURTLE

•

I.

LIQUID WAX

ingaRF

For That
Hard Shell
Finish!

Make Those Under-TheCar Jobs Cleaner..,
And Easier!

12 oz. Bottle

1.57

Auto
Shack
Super
Priced

$6.99

AUTO PARTS YOU NEED. . .AT DISCOUNT PRICES
•'1=1
DIGITAL
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Pack of 2

A GREAT
GIFT!
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39' $14.99

U.S. GOVERNMENT
APPROVED

GAS
CANS

Choose a 12 or 20-gauge, 26". 28". 30"
barrel Remington 1100 Gas operated
American walnut stock and fore end
$27995
6002182 thru 2265
12 or 20-gauge 3-Inch magnum Reining.
ton 1100 600 2273 thru 23156310.00

Single shot Harrington and Richardson
shotguns Your chotce of 12. 20w 410gauge with 28" or 26" barrel 602-2610.
262R, 2636

1 GALLON

$2.99

2 GALLON

83.99
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The Nearest Thing To
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•
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LIMIT 2 2-PACKS

Remington 1100

RfmingIOn279

YOU SAVE
UP TO

*$21.95

Models in 12. 20 and 410 Will handle all
standard PA" or 3" shells Walnut finished stock with non-slip composition
buttplate and serrated fore-end for posi
five grip Top safety 600•1010 thru 1085

Slide action shpigun with checkered
stock and fore end decorative pistol grip
cap and heavy duty rubber recoil pad with
white spacer Chambered for 244" or 3"
magnum shells Available in 12 and 20
ga and 410 600 1119 thru 1184

'126.05

BRAKE MASTER CYUNDER
COMPARE FOR A 1976 CHEVY
Auto Shack
At Parts
At Parts
At Chevy
P r i c e..
Store B...
Store A
Dealer..
You
You
You
Pay "46.75 Pay "26.95 Pay "23.75
'REMANUFACTURED PART...WITH EXCHANGE

turtle
MASTER

YOU SAVE
UP TO

COMPARE: FOR A 1969 CHEVY
Auto Shack
At Parts
At Parts
At Chevy
Price..
Store B...
Store A...
Dealer...
You
You
You
Pay "186.00 Pay "s120.00Pay "99.50 *

Sale

Master-Mag
Shot

Be Prepared...
Keep A Spare!

$1.99

HARVEST OF VALUES
30-30 lever action rifle Features walnut
finished hardwood, non-slip buttplate.
iron sights and crossbolt hammer block
00
and disconnecting trigger Drilled and
tapped for scope mount 600-1507

FAN
BELTS

For Most
Foreign...And
Domestic Cars!

‘r.S7' •

Tune Up Now!
• Save Gas
• Save Money
Help Your Car
Run like It
Should!

-CoasttoCoast
Master-Mag 30-30
Lever Action Rifle

TUNE-UP
KITS
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REPLACEMENT
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CHROME
The Finest Chrome
Aluminum Spray
Enamel!
It's New!
It's Amazing!
8 Or.
Size
Limit
2

$6.99
5 GALLON
Don't Be Caught Without
One...When You Need III

si 37

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
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Mae*I SUPER ARATRST

le
644
30-30-Cal. 7006
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Box

Sale
Cal

Box
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Center Fire
Duck & Pheasant
Shells
Shells
Owes
Winchester of Remmpton shells
Ron

Remington or Wincheater duck pheasant
$4 in
II pa Remington ot Winchester
$409
16 pa Winchester, only
$4 60
20 pa Remington or Winchester

30-30 cat
30 06 cal

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-9
SUNDAY 1-6

Cl 99

699
,

High Rase
Shotgim Shells

2 Oa
Eton

High base shotgun shells Choose Rem ington
Express.or Winchester Super X
n7- ea Remington of Wtneheligar
*CR
I IS ga Remington or Winchester
$4 20
20 ga Remington or Winchestair

Control Shopping Coulter
Phew* 7534604

1011NT
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SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
OPEN DAILY
8AM TR3PM

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PHONE
/53-8911
•

• PRICES GOOD THRU SUNDAY 111

•
•
•
•
•
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•
OPEN
EVERY SUNDAY
•

